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The regular meeting of the City Government was held Monday evening, August 5th,
with full boards present and Mayor Hanson
presiding. The records of the last meeting
were read and approved.
The roll of accounts
was read and ordered
paid, as follows:

personal.,
ratic ‘Econoniy”...WashingMoney. .How
'( erings. Spite
an Island to England.. Manes Exported.

presented
Adjourned.

ment

Contingent.
$1,296 25
Bread-Making_A Fire Department. 233 95
leal
Everything...A Sea Free Library. 110 61
General School Purposes. 119 34
... v c-rted.. Letitia to the ResSchool Contingent.
A Bucksport Boy’s Ap50
Literary News and Notes Special appropriation for Hose House.
35 10
6 00
Belfast’s Legacy for a Park.
94 02
Building. ..News of the Cemeteries.
544 83
News of Brooks. .The Paupers.
33 09
Wedding Bells. .East Bel- School Repairs and Insurance.
35 10
Sewers.
Highways. 1,103 72
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Delegates.
>r Shoe Company.
Making
Farm Pay Well. Another
on
Some
ier
Depending
A Legend of Grand Manan
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be Smaller..

I.ippincott’s. Wedding
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Springs. ..Mar.Married... Died
esnondence. .Ship News.
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and conditions for
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worse than the papers
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length:
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probably seen that it was

more at
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i* the Belfast to assist in a
-ailed into Boston with the
assengers aboard.
at 3 a. m. by a distress sige, which our boat answered
ard, “Can't you throw us a
It didn't take- and
:ne window, where we could
: a large black hulk which
the William Chisholm of
darn Oil vessel; it was she
damage, and the “City of
r.-y sight with 6 feet or
.mpietely gone and a huge
:,e wheel should be.

••

;
1

ppened

.end succor the passengers
■’••ti to the Wm. Chisholm,
i no w ireless and only six
capsized, but 1 believe
A!.<»ut live o’clock we took
.ard nd while most of
well clothed, some indeed
ight; it was the nearest apg I ever want to experiundly after leaving Rockfog whistle until in reach
of the Rockland.
staterooms to the rescued
cankful that we we wTere in
.1 give aid instead of the
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ir.y

laid out
over the land of Nathan F. Houston and Chas.
W. Frederick from Bridge street to its plant
on the westerly side of the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad Company, was read and accepted and ordered placed on tile. Council con-

be

W

expense of sprinkling Belmont avenue
the fair week. No action was taken.

_■

at

Street Commissioner J. W. Burgess appeared before the board asking that an extra appropriation be made for the purpose of underNo
draining a part of the Augusta road.
action was taken.
The following orders were read and passed
in

Ordered, That the Belfast Water Company
is hereby ordered and instructed to
place a regulation hydrant on Pleasant street
opposite the factory of J. C. Durham; said hy
be and

drant to be connected with water main from
either Bridge or Washington streets.
Ordered, That the Penobscot Bay Electric
Company be and is hereby ordered and instructed to lay new gas pipes or put those now
installed in first class condition in post office
square at the earliest date possible, as said
square is to be macadamized with bituminous
binder and permission will not be granted to
break through the surface after macadam is

completed.
IN
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•tified of His Nomination.
President Taft
August 1.
led today of his nomination
•'
"puMican convention at Chiby his family and friends
om of the White House,

was

as

made

by

the committee.

CONVENTION.
con-

statement

of

Mr.

Frederick

was

read by the Mayor, as follows:
Belfast. AJaine, August 5, 1912.
To the Honorable City Council:—
As Trustee under the last will and testament of Lena Peirce Frederick, late of this
city, I desire to announce the maturity, at this
time, of a legacy made therein, for the benefit
of the City of Belfast. As is well known the
Haytord Block property, so-called, is designed
under the provisions of this will, and under
certain conditions, to be disposed of when it
can be sold to good advantage and the proceeds applied to the building of a schoolhouse
for our city.
Until such time as this can be
brought about favorably to the city’s interest
the trustee will manage and control the property, subject to such advice and suggestions as
the City Council may desire to proffer, giving
account at regular intervals of receipts and expenditures. Net money from this source to be
deposited in one of our local banks, either to
be added to this trust fund or used to benefit
the buildings and add to their salability, as

day.

at

marriage

street

presenting statement of Charles WT.
Frederick relative to the Ilayford Block prop-

R. F. D.

annual
be held

Bridge

sewer on

vention

•Mr and .Mrs. E. H. Bur.Me.
All members and
tc to attend.
If stormy
'•i'i the first fair day. L.

e..

a

IN JOINT

Wednesday, August 28,

■

on

Maurice WT. Lord appeared before the

Joel

daughter
Megunti-

Tea and
first fair

nner.

ual

late

Sheldon

damages stand

I’icnic dinner. Eva
:ury. West Appleton.

\

called for the purpose of holding
the fire at the residence of Miss

read and it was voted that the committee on
sewers be instructed to consult with McKeen
and Ritchie and ascertain what portion of
Bridge street their bid covers.
Fred N. Savery appeared before the board
asking that he be allowed a reasonable amount
of damages for injury to his horse caused by
an alleged defect in the draw in the lower
bridge. Voted that Aid. Wing be appointed as
chairman of a committee to act with such as
the Council may join to investigate the claim
of Mr. Savery.
Voted that the bill of Cooper & Company for
labor and material on sewer be referred to the
committee on sewers.
The claim of Thomas I. Parkinson for damages caused by the new town way from Bridge
to Market s treets was taken up by Aid. Littlefield, and it was voted that the award for

1912.

lai reunion of the

OFFICERS.

on

construction of

mry.

*

MUNICIPAL

OF

August 2nd. After hearing
the testimony of Miss Sheldon it was voted
that the cause of the fire was unknown.
In compliance with a venire issued by the
court the following jurors were drawn: Grand
Jurors, William A. Mason and Ed. Davis:
Traverse Juror6, Charles S. Bickford, Virgil L.
Hall, William F. Patterson and Frank A.
Bramhall.
The bid of McKeen and Ritchie for the

Swanville, August
church lawn. A.

at

the

on

BOARD

Meeting
inquest

Ora

.Simmons family will hold
Aug 21st on the east side

1

concurrence:

thought

best.

Until the property is finally disposed of
there are three important points in connection
with the operation of the city’s interest which
should be understood as between the city and
trustee.

These

First,

Taxes.

are:

I

would suggest that

an

abatement of taxes can be made proportionately to the time of the city coming into the
revenue of the buildings.
But it might be
better, as the tax is already assessed, that the
trustee pay the tax in full and charge the
city’s account with the portion of the tax accruing after the date of the city’s ownership
begins. Either plan would be equitable to
both interests.

animation is as clear and
Second, Repairs. The trustee, as long as he
the title of any candiadte
serves, will have only ordinary and necessary
ations began,” said Senamade to the buildings. It would seem
repairs
-"ion of his address,
to be wise to dispose of the buildings practiacceptance Mr. Taft defined cally as they are today.
the campaign as he saw
The city’s insurance
Third, Insurance.
'i lie right to amplify his
i should be kept intact during their holding.
1
the campaign devel- The trustee has one
policy of $1,000 on the
i. sue that confronts the
main building which he will keep renewed for
tired, was that of the the city, should it expire while the buildings
nation’s institutions and are under his charge. He has also two
plate
;i*‘
constitution,threatened j glass accident policies, covering all the plate
hand by the Democratic
glass in the Church street fronts. These run
her by those Republicans
to next February and March and shall be kept
to try their fortunes in
| alive, if necessary.
If thought best by the City Council I would
suggest that within a reasonable time a com'Mavtaiioc t0 t>e Redeemed.
mittee of citizens, or from the Council, who
may be best informed in real estate values
and prospects in Belfast, be appointed, to act,
the Portland Press.]
perhaps with the addition of the trustee, in
M <Mi.
Two years ago Sagada- making a fair appraisal, or asking price, for
;
inany years of staunch this property. It is absolutely necessary that
'altered and fell by the wayevery effort be exerted to secure as much for
n' "rats
succeeded in electing
ri.
the buildings as can be obtained, for we know
r>
"‘'“h'iates, with the exception of the project for which this is to be applied
lsn
M
.,vbl
going to happen again would naturally call for a larger sum than we
ah long shot.
At the recent
can expect to realize, even at the best.
ttr-e ^publican
county committee
When the building of a schoolhouse is asrorn every town showed a
;
sured, whether large or small, even if the
against the continuance of money from this source proves inadequate and
me of those
who had further sums are added to It, I hope the sug‘^«8ed as
y«-art
Republicans, but who gestion made by the donor may be met and
Plaisted, are among the building be named the Peirce School, a
fT
;Ma. a
Kennebec county ring name standing for one of the old representaw°rking tooth and nail to tive families
about n
city, well known and hon'‘‘a-time party victory in Saga- ored in business and social life.”
n‘DerThe breach in the party
Respectfully submitted,
for years has been comCharles W. Frederick, Trustee.
heaioH
1
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Voted, That Mayor Hanson and Aid. Marden
be

.appointed

as

two

of

a

committee

on

the
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in Augusta last Fri-

Mrs. Albert L. Mudgett spent last Friday
with her parents in Knox.
Flora Elms and Helen Parks of Center Lincolnville were in Belfast last week.

The fourth anniversary week of moving pictures in Belfast, introduced by Manager W. J.
Clifford, was observed at the Opera House last
week with special attractions and good houses
every evening. The prizes offered were won
as follows:
T. W. Lothrop, a barrel of flour;

Miss Hannah Anderson died
Miss Marian Tarbox of Farmington arrived
August 1st at
her home 206 State street, Portland.
last Friday to visit Mr. and Mrs. W. M. RanShe had
boen an invalid since last
dall.
October, but was
confined to her bed only about two
months.
Roger Fuller of Lincolnville, a student at
She was practically unconscious the last
two Harry Bowker, $3.50 in gold; Ralph Richards, Tufts
college, called on Belfast friends last
days and passed peacefully away. Miss An- $1. The party who left Section 4, number 43,
Friday.
derson was born in Belfast and was the
lost a dollar by leaving.
only
F. C. Pitcher of Medford,
was
a
daughter, and last of the family, of Hon. Hugh
Mr. George W. Winslow, principal of the guest at E. C. Fletcher’s last Maas.,
week.—Camden
J. and Martha (Dummer) Anderson. Her Normal
Training School at Westfield, Mass., Herald^
father, mother and one brother, Thomas, died will give his entertaining lecture, “A Story of
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie B. Loud of Waterville
in Portland in 1881, and later her brothers an
English Humorist,” in Memorial hall to- arrived last
Friday to visit Mr. and-Mrs. Edgar
John, Henry, Horace and Joseph were called morrow, Friday, evening. Miss Faustina CurM. Harding.
from earth. Mr. Anderson came to Belfast | tis,
State-wide
of
of
reputasoprano,
Bangor,
Mr. and Mrs. George Curtis were recent
from Wiscasset in 1815, when 14
years old.
tion, will sing, with Mrs. C. E. Read accom*
of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Peavey of Center
In 1816, upon the death of his uncle, Francis
is
said to be guests
panist. Mr. Winslow’s lecture
Anderson,a merchant,he succeeded to his busi- very entertaining, and an enjoyable evening is Lincolnville.
ness, which he continued until 1827. The store
Miss Marian Knowlton of Camden returned
assured. Admission 25 cents.
was on the corner of Main and
home last Thursday from a visit with Mr. and
High streets,
A horse which was being led up Waldo
where the Pythian block now stands.
From avenue Friday afternoon by George Ryan, Mrs. Charles H. Crosby.
1827 to 1837 he was clerk of the
judicial courts, with a load of household goods in a hay rack,
Rev. George E. Edgett of Rockland, former
and from 1837 to 1841 a member of
Congress became frightened at the gasoline engine, pastor of the M. E. church in this city, was in
from the Waldo district, which then
comprised i which was on the way to the fire in the Sheldon Belfast last Friday calling on friends.
a portion of Kennebec
county. In 1843 he was
and ran away. The front of the autoMr. and Mrs. B. F. Harding of North Bilchosen by the Democrats governor; an honor house,
mobile of Clarence E. Read was struck and lerica, Mass., spent
Sunday in Belfast, the
which they repeated in the two successive j
injured somewhat, and one of the lights on guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Harding.
years, each time with an increased majority.
S.
of
*he automobile
Elbridge
Pitcher, was
In 1848 he presided over the electoral
Capt. C. F. Carver of Camden was the guest
college broken, and some" of the furniture in the rack
last week of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Crosby, while
of Maine, and in 1850 acted as commissioner in
damaged. The horse was finally stopped and on his
way to visit relatives in Searsport.
establishing the State Reform School. In 1854,
nobody was hurt.
having been appointed by President Pierce
Mrs. Louise Carleton Cuddy and little daughPreble
of
Frank
L.
and
Messrs.
Waltham,
commissioner of customs, he removed to
ter Mary of Winterport arrived last
Friday to
Arthur S. Watson of Milton, Mass., are regis- visit Pnutmuafor ami Un A
p n_l—s._
V/., uui inauc ttUUUttl Visits
tered at the Windsor and are employed on a
to bis former home.
In 1857 he vacated the
Mrs. Harry Gordon of F’ortland has returned
of the Smith Bunker farm on the Perposition last named to accept that of commis- survey
home from a week’s visit with Mr. and Mrs.
kins road. There is a complication of ownersioner of the mint in California and remained
Charles F. Shaw. She also visited relatives in
ship as well as in regard to area and boundsome
time in San Francisco.
Returning to
Brooks.
Chas. W. Lancaster has a warranty
aries.
Washington he was auditor o? the Treasury
Miss Marjorie Shaw has returned home from
Bunker has a bond of the
for the Post Office Department from 1866 to deed and Smith
a visit with relatives in
Elmwood, Mass. She
1869. In 1880 the family moved to Portland, place. Maurice W. Lord recently obtained an
was accompanied by Miss
Agnes Paine, who is
which had since been their home. The Ander- option to buy, good until the first of September. Among the rumors as to the purpose of her guest.
son home in Belfast was the brick residence
the survey is one to the effect that a second
Mrs. Frank A. Riggs announces the engagecorner of Bridge and High streets now owned
dam may be built for the Water company. It ment of her niece, Audine Deering, to Oscar
by Dr. O. S. Vickery. It was built by Capt.
Hutson Bishop in 1824 and was bought of his is said that other farms in the vicinity are to Charlton of Lowell, Mass. The wedding will
take place October 1st at the Riggs home on
widow (“Aunt Jane") who made her home be surveyed.
The Bangor Fair. With the Bangor fair Miller street.
there until her death. In Belfast, in WashingMrs. Reuberf Ilsley and son Morrill of Washton and in Portland, Miss Anderson took the scarcely a month away, patrons are beginning
position in society to which she was born, and to ask what the attractions are to be this year. ington, D. C., formerly of this city, are with
leaves many friends to mourn her death. She Manager Field has made the final arrange- relatives in Portland and later will visit her
was a
woman of
strong character and at- ments for each of the many drawing cards parent ; in Waterville.
tractive personality, a reader of the best in that will bring thousands of people to Bangor
Mr. Walter Watson of Pittsburg. Pa., was
literature, and ever maintained an interest in during the week of August 27th, and announce- the guest last week of Miss Katherine E.
her native place, and was looking forward to
ment of them was made this week. This fair Brier at the home of her
mother, Mrs. Clevevisiting Belfast this season. Funeral services will be the 29th annual, and Manager Field has land Downes, Union street.
were held at her late home at 11.30 a. m., last
stated that tjpe attractionsfor this year will be
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Donnell of Somerville,
Saturday, Bishop Codman of tne Episcopal the best he has been able to secuie in a numMass., called on Belfast friends last Friday
Diocese of Maine officiating, and the remains ber of years past. The racing program and a
while on their way to visit Mr. Donnell’s sister,
were brought to Belfast, accompanied
by Mrs. list of other attractions will be found in our Mrs. Eva Moody, in Searsmont.
W. H. Anderson, Miss Edith Anderson, Miss advertising columnns.
Mrs. Clara Cleale of Sherborn, Mass., who
Mary Anderson, Miss Alice Wuod and W. M.
Shipping Items. The Boston Globe of July has
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. P. S.
Bradley, Esq., all of Portland. The interment 31st says: “The wreck of the schooner Lois V.
Staples, on Swan Lake avenue has returned
was in the family lot in Grove cemetery, and
Chaples, which went down off Chatham sev- home, accompanied by Mrs.
Staples.
at 2 p. m. Sunday Orlando Titherington, lay eral months
ago, will probably be raised withHon. Lucius C. Morse of Liberty has been
reader, read th-s Episcopal funeral service at in a few days. The Merritt-Chapman wreckappointed patriotic instructor by the Comthe grave in the presence of the relatives and
ing tu.g Commissioner and the wrecking lightmander of the Maine Grand Army, and is well
a few friends.
er Controller are engaged in the work of liftfor the duties of the position.
the wreck from the bottom.” The Cha- qualified
ing
Mrs. Priscilla J. Goldsmith died at her home
Mr. and Mrs. John Poland and son Robert of
was built in Belfast in 1875 for the Jackples
in Salem, Mass., July 24, 1912, after an illness
sonville trade, and named for the wife of her j Roxbury, Mass., who are touring Maine in
of nearly three months. She was born in
!
commander, the late Janies H. Chaples. Her their auto, called on Belfast friends last FriSandwich, N. H., the daughter of Jeremiah
is
present hailing port
stonington, Ct... .The day. They are at present in Lincolnville.
and Mercy Littlefield Chase, and was one of a
schooner Polly was on exhibition at Dighton,
Hon. and Mrs. W. P. Thompson of Bangor
fourteen
When
was
children.
she
an
family of
Mass., at the recent celebration of the 200th ! visited relatives in Belfast last week. Mrs.
infant the family removed to Swanville, Me.,
anniversary of the incorporation of the town. Thompson will spend several weeks at Winderwhere all her early years were spent. She is
|-Capt. Stillman J. Eaton of Rockland has mere Park, Unity, before returning to Bangor.
survived by her husband, Albert Goldsmith of sold his commanding interest in the schooner
Mrs. Florence G. Mutchler of Boston, who
Salem, Mass., and by two brothers and three Dora Allison to Pendleton Bros, of Islesboro,
who are understood to have been acting for Y
has been at the Fitzsimmons cottage at Hall’s
sisters, viz: James L. Chase of WSddo, Me., de la
Migar of Vera Cruz, who will use her in
for several weeks, arrived Monday and
Henry M. Chase of Swanville, Me., Betsey A., the Mexican lumber trade. The Dora Allison Quarry
is at the J. L. Sleeper home, No. 2 Church
was built in Tottensville, N. Y., and hails from
wife of George W. Bartlett of Belfast, Me.,
Va.
street.
Esther M., wife of J. Albert Smith of Dorches- Richmond,
..

ment.

Northern

Simmons Grove with

;

during

The bill of The Coe-Mortimer Company for
the draw at the lower bridge taken up
and it was voted that that Dart of the bill covering 1911 be paid from the contingent fund, and
the balance for 1912 from the highway depart-

reunion of the

interport, Aug. 22,

De

Orrin J. Dickey appeared before the Board
in behalf of the Waldo County Agricultural
Society, requesting that the city pay half the

the gruesome

held

street

a

curring.

REUNIONS.

will

\

July 20, 1909, asking that

happy memories

out

19th annual

e

|

ead.accepted and ordered placed on file. Council concurring.
Petition of The Coe-M or timer Co., praying
that proceedings be ceased on its petition of

1

morn.

ILV

:

The petition of Dr. E. D. Tapley, et als., askthat the roads and streets of the City of
Belfast be leveled by using King drag, was

ing

midnight and

at

51

tending

later,

one

yet after this

rmal

l

|

longer

a

_

Total...'.$3,612

About Those

Mr. C. W. Wescott
day on business.

Sanford Howard recently completed a large
stable for Jesse Staples, upper High street. It
contains ten stalls and is occupied by the Belfast Trucking Co.

the City Council.
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part of the City Government and
Maurice W
Lord and Clement W. Wescott aa
two on the
part of the citiifena to act with
Charles W
Frederick, trustee, as suggested in his state-

City Government.

ar.j the Belfast. .City Govern'obituary The News of Bel-
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of Today’s journal.

'ents
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u.

ter, Mass., and Sarah.E, wife of Gilbert L.
Levanseller of Waldo, Me. She leaves relatives in Bangor, Me., New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Connecticut. A kind neighbor,
and

friend,

a

woman

of

sterling

worth

and

;

character, yet
quiet and unassuming disposition, hers was a life spent largely in
self-sacrifice for the joy and welfare of
Her devotion to her husband and
others.
be
her fealty to friends could hardly
equaled. Even in [her last illness, when not
suffering bodily pain, her mind would revert
to the carrying out of some act of kin Iness for
of

another.

let

an was

aone

m

tne

Miss Ada

A telegram was received Tuesday
morning
announcing the death, August 5th, in Reno,
Nevada, of Kingsbury S. Pierce formerly of
Belfast. A later telegram said that his father

quiet way

which was one of her chief characteristics.
Her life wTas well rounded with good deeds.
The family, and especially the bereaved husband, who has been called upon to part from

Tuesday
Young Pierce
left

week

the remains.
went West two years ago, with
his mother and sister, the late Miss Maude
Pierce, whose health it was hoped would be
benelitted by the change of climate. She died
last spring and was brought to Belfast for
burial, the remains accompanied by her mother,
who is still here. Although not
perfectly
well, young Mr. Pierce was in his usual health
when his mother came East and he remained
behind with his father, who has employment
there. Much sympathy is expressed for the
family in this sudden bereavement.
A

Conference. The Democrats of Waldo county had a meeting at the
courthouse last Saturday morning, at which

the companion with whom he has walked for
fifty-one years, have the sincere sympathy of
all friends in the community. Funeral services were held July 27th at the residence of
H. M. Chase in Swanville (which was her
girlhood home) and interment was in Green-

Democratic

---

•*''**»

vvnuo,

v,auui*

dates for county offices and party workers
Hon. R. F. Dunton presided, j
were present.

Marriner finish id her work
Mr. Horace Chenery. She

clerk for

Boston.

Roxbury, MasB.,

and Mrs. Eugene S. Philbrook and chilSanford, who have been guests of
Mr. A. D. Smalley, will leave tomorrow, Friday, to visit Mr. Philbrook's relatives in
Rev.

C. W. Wetcott left
to Boston.

trip

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Small of Old Town
visiting friends in Belfast.

ing Mrs. C. S. Webber.

Mrs. E. B. Worthen of
Lexington, Mass., is
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Heal.
Miss Angie Carver of
Searsport returned
from a week’s visit with Mrs.
C. S.
Webber.

Sunday.

Mfenday

Mr. Gardner L. Hatch and Miss Harriet
Hatch of Citypoint visited relatives in Castine
last week.

ing

Miss White of

Mr. W. H. Farnham, District
reporter of the
Boston Post,is spending his vacation
with Belfast relatives.

Chellis Michaels of Springfield, Mass., arrived Saturday to visit his parents. Mi. and
Mrs. Hiram Michaels.

Mrs. Mary Roper of
Gloucester, Mass., rehome last Friday from a visit with
Mrs.
D. L. Proctor.

turned

Mrs. Sherman Freeman and daughter Dorothy of New Haven, Conn., are visiting friends
and relatives in Belfast.

Miss Dorothy Aiken of Boston
is the gue»t
of Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cote at their
summer
home in Northport.

Misses Marjorie and Ida Carleton went to
Winterport last Monday to visit their grandmother, Mrs. Juliette Tenney.

Rev. A. E. Morris of Old Town ha> been
in
Belfast several days, the guest of Rev.
D. B.
Phelan and B. 0. Norton.

Mrs. H. C. Pitcher and guests, Mrs. E. A.
trip

Miss Charlotte Colburn,
daughter of Albert
T. Colburn ot TnlpHn nhin
Colburn home, Church street.

to

«

Mian i, Fla.,
will arrive this week to visit Capt. White’s
mother, Mrs. Margaret H. White.
Miss Isabella White of Elmira, N. Y., arrived
last Saturday evening and is the guest of Miss
Caroline E. White, Northport avenue.
of

Mrs. Arthur I. Brown returned last
Monday
from visits with her son, Arthur
F„ in Mechanic Falls and with Mr. Brown in

Mrs. Joseph N. Limeburner and daughter
Marie of Brooklyn, N. Y., are visiting their
cousin, Mrs. Frank W. Limeburner, 14 North-

Augusta.

Dr. and Mrs. George \V.
Holmes, who have
been the guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George 0. Holmes, have returned to Boston.

avenue.

Mrs.

Ralph D. Southworth and son, Dana B., went
to Hebron last Monday to make arrangements
for the latter to enter Hebron Academy in
September.
George A. son of Capt. and Mrs. Alzo M.

Nellie M. Kneeland of Somerville,
Mass., who is spending the summer at Temple
Heights, visited Belfast relatives the first of
the w’eek.
The family of Mrs. R. S. Brier of North Belspent a delightful day at the log cabin on
Beaver Tail last week, and are enthusiastic in
their praise of the
scenery and location of the
cabin.

Carter of Cliftondale, Mass., is the guest of
his grandmother, Mrs. George R. Carter, ComI mercial street.
Harland

fast

are

visiting relatives in Vinalhaven and from there
will go to Boothbay to join Mr. Pattershall and
spend several weeks.
Miss

Rev. and Mrs. A. T. Ringold and son Gordon
Brockton, Mass., arrived Tuesday to spend
August in Belfast. Their daughter Helen
will visit friends in Orrington before
coming
to Belfast.
of

Idella Knowlton cashier of the Waldo

Telephone Co., left Monday for a three weeks’
vacation, during which Miss Frances A. Sar-

Miss Ethel M. Jackson of Gardiner was
called here Saturday by the sudden illness of her
sister, Mrs. Sumner Bridges, and her father,
Mr. John G. Jackson. Both are better and she
returned home Tuesday.

gent will substitute.
Miss Bessie Black, who has been the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Black,
left last Sunday to resume her duties in the
office of Stone & Webster, Boston.

Leroy
ployed

Macomber of this city, who is emLynn, ^Mass., is spending a few
weeks with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L
Macomber,in lslesboro, where he is recovering
from a recent illness. He will return to Lynn
later.

Mrs. C. G. Ferguson and daughter Ruth of
Houlton are guests of Mrs. Wm. R. Marshall at
the Howes cottage on the North Shore, Northport. Mr. Ferguson will spend Sunday with
them.
Rev.

Harry Lutz of Newton, Mass., who is

called to

officiate at the funeral of

a

Mrs. Frank J.

was

parish-

who

from

Starrett has returned to Ams

was

taken

suddenly ill and was 01 crated
Her bluest son,

hospital there.
Harry Starrett, is spending

ioner.

in

upon

Mrs. Kate

in

terdam, N. Y., her visit here having been
shortened by the illness of ner younger son

returnhe

,.

Mrs. A. C. Starkey of Washington, D.
C.,and
Mrs. H. W. Chase of Dorchester,
Mass., are
guests at the Hodsdon house, Cedar street.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock and “Ladleft last Saturday to spend two weeks at
the Morse cottage at George’s Lake, Liberty.

son

w

Mrs. Thomas Gannon has returned from
a
weeks’ visit with relatives and friends in
Camden, Rockport and Rockland.
Miss Maude K. Russell is
having her vacation from the dry goods store of
James H.
Howes and will leave today for Boston.

die”

Mrs. M. A. Pattershall and

_*

two

Capt. Frederick Barker of Elmira, N. Y., is
the guest of Mr. George A. Quimby. He arrived by last Saturday evening’s train.

port

Winthrop,who has been visitaunt, Mrs. A. A. Small, will leave for

Harold T. Sibley ef
Chicago arrived last
Sunday to visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley.

Tom Randall arrived Monday from Rock
Springs, Wyoming, where he had been ill with
typhoid fever.

iiiauc me

her

home today.

Mrs. Fred R. Frisbee of Taunton,
a four weeks' vacation in

Mass., are spending
Belfast and vicinity.

uhoi «. li.

visit-

the

Misses Harriet Clements and Frances Batchelder of Rockland called on Belfast friends last

anu

is

Miss Gladys Ramsdell of
Bangor has accepta position as
stenographer with Dr. W. L
West.

Mrs. Alice Frost Leonard of Meriden, Conn
is visiting relatives in Belfast and vicinity.

Bangor by boat last Tuesday.
Capt. and Mrs. W. M. White

Sandypoint

business

ed

Mrs. Lydia Wight of Rockland, Mass., is the
guest of Mrs. Annie Burgess, Union street.

cuji

a

1 Miss Susan Higgins of Springvale is
spenda week with Mrs. Annabeil
Underwood.
I.evi Clay arrived from Portland
Friday for
a week-end visit
with his family at
Citypoint.

E. D. Burd and family of West Medford,
Mass., are at their cottage at Little River.

and

for

ing

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Montgomery of Camden
called on Belfast friends last Sunday.

Mr.

Tuesday

Mrs.Wellman Hanson of

are

Mrs. J. E. Holmes of Lowell, Mass., is the
guest of Mrs. George A. Leavitt,

day

Bickford Self arrived last ThursN. Y., and with her aunt,

Brooklyn,

the

the

summer

Mrs. Bottome of Worcester, Mass., a; d Mrs.
Bradshaw of Cambridge, Mass., are visiting
their brother, Henry D. Gilman. Mrs. Bot-

dren of

jvJiss Mary A. Bickford, is at the El well cotMr. Self will arrive
tage at Little River.
this week.

Brewer.

Miss Edith S. West left for Boston by boat
last Sunday after spending a month’s vaca-

tome was here two years ago, bur this is Mrs.
Bradshaws’s first visit to Belfast for fifteen
Mr. Gilman’s
years. She is SI years old.

with her mother, Mrs. Ella West, to reher duties in the office of The Youth’s

nephew, Mr. Dudley Bradshaw, arid his wife
and child, are at Northport
Campground and

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Tarbox have returned to
their home in Fryeburg, after spending a few
days at Chester L. Pascal’s in Rockport. Mr.
and Mrs. Pascal accompanied them as far as
Northport, making the trip by auto.—Camden

Herald.

Mrs. Alphia Ingraham of Roxbury, Mass.,
arrived last Saturday to visit her sister, Mrs.
J. T. Pottle.
Mrs. Ingraham is recovering
from the effects of heat prostration, suffered
several

weehs

ago.

Mr. and Mrs. William H. Bird and Miss Abbie
and on calling to order introduced Secretary of
j Bird of Dorchester, Mass., are spending the
State Davis, who spoke for more than an hour week with Mrs. Clarence Mclntire,
Long Ison the issues of the day from the Democratic
land, Me. On their return to Rockland, next
standpoint. He was followed by Mayor Han- ! week, they will be the guests of Mrs. Jennie
lawn cemetery.
son, who predicted that with good hard work Bird, Middle street.—Rockland Opinion.
Albertus Knowlton, son of John C. and I the Democratic majority of 1,000 in Waldo
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Goodaie of Bucksport
further increased. State
could be
Evelyn Knowlton, was born in Liberty, Sep- county
committee-man Littlefield, read a list of the recently announced the engagement of their
tember 25, 1845, and died of stomach trouble
and heart failure at his home in Minneapolis, speakers booked for the county in the coming daughter, Ruby Colby Goodaie, to Edward
The meeting then took a recess
Minn., June 27, 1912. He was taken ill in Octo- i campaign.
!
of Amesbury, Mass. Miss Goodaie
At the afternoon session True Waltz
ber last, gradually growing weaker until the until afternoon.
for active work in all parts of the coun- resided in Belfast Beveral years ago and has
plans
his
relieve
He
to
end came
leaves
suffering.
were
discussed
and
made.
ty
to mourn their loss a widow; four children,
| many friends here who extend congratulations.
Mrs. L. M. Newcomb of Eugene, Ore.; John C.,
West Belfast. Mrs. Edmund Bicknell of
Miss Marcia Fessenden and Miss Abbie Fesall
of
and
W.
Edith,
Minneapolis; three Lawrence, Mass., is visiting her
George
brother, Geo. senden of Stamford, Cc., are the guests of
brothers, Dallas Knowlton of Washington, D. B.
Susie
of Springvale j Miss Clara Farwell. The Misses Fessenden
Higgins
Dyer-Miss
C., Willis J. Knowlton of Liberty, Kleeber J. Me., is
visiting Annabell Underwood... .Cora I were former residents of Rockland, their
Knowlton of Waterville, and one sister, Mrs.
Ingalls of Boston is visiting her brother, Leslie ; father, the late Rev. Samuel C. Fessenden, beGeorgia Young of Montville. Mr. Knowlton Miller.... Ruth and Winthrop Sargent
of Lawing the first pastor of the Congregational
was a man of quiet disposition, one always
rence, Mass., are visiting their cousins, Ray ! church and remaining with the church for 21
seeking to do some good to his fellowmen. He mond and Sabra Dyer... Chester
years.—Rockland
Opinion.
Haggerty,
had a wide circle of friends and was a kind huswife and son of Altoona, Penn., are visiting j
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Martin and their daughband, father and brother. He was a soldier in her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Whitman
Newcomb,
parents,
Capt. Baker’s company of Coast Guards, raised on Belmont avenue-Carrie Newcomb re- ters, Mildred and Letha, left Winterport last
at Belfast, and was stationed during most of
turned Sunday from Appleton, where she week for Ashfieid, Mass. Mr. Martin had been
ort
at
his service
Washington on the Poto- visited Annie McLain last week_Blanche
One more of the Grand Army has
of schools in Winterport three
mac river.
Elms and son Roger are visiting her parents, superintendent
pdssed over and answc red his last roll call. The Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kimball.Josie
years and will have a like position in MassaWight
were
servicesconducted
the
funeral
Rev. and Lena
by
Gray called on Mrs. Nancy Mudgett chusetts. aMany friends of the family will reG. L. Morrill, who spoke words of comfort to
Sunday afternoon.... Mr3. Mamie Berry of gret to hear of their departure from the town.
those bereaved. Many beautiful flowers, which
Providence, R. I., is visiting Mrs. Fred Toothspoke their sweet messages of sympathy to aker.Equity Grange met with Brother
H. H. Andrews of Auburn, formerly the
mourning friends, entirely covered the casket. and Sister Percy Edgecomb
at the farm last owner of the White Rock
cottage at Bay View
He was tenderly lai.1 to rest in the Crystal
The
next
Saturday evening.
meeting will be
is spending a part of the
Lake cemetery in North Minneapolis.
with Brother and Sister Kimball, August 17th. Park, Northport,
....Mrs. Annie Fowles and little daughter summer there and is much improved in health.
Poor’s Mills. Mrs. Nellie Morgan will have
spent a few days last week with her parents. Mr. Andrews has been spending the past six
services at the hall next Sunday_Miss Flor- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elms.
| months in Auburn, where he intends to make
ence Gray and Miss Bessie Weston, who have
A Yachting Trip to Bar Harbor. Mr. Al- his home.
been passing the past three week3 with fred Johnson's sloop yacht Mariette sailed last
Misses Ethel M. and Eva Wood of Valhalla,
Mrs. J. F. Sheldon, will return to Byston n^xt
Friday morning for Bar Harbor with the following party on board: Mrs. Horace Chenery N. Y., formerly of Belfast, have been camping
Saturday-Miss Cassie Banks went to North and
her guest, Miss Chenery, Miss Louise
at Ryders Cove with a
York party. They
Haven last Monday to visit friends_Mrs. Hazeltine and her
guest, Mrs. Donaldson, Miss
and
son
Wilson
are
Mrs.
and
Mabel Johnson and Mr. Arther Walker of Bos- spent Sunday with friends in Belfast. Miss
Rose
visiting Mr.
the eight grades
is principal of
ton. The wind was light, and at noon the Ethel
W. A. Monroe.... Mrs. W. S. Wentworth and
yacht was off Turtle Head. About one o'clock under the High, a responsible position and
two children of Stockton are visiting relatives
a moderate breeze sprang up and under racing
here-Mrs. Geneva Wentworth will spend canvas the Mariette made good time down the Miss Eva is in the kindergarten grades. They
are now guests of their aunt, Mrs. A. E. Kilthe week with Mrs. Elsie Banks... .Mrs. Hattie Reach and at 7 p. m. anchored in Northeast
Harbor. The next morning she proceeded to gore, in Brooks. Their mother, Mrs. Llewellyn
Rolerson and daughter are visiting her parents, Bar Harbor, where two
days were very pleas- Wood, who has been visiting relatives in East
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hartshorn, in Belmont....
antly spent. They enjoyed a trip up Somes’
is
in Brooks.
in
Mr.
Sound
White
of Marsville, N. B., recentPhillip Livingston's large motor Belfast, with them
Mr. Arthur
I boat and visited many points of interest. Mrs.
Many readers of The Journal will be interly visited his sister, Mrs. Leslie Payson. Mr. | Ralph M. Johnson is sojourning at Bar Harbor
ested in the article in this issue on the Quaker
Payson is able to get out some again....Mr. and took the ladies of the party to the club
Shoe Co., of which Mr. A. Cutter Sibley is the
and Mrs. Lester Wilson have visitors... .C. A. ; and the swimming pool and gave them a drive
across the island. It was Mrs. Cbenery's first manager,
t^nd which is about to move from
has
been
at
for
home
from
Camden
McKinley
visit to Bar Harbor and was thoroughly enNorth Weare, N. H., to Milford, N. H. It was
The
few
a
days.
yacht left Bass Harbor bar on the
joyed.
return at noon Monday and reached this port at Mr. Sibley’s knowledge of the shoe business,
Albert Buswell, son of W. Buswell.the popu- 7 p. m. She had all her. light canvas spread, the business ability he had demonstrated as a
lar station agent at the B. & A., has returned when, at 6 p. m., there were signs of a squall salesman and his sterling character that enand in ten minutes her crew of five haa her
from Thorndike, where he spent several weeks
under storm sails. Mr. Johnson sailed for abled him to get control of this old and sucon his father’s farm, and will act as baggage
master at the B. & A. station here.—Presque
Newport, R. I. yesterday to attend, by invita- cessful concern. The Quaker shoes *re sold in
tion, the races ot he New York Y acht Club.
Belfast by W. A. Swift
jslse News.

j

PERSONAL.

spending the summer at Pitcher Pond,
last ed last Tuesday from Newton, where

will be married October 19th at her home in
this city to Mr. George Lucas Bowman of
1

for Belfast with

as

Dr. and Mrs. L. J. Hunt of
spent Sunday in Belfast.

tion

sume

Companion.

will visit him later.

Avery returned last Sunday from
visits in Garland and Bangor. She was accompanied home by Mrs. Elva Sodderberge

Miss Sara Laffin to
Hammons is announced. The wedding
will take place on Sept. 5th, at the St. Francis
parochial residence, Rev. Fr. McCabe officiating. Miss Laffin came here from Ellsworth
and is a bookkeeper in the Leonard & Barrows
shoe factory, and active in the social life of
St. i‘ rancis parish. Mr. Hammons is one of
the well known Hammons brothers, vocalists
and musical artists.

The

Miss Alma

and Miss Inez Leach of
week-end

Bangor,

who

were

engagement of

Luther

her

guests.

Miss Mary E. Pierce arrived Saturday from
spend a vacation with relatives, and
at present is with Mrs. Sarah R. Pierce, Mrs.
Essie P. Carle and Miss Pierce at the Wells
cottage, Little River.
Boston to

Mrs. A. H. Hanscom of Boston are
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury, and
went to Augusta Tuesday in the Bradbury car
to attend the races. On leaving the service
Mr. and

Capt. John O. Johnson of Liberty was in Belfast last Saturday, and explained that he didn’t
rain down. He had started on his voyage expecting fair, though muggy weather, and when
nearing the city encountered a very heavy
shower.

guests of

of the Eastern

Steamship Co., in which he had
been advanced to the responsible position of
assistant"* to President Calvin Austin, Mr.

Edwin C. Downs, who has been the guest of
father, Capt. Cleveland Downs, on Union
street, left for New York Friday. Mr. Downs
is purser on a steamship injthe Grace line, running between New York and South America.

the employ of the Edison
Electric Co., and set to work to master the details of a new— to him—and technical business.
In this direction he made rapid
progress, and
likes his work and his associates. He is now
having a two-weeks’ vacation, and incidentally
is advertising the 1912 Boston Electric
Show, to
be given in Mechanic’s building,
September
12th to October 26th.
Hanscom entered

his

Misses Marjori^nd Mildred Ward of Springfield, M^88., arrived Wednesday to visit Miss
E. Maude Barker, and next Saturday Misses
Marian Blood of Worcester, Mass., and Dorothy Blood of Newton, Mass., will arrive to be
guests of Miss Barker.

The Shoe Situation.
Douglas Wiggin sailed for England on
Trade
in
footwear shows improvement,
the Lusitania on August 6th to attend the redespite the reluctance displayed by some buyhearsals of her play, Rebecca of Sunnybrook ers
|to pay the sharp advances demanded by
Farm, in London. This story has already been manufacturers, and most factories are actively
translated into Polisi? and the author has just engaged in preparing fall and winter shipments.
Pronounced strength continues to
given her consent to a Roumanian translation. rule thoughout the leather
market, especially
her
summer
Before leaving
home, Mrs. Wiggin on sole leather, which is selling about lc.
took part in An Evening of Old English Com- higher, with tanners holding quotations very
firmly in consequence of further advances in
edy, given at her barn at Quillcote.
raw material.—Dun’s Review,
August 3d.
In a personal letter to Belfast friends Peter
PROSPECT.
Newell, the famous illustrator, says: “I spent
The ladies of the
Help-Some-How society
vacation last summer down in Maine and i
Kate

my

will

found it altogether delightful. I have thought

hold-

their annual midsummer sale at

Prospect village schoolhouse Wednesday*
seriously of buying a
Aug. 21st. afternoon ar.d evening. If stormy'
mer home, and last summer went so far as to
the day following. Aprons, pillow slips, fancy
look at several with this end in view.” Peter
articles, food, home-made candy and ice cream
surely could not find a more beautiful spot will be on sale. In the
evening there will be
for a summer home than on the shores of Pea program of readings ai d music.
The public
nobscot bay near our own city.
is cordially invited to attend_Will Dutch of
Maine farm for

a sum-

Mrs. Amanda M. Bean of 426 Massachusetts
Boston, widow of the late Dr.
Nathan P. Bean of Searsmont, passed her 90th
birthday July 30th. Her many friends will be
sorry to learn that Mrs. Bean is not as well as
ill the past
a year ago, having been quite
twelve weeks with bronchitis, but is now
much improved. She received a great many
presents, flowers, letters, and cards, all of
which she greatly enjoyed, and with deep appreciation to so many kind friends she asks
The Journal ts extend to them for her her sinavenue,

cere

thanks.

;

Milo spent the wetk-ti.a with Mr. and Mrs. D
M. Dockha m,...Frank Guidamore has sold his
farm at Mosquito Mountain and moved to
Belchertown, Mass.Miss Allie Clark of
Searsport was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Dockham recently.... Mrs. Susie Randell of
Stockton Springs visited her sister, Mrs. Lizzie Fames, several days last week_Mrs*
Alice Sylvester of Etna was a visitor in town
last week,...Mrs. Agnes
Harding, who is
sto ppmg with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Ward, is quite ill at present....Miss Belle
Rainey, who has been visiting in New Hampshire for several weeks, returned home

Wednesday.

*

Nevada Consolidated Copper Company.
bulletin to inform the trusting public
of thd Condition of the
Manufactures Exported
North Butte Mining Company.
about this?
Odd Fellows Building Association, Belfaat.
Democrats leaders are talking about From The United States in The Fiscal Year
Quimby Manufacturing Company, Minneapolis.
Smith-Wallace Shoe Company, Chicago, pref.
“economies” practiced which have en1912 Cross The Billion Dollar Line.
United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Comabled them to carry on the State affairs
ply.
D. C., August, 5, 1912.
Washington,
with not quite twice the State tax which
of manufactures in the
Loans on Trust Company Stock.
Exportation
any Republican administration has had.
Security Trust Company, Rockland.
fiscal year just ended more than justified
of
the
Trust Company, Belfast.
Waldo
Wonderful, isn’t it, in the light
the estimate of the Bureau of Statistics,
As it Existed on the 25th Day of June, 1912.
above facts and others just as potent?
Loans on Savings Bank Books.
Department of Commerce and Labor,
Belfast Savings Bank.
JAMES H. HOWES, President.
that the total value would in 1912 for the
Seamen’s Bank for Savings, New York.
Washington Whisperings.
first time cross the billion dollar line.
W1LMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Loans to Corporations.
That bureau, which has just completed
B. GILCHREST, Assistant Treasurer.
FLON
Belfast Loan & Building Association.
D.
1912.
Washington,
C., Aug. 5,
Roman Catholic Bishop of Portland.
The river and harbor appropriation bill its figures showing the exportation of TRUSTEES—J A'1ES H. HOWES, ARTHUR I. KNOWN, BEN D.
FIELD,
value of
Loans to Municipalities.
which was signed by President Taft on manufactures, states the total
M.
ORLANDO
E.
FROST.
JOHN MIN,
RALPH
County of Waldo.
carries in round numbers $33,- manufactures exported in the fiscal year

Statement

REPUBLICAN NOMINA LIONS

Belfast

FOR PRESIDENT.;

WILLIAM H. TAFT.
OF

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

JAMES S. SHERMAN,
YORK.

U. S. SENATOR,

FOR

EDWIN C.

BURLEIGH,

AUGUSTA.

Thursday
259,000, the Senate having added to the
FOR GOVERNOR,
bill as it passed the House $8,054,000 and
WILLIAM T. HAINES
struck out $233,000, making a net inOF WATERVILLE.
crease of $7,821,000.
While this amount
is large the general consensus of opinion
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS, is that much of the increased
appropriation was well advised, especially that porFORREST GOODWIN
tion dealing with the Mississippi River
OF SKOWHEGAN.
for levee work, an imperative demand
having been made upon Congress by the
WALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS*
thousands affected by the floods of last
spring, which not only destroyed millions
For Senator,
of Winterport. of property but lives as well.
Charles M. Conant,
The signature of the President to the
For Sheriff,
OF

For County Attorney,

Harbors
ten

For Register of Probate,
of Belfast.

Charles P. Hazeltine,

For County Commissioner,
of Waldo.

seek

Legislative Nominations,
of Belfast.

Frank I. Pendleton,

oi Searsport.
of Liberty.

of

Charles M. Howes,
Washington D. Harriman,

Unity.

its

no

should receive

!

majority

tures

as
as

Representatives,
emergencies

the States in such

as
as

as in
1876,
exported in

in
in

1894, practically
1890, and 10 times

until

the

with

1902,

6 times

great

as

the value of manufactures
a

single

reached as much

as

year never having
100 million dollars

year 1873. Comparing 1912
a decade earlier, the totals are:

manufactures ready for consumption, in
1912, 674 million dollars, against 322
million in 1902; manufactures for further
use in manufacturing, in 1912, 347 million

politics
happen
the ;

college,

the House of

|

great
great

!

in which

dollars, against
manufactures
million Hollars

1902;

132 million in
in

exported,

ao-ainst zlfvl milllion

in 1902, having thus increased
pars
125 per cent, during the decade.

vote sev-

total

1,022

1912,

Hoi-

about

This growth in the exports of manuerally as units. The two great political
parties being a tie in the unit control of | factures is more rapid than that of the
the States, an election, with the Repre- other classes of merchandise.
Manusentatives adhering to party lines, would factures formed 47 per cent, of the exbe impossible, unless by reason of death ports of 1912, against 33 1-2 per cent, in

of Prospect.

DEMOCRATIC “ECONOMY.”
If the State of Maine had occasion to

Ai'

roaicYMQ + irm fVinro clmnlrl

vocnlf <anr»Vi

1902 and 18

n

in 1892.

cent,

This in-

Total public funds of Maine. 45,000
County« of Wyandotte, Kan, 4$s, 1920, Funding. 12,000
Wyandotte, Kan, 4&s( 1924, Bridge. 8,000
City*•of Chicago, 111, 4s, 1922, Sanitary Dist. 25,000
Chicago, 111, 4s, 1925, Gen. Corp, bond. 5,000
44
East Liverpool, O, 5s, opt. 1914, Fund.
5,000
Lexington, Ky, 4s, 1933, Bd, of Ed. 10,000
1916
1,000
Refunding.
Mansfield, 0,4^8,
*4
New York, N Y, Reg. 3^s, 1953, Rapid
Transit. 90,000
44
New York, N Y, Reg, 3\s 1953, Street and
Park.
10,000
•4
New York, N Y, Reg. 3.^s, 1952, Docks and
Ferries
5u,000
44
Pawtucket, R I, 4s, 1944, Funding. 10.000
44
Pittsburg, Pa, 4s, 1935, Water Ext. 10,000
10,000
West Bay Ciy, Mich, 5s, 1925, Fund
44
Westport, Mo, 6s, 1915, Sch. Dist. 5,000
Total public funds out of Maine. 251,000
Railroad Bonds Owned.
5,000
Bangor & Aroostook, 5s, 1943.
Bangor & Aroostook, Consol. 4s, 1951. 25,000
River
St
John
1939.
&
30,000
Et.,
5s,
Bangor Aroostook,
Belfast & Moosehead Lake, 4s, 1920. 33,000
Knox & Lincoln, 5s, 1921.
1,000
Maine Central 5s. 1923.,. 20,000
Maine Central & E & N A 4s, 1933.
10,000
Portland & ( ape Elizabeth, 5s. 1915.
1,000
Portland Railroad, 4£s, 1916 (notes).
5,000
Sanford & Cape Porpoise, 5s, 1928. 25,000

a

very

eagerness

purchased (and the work corre- way to get away. The House leaders
spondingly) to more than 300 miles —a claim they have about cleared up all the
strip of paper that would reach from essential work they intend to do this
Ft. Kent to Kittery—we would thinlc session, or that may not be concluded by
said person in authority had pretty the first week in August, and are waiting
strong reasons for increasing the State’s upon the Senate. In that body haste has
been made slowly despite the spurring
expenses, now wouldn’t we?
by the leaders. Views on important
Well, he had!
Our secretary of State, in strict ob- pending measures have developed so
much divergence that it is quite likely
servance of the letter of an untried law,
instructed the Waterville
Sentinel, that most of the big bills other than the
which was acting under a void and ille- supply measures will go over until the
That in itself
gal contract, to print more than one next regular session.
million ballots, at State expense, for use should promote an early adjournment in
accord with the House program.
in the primary balloting.
So, it
It is interesting to note, at this point, looks as though adjournment day should

er

to be

manufactures

and

manufactures,
mobiles, and

cars

and

thereof,

cotton

carriages,

paper and

auto-

manufactures

thereof. The total value of iron and steel
manufactures exported in the year was
! 268 million dollars, against 92 million in
1902, a decade earlier, and 29 million in
1892, two decades earlier. The chief
j

growth

j

in the exports of iron and steel
manufactures has occurred since 1899,
the total value of the exports of iron

!

million

and steel never
and

having tohched the 100
dollar-line until the year 1900,

only

crossed the 200 million dollar-

| line in thp year 1911, when the total was
1 231 million, against 268 million in the
I year just ended.
Machinery alone
that this marvel of official exactitude, come somewhere between the 10th and
amounted in 1912 to 115 million dollars’
20th
of
the Hon. Cyrus W. Davis, secretary of
August.
value, and this does not include agriculState, was the erstwhile State printer,
The remarkable changes that visited j tura] implements, of which the year’s exwhile holding the office controlling the
the domain of national politics within ports amounted to 35 1-2 million dollars,
j
work which, as contracting party, he
the past year is accountable for the un- or automobiles and parts thereof, which
would do.
When the Kennebec Journal
wonted anxiety of the congressmen to amounted to practically 28 million dollars.
called the attention of the secretary of
get back to their constituencies, with a Automobiles show perhaps the most rapid
State to this palpable violation of tbe
view to learning how they stand with growth in the list of manufactures exlaw, he fought bitterly to maintain both
each other.
It is to be a great election ported, having been, as above
indicated,
and
Council
positions. The Governor
year, unprecedented in its possibilities 128 million dollars in 1912, against less
refused to invoke the law’, which carried
since the party break-ups of 1S60.
More than 1 million in 1902, a decade earlier.
penalty, and referred the matter to the Senators and more Representatives than The total value of
complete automobiles

The latter body deSupreme Court.
ever before are to be elected, 32 of the
unanimously, that the law was former and 435 of the latter, with an electhat
it
and
was
plain, its intent obvious,
toral college of 531 to be chosen. The ina wise provision by a deliberative lawdications are that there will be a greattr
making body.
change than ever in the personnel both
Tims this strictly lawabiding State
of Senators and Representatives. The
official was obliged to apparently sever number of tickets in the field backed
by
his connection with the publishing com- earnest
supporters will bring out a larger
pany, with which as its head he had con- vote than
ever—probably considerably
tracted as State printer. The Governor over
15,000,000. lhe largest vote in any
and Council then made “temporary”
presidential eleection was in 1908, when
arrangements for State printing until
14,418,798 ballots were cast, but that
legal and permanent contracts could be was perhaps a less percentage of the
made.
aggregate of qualified voters than at any
This “temporary
arrangement with previous election.
Mr. Cyrus W. Davis’ paper (now pubSPITE MONEY.
licly acknowledged to be under control
of Hon. William R. Pattangall, attorney
I intend to stand by Governor Wilson
general of Maine) has continued for both financially and morally, ar.d will do
eight months. Under this illegal con- everything in my power to make his cansuccessful.
tinuation fay official and private conni- didacy
These are the words spoken by Mr.
vance, Mr. Davis as secretary of State Charles R. Crane, of Chicago, after havhas obeyed, in all its manifest inconsist- ing partaken of digestible viands at Sea
Girt.
ency, the primary ballot provision with
Mr. Crane is a
Let us see about this.

cided,

such

results as

we

shall mention below.

builder of elevators and rich.

Until 1909

Davis-Pattangall he was a stanch Republican. It is gensupposed that he made a substanprinting plant, the State of Maine, be- erally
tial contribution to his party’s campaign
cause ot its June primary balloting,
fund in 1908. Anyhow, President Taft
must settle for seven times as many appointed him Minister to China.
While
For the sake of the

ballots

as

were

ever

cast in

any

one

on

More than one million ballots were
and distributed for the primaries
of 1912.
The paper used weighed 20 tons.

printed

election o( 1910 only
votes were cast.

1641 Socialist

the primary balloting this year, 6240
ballots were sent—780 times as many
as there was any likelihood of needing.

candidacy.
Why does Mr. Crane do all this? Was
it principle or personal vengeance that
impelled him to help La Follette? Was
it patriotism or personal enmity that in-

In 1910, Piscataquis county cast
three Socialist ballots; 10,320 Socialist

there for the pri-

duced his contribution to the Roosevelt
fund? Is it “progressiveness” or hate
that inspires him, a lifelong Republican,
eager to obtain office under a Republican
President, to “stand by Governor Wil-

maries.
In 1910, three hundred towns and
plantations cast no Socialist vote; to
these towns were sent

53,080 Socialist

son?”

ballots in lune, 1912.
In 1910, sixty-eight towns cast one
Socialist balot each; to these 68 towns
were

sent 18,000 Socialist ballots for

the primaries.
In 1910, thirty-eight towns cast two
Socialist ballots each; to these 38 towns

Here are some of
forcements of law.”
the Pattangall-Plaisted “strict business

principles.”
Why does

not the State auditor issue a

Mr. Crane
The answer is obvious.
would make use of a Presidential candidate’s honorable ambition to gratify his
His money is spite
own vindictiveness.

!

exported in the year is 21 1-2 million
dollars, and to this must be added about
4 million dollars’ worth of parts of automobiles and 2 1-2 rniiion for tires, making
the grand total for automobiles and parts
thereof, including tires, about 28 million
titulars, against 5 1-4 million in 1908 and
less than 1 million in 1902.
HOW

WE

LOST

AN

ISLAND

TO

ENGLAND.
—

into the waters of the King to the
extent of an island twenty-one miles
long and six miles broad. That boast, it
is to be feared, would be about the extent of the interest any Yankee would
take in Grand Manan. Ask the lifelong
citizen of Eastport or Lubec—Yankee
communities less than twenty miles from
the island—if thty have ever been on
Grand Manan, and almost to a man they
confess they have not.
Grand Manan turns toward the main
a
broad and forbidding back of lofty
cliffs. The great shoulders of North
Heap are hunched in surly fashion. The
coves, the reaches from the sea, the
valleys, the patches of arable land, face
the ocean and invite the mariner. For
the Yankee on the main only the bluff,
brown back—like the shoulders of a
sullen old man under a sun-tanned coat!
That old story about the manner in
which the American commissioners were
fooled at the time of the Ashburton
Treaty persists on the eastern border; it
has settled into something like grave
fact. You are told that some limpid and
well-aged stimulant was employed to
mellow the confabulations between the
commissioners and insure the amenities
of international discourse; that the
Yankee commissioners were taken out in
boats and assured that the waters of the
St. Croix River were discharged to the
west and north of Campobello Island and
of Grand Manan, and the racing tide in
the narrows at Lubec was exhibited as
the rushing waters of the river. But
that tide is merely the discharge from
nose

the reaches on the American side. Not
a pint of water comes that far to the
west from the admitted boundary, St.
ARE EVER AT WAR.
Croix. Therefore New Brunswick won
There are two things everlastingly at war, the fair barony of Campobello and the
joy and piles. But Bucklen’s Arnica Salve grim feudal fastness of Grand Manan.—
in Harper’s Magazine for
will banish piles in any form. It soon sub- Holman Day,
dues the itching, irritation, inflammation or August.
swelling. It gives comfort, invites joy.
Greatest healer of burns, boils, ulcers, cuts,
bruises, eczema, scalds, pimples, skin eruptions. Only 25 cts. at all druggists.

"“WHISKS

81,000

90,000

9,000

10,000

45,000
10,250
10,200
10,850
5,325

50,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
5,000

5,500
21,250
30,900
33,000
1,065
21.600
10,000
1,020
5,000

& West Michigan, 5s, 1921
Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western, 4s, 19&3.
Cleveland Railway, O, 5s, 1931.7.
Concord, Maynard & Hudson St., Mass, 5s, 1922.
Current River 5s, 1927.>.
Detroit & Toledo, Shore Line, 4s, 1953....,.
Duluth Street, 5s. 1930.
Flint & Pere Marquette, 5s, 1939.
Flint & Fere Marquette, F rl Div. 5s, ly^y.
Gardner, Westminster & Fitchburg St, Mass, 5s,

Chicago

1920.
Grand Rapids & Indiana, 4As, 1941.,

Hocking Valley, 4is, 1999..:.

25,000

10,000
10,000
25,000
10,000
15,000
10,000
7,000
10,000

20,UW

25,YOU

25,UUU

5,000
10,000
20,000
2i ,000
20,000
5,000
1,000
10,000
25,000
5,000
15.00C
10,000
10,000
20,003
50,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
5,000
30,000
10,000
15,000

5,000
10,550
20,600
20,000
20,600
5,700
1,080
10,000
20,125
5,100
14,100
10,600
9,600
21,400
47,000
10,200
10,600
10,000
5,000
28,200
11,000
15,375

5,000
10,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
5,000
1,000
10,000
20,000
5,000
15,000
10.000
10,000
20,000
50,000
10,0u0
10,000
10,000

17 00l,
81

16,948 96
14,269 22

14,.v,

on
on

deposit.
hand.

..

depositors, earned dividend and accrued State

Estimated market value of resources above
liability
for deposits, earned dividend and State tax.
Annual expenses, $4,500.

_ROBERT

ST*

!

16 91-

23 405 11

f

$1,966,272 80

j!

$1,833,291

j

63

\
$132 981 17

F. DUNTON. Bank

Commi>v,„ntr

!

19,000
26,000
10,500
22,250
25,000

15,000

20.000
25,000
10,000
25,0'JO
24,600
4,500
10,000
14,400

12,750
5,450
10,100
15,000
8,500
15,000
30,600
20,000

13.500
5,000
10,000
14,500
9,000
15,000
30,000
19,100

9,600
15.000
5,000
10,560
5,450
25,000
15,000
10,000

9,500
14,600
4,700
10,000
5,000
24,800
14,800
9,800

Balloon Ascensions,

Japanese Trctips

J4.900

4,250
9,000

at mils microns

969,200
20,000
20,000
10,000
5,000
11,820
25,000
20,000
10,000
25,000
10,000
15,000
10,500
15,000

19,700
19,400
9,900
4,900
12,000
25,000
19,800
9,700
25,000
9,200

BUR'-HAll

14,800

&
Portland

44,640
28,125

Portland

& Rumford Falls.

37,200
25,000
6,000

37,200
25,000
9,500

railroad stock owned.

67,200

Corporation Stock Owned,
Real Estate Company, Belfast.

1,500

10,000

BANGOR

ing

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Boston daily.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m. daily.
j
1

1,500

Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m. daily.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or
of steamer from Boston) daily.

on

1,000
400
900

1,400
4,500
2,426 22
1,200
3,800

....

Unity.

*

1,600
2,000

1,600
2,000

900

900

1,000

1,000

900
700

900
700

1,600
1,000

1,600
1,000

3,917

Announces
to

416

5,000

450

450
400
900

400
900

4,900
2,750
1,600

4,900

;

1,100

1,100
2,100

1,274 91

1,800

1,800

200

200

Great Northern..

800

800

2,100
760

1,500

1,187 50

750

1,500
1,187 50
755

88

m

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

$25

1,500

1,274 91

Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 3 p.
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.
T elephon connection.

20,732

755

22

2,750

Loans on Railroad Stock.
Belfast & Moosehead Lake.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul.
Chicago & Northwestern.
Cripple Creek Central.
Cripple Creek Central, pref.

diseases of the

AND INFRACTION.

3,917 88
415

5,000

that he has limited his practice

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

600
88

Bangor.

TO

24,776
500

Winnecook.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
Benton..
..

3,800
450

Belfast, depart.
City Point.

Waterville....
Portland.
Boston.

1,400
4,500
2,426 22
1,200

460

KKLFA-

Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike.....

I
400
900

23tf

Reward

1 will give the above named sum for sufficient
evidence to convict the par ty or parties who
broke into my cottage at Pitcher Pond between
the dates of April 25th and 29th.
WILLIAM H. QUIMBY.
Belfast, May 30,1912—22

“NOTICE."

J

A.M.

I

1,000

;

at

FROM
•

arrival

FRED VV. BOTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine

1,100

June 26, 191
Burnham and Waterv
trains for and from Bangor.
land and Boston will run as f
On and after

LINE.

Relfast and Boston, $3.25
One Way. $6.00 Round Tvip.

4,900

71,700

Loans on Railroad Bonds.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Bangor & Aroostook.
Belfast & Moosehead Lake..
Cedar Rapids & Missouri River.»
Evansville Electric, Ind.
Grand Rapids, Belding & Saginaw.
Iowa Falls & Sioux City.
Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis.
Louisville & Jeffersonville Bridge.

1

AMi

CORPORATION.

194,100

1,000

BELFA

EASTERN STEAMSHIP

10,000
14,700

Moosehead Lake.
Railroad.

Loans on Corporation Stock.
American Pneumatic Service Company...
East Butte Copper Mining Company.
Masonic Temple Association, Belfast.

20,000
7,540

28,200
10,000
15,000

Belfast

Duluth-Superior Traction, pref..

85

9,700

4,900

Loans on Corporation Bonds.
Battle Creek Coal & Coke Company.
Cumberland County Power & Light Company.
Michigan State Telephone Company.
Mount Waldo Granite Works, Frankfort.
Rockland*Rockport Lime Company,.
Springfield Water Company, Mo.
Sterling Water Company, ill..
United States Steel Corporation.
York Light & Heat Company, Biddeford.
York Power Company.

85,878

75

on

15,000
8,000
7,0« 0
10,000

5,000

..

:
20nn

4,500
10,000
24,250
19,000
10,000
9,500
9,200
7,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
10,0(0
10,000
9,500
25,000

5,000

Traction.
Northern Pacific Great Northern.
Rockford & Freeport Electric, 111
St Louis Transit..
Southern Indiana..
Utica & Mohawk Valley.

inr,

4,900

Total corporation bonds of Maine. 197,000

Maine Central.
Northampton, Easton & Washington

5

g’-,,*

30,000

Brattleboro Water Works Co, Vt, 5s, 1934.

National Bank Stock'.Owned.
National Shoe & Leather Bank, Auburn.

5 100

9,500

151,880

....

Total

l^SOO

34,750

35,000
5,000
30,000
4,500
10,600
25,000
20,000
10,550
5,000
3,000
7,210
4,700
11,200
10,000
9,700
10,200
8,850
25,000
10,000
15,300
8,700
7.070
10,300

Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, 4s, 1950.
Central, 5s, 1938
Iowa Falls & Sioux City, 7s, 1917.
Jamestown Street, N Y, 6s, 1923.
Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield, 5s, 1925.
Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis, 4s, 1936
Keokuk & Des Moines, 5s, 1923
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, 4s. 1928.
Lehigh Valley of New York, 4£s, 1940.
Long Island, Refunding 4s, 1949.
Long Island, North Shore Branch, 5s, 1932.
Louisville & Jeffersonville Bridge, 4s, 1945.
Louisville & Nashville, 5s, 1916.
Lynn & Boston, Mass, 5s, 1924.
Maryland, Delaware & Virginia, 5s, 1955
Milford, Holliston & Framingham St, Mass, 5s, 1918
Milwaukee, Sparta & Northwestern, 4s, 1947.
Missouri, Kansas & Eastern, 5s, 1942.
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, 5s, 1944.
New York, New Haven & Hartford, H R & P Div,
4s, 1954. 20,000
New York <fc Rockaway Beach. 5s, 1927. 25,000
New York & Stamford, 5s, 1931. 10, 300
Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain, 4s, 1948. 25,300
Omaha & Council Bluffs St, 5s, 1928.
25,300
Pere Marquette of I diana, 4s, 1943.
5,000
Rutland-C'anadian, 4s, 1949. 10,000
Rutland Railway, Lt, & Power Co, Vt, 5s, 1946
15,000
St Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, R & G 13ivs,
4s, 1933. 15,000
St Louis & San Francisco, 5s, 1931.
5,000
Schnectady Railway, N Y, 4^s, opt. 1911. 10,000
Scioto Valley Traction, O, 59, 1923.
15,000
Southern Indiana, 4s, 1951.
10,000
South Shore & Boston St, Mass, 5s, 1919.
15,000
1922.
&
5s,
30,000
Eastern,
Springfield
Syracuse, Lake Shore & Northern, 5s, 1947. 20,000
of
St.
Association
Terminal Railroad
Louis, 4s, opt.
1910. 10,000
Terre Haute Traction & Light Co, Ind, 5s, 1944. 15,000
Terre Haute & Western, 5s, 1937.
5,000
Toledo Terminal, 4is, 1957. 11,000
Utica Belt Line, N Y, 5s, 1939.
5,000
Utica & Mohawk Valley, 4is, 1941. 25,000
Worcester & Holden St, Mass, 5s, 1923. 15,000
Youngstown & Ohio River, 5s, 1935. 10,000
Iowa

if.

tr‘x.

j

1

Real estate investment.
Real estate, foreclosure.

LUue

5,000
22,500
30,000
32,980
1.00O
20,000
10,000
1,000
4,900
24,500

Total railroad bonds of Maine. 155,000

Yes, even in these days, years since
the Ashburton Treaty was signed to the
Total railroad bonds out of Maine. 991.000
dissatisfaction of two nations, the Maine
Bonds Owned.
Corporation
Yankee walks out to the peak of West Berlin Mills
Company, 5s, 1917-29. 20.000
Quoddy Head—easternmost nubble of Kennebec Light & Heat Co, Augusta, 4.^s, 1925. 20,000
the main of our Land of the Free— Kennebunk & Kennebunkport Elec Lt Co, 5s,1930... 10,000
points his thin nose in the direction of the Lewiston & Auburn Elec Light Co, 5s, 1939. 5,000
12,000
wind-blown cliffs of Grand Manan, and New England Elevator Co, 34s, 1917-21
allows “that the island ought to belong Old Orchard Water Company, 4s, 1922.. 25,000
1922
5s,
Brunswick,
20,000
Co,
to us.” Ifitdid belong to us, Yankee Pejepscot Paper
Portland Electric Company, 5s, 1926. 10,000
acquisitiveness could stand on the cliffs Rockland-Rockport Lime Co, 5s, 1920
25,000
of the main and gaze out over several Rumford Falls Power Company, 4s, 1945. 10,000
leagues of tossing sea at bare, brown, Rumfora Falls Power Company, 4^s, 1929. 15,000
towering precipices, and boast that the St Croix Paper Company, 6s, 1925. 10,000
United States had thrust its independent York Light & Heat Co, Biddeford, 5s, 1927. 15,000

i money.—Harper’s Weekly.

sent 10,500 Socialist ballots.
I
The above are but a few specimens of
Democratic "rigid economy” and “enwere

he blabbed

inserted a clause in his will enjoining
his executors to expend moneys to defeat
In any
Mr. Taft’s political aspirations.
case, when Senator La Follette started
out for the nomination Mr. Crane helped
him to the extent of $30,000. Later he
chipped in a large sum to enable Roosevelt to beat Mr. Taft in the primaries.
Now he proposes to lend his “financial”
and “moral” support to the Democratic

In 1910, Franklin county cast eight
Socialist ballots. To that county for

sent

j^ist

Since then Mr. Crane is said to have

More than 300,000 Socialist ballots
were printed and sent out; while in the

ballots were

his way to assume his

indiscreetly that he was recalled by
the State Department and
deprived of
his commission. Thereupon he complained bitterly and retired sulkily to Chicago,
vowing vengeance upon the President,
who seemingly had done only his duty.

so

election in the State.

:

12,000
8,000
25,000
5,000
5,000
10,000
1,000

1475

251,000

per
strip of paper 100 miles long, ahd
Auburn & Syracuse Elec, N Y, 5s, opt. 1902. 35,000
change of the unit complexion as to per- creasing share which manufactures form Aurora, Elgin
& Cnicago, 111, os, 1941.
5,000
was obliged to buy that paper and hire
mit an election. Of course, it is an ex- of exports occurs chiefly at the expense Berkshire Street. Pittsfield. Mass, 5s, 1922. 30,000
it cut up into 19-inch lengths and hire
Bier
1944.
5,000
Sandy,
4s,
remote probability, but still the of food stuffs, which formed but about
Boston & Revere Electric, Mass, 5s, 1928.
10,000
each of these short lengths printed, tremely
very existence of the possibility exposes 20 per cent of the exports of 1912, Boston & Worcester St, Mass, 4*iS, 1923. 25,000
counted, made up into packages, ad1920
Brockton
&
St.
20,000
4&s,
Mass,
Plymouth
a defect in our grand scheme of Republiagainst approximately 38 per cent, in Buffalo
dressed and shipped to every city and
Railway, N Y, 5s, 1931.....'.. 10,000
can government.
1902 and 50 per cent, in 1892.
Buffalo
&
1951.
10,000
Susquehanna, 4s,
town in the State—well, if all this were
The principal articles forming this Buffalo & Susquehanna, 4^s, 1953. 10,000
to be done we would think it quite a job
The uppermost question in the minds
& Missouri River, Con. 6s, 1918.
7,000
Burlington
billion dollars’ worth of manufactures
5,000
Carthage & Adirondack, 4s, 1981.
and quite an expense, wouldn’t we?
of Senators and Representatives iust now
Cedar Rapids & Missouri River, 7s, 1916.
10,000
are: iron and steel,
exported
copper,
Now if some one with authority to do is, “When can we get away”?
That
Div. 4s, 1949.
&
10,000
mineral oil, manufactures of wood, leath- Chicago, Burlington &.Quincy, 111, 1988.
Pacific, 4s,
10,000
it should increase the amount of paper
to find a
Chicago, Rock Island
fact indicates
use

12,540
8,480
25,250
5,125
5,100
10,000
1,020

9 &.,

2^500

Unpaid accrued interest.

$45,000

2 sno

200

Cash
Cash

exported

in the fiscal year 1912 is
more than double that of 1903, 3 times
that of 1898, 4 times that of 1896, 5 times

those who

vote in

100,000 00
6,424 43

£00

on

on

Loans

This does not include foodstuffs which
*1.933,820 74
undergone a process of preparation
RESOURCES.
or manufacture, since the bureau groups
Estimated and Charged
articles of that class under the general
Market
Par
on
of
This
Value.
Value.
Books.
"foodstuffs” exported.
Total.
Public Funds Owned.
heading
of
35.000
1938-42,
Hall.$
$36,575
$35,000
4s,
City
Portland,
1,022 million dollars’ worth of manufac- City
Brunswick and Topsham Water Dist, 4s, 1936. 10,000
10,200
10,000

and the election should,
under the Constitution, be imposed upon

electoral

Deposits.$1,826,896

500

s’diu.

City National Bank, Belfast, stock.
life insurance policy.
mortgages of real estate

Loan

31

i’.c!
4 7tii

gm

Loans

LIABILITIES.

l’,160

4,750
5,000

Frankfort.:::::::::::::::::

Town of

have

candidate for President
a

1868.

Reserve fund.
Undivided profits.

facturing.

years ago.

in

$674,302,903

of which

the value of manufactures ready for
consumption and $347,451,015 that of
manufactures for further use in manu-

organization

absorbing question to
out curious possibilities

in the event

of Belfast

Frank R. Keene.
Edwin T. Reynolds,

since

and elecuon results is what would

County Treasurer,

Clifford J. Patlce

or more

An
1

Congress

$1,021,753,918,

ORGANIZED APRIL 30,

was

bill, which has been one of the cardinal
principles of the National Rivers and

of Belfast.
Carleton Doak,
For Judge of Probate,
of Belfast.
George E. Johnson,

Edward Evans,
Eor

at

River and Harbor bill makes more certain the policy of an annual waterway

of Montville.

Frank A. Cushman,

Savings Bank,

BELFAST,

OHIO.

OF NEW

800
1300

f*

6
t7 OR
*7 1
7 2l
i7M
7 4
7 Ist7
8 10
8 28
8 38
11 35
841
11 50

s

(

j
«

I

f

Slop

RKLF.W*
P.M

Boston.

7 30

Portland. 11(0
a.

Waterville.

Bangor.

7
6
7
7

m

I

1'
45
20
28

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8*25
Winneeook. t8 35
Unity. 8 44
Thorndike. 8 52
Knox. t9 00
Brooks. 9 15
Waldo. t9 25
City Point. t9 35
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
t Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston a
$5.00 from Belfast and all stat;>
H. D. WALDRON, General PasMORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & Genera
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Guaranteed work In Chir ody, Manicuring,
Shampooing and Facial Work. Also a
A tenement of seven rooms
91
j
8,024
full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my city water, all in good repair
j
Row.
Phoenix
parlors over Shiro’s Store,
Mt "j
tion at 40 Cedar Street.
23t>
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
S. C s"1
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Nature, the

bastia.

true

this ancient land

---

“darling of the gods,”
of Cyrnoa.

LETITIA TO THE RESCUE.

“When there is anything to annojnce,” answered Charman with diffibe the first to hear of

It was with vast regret that we left
“A lady to see you, Bir.
culty, “you {shall
indeed, has, like the majority the pleasant
Mr. Jack Charman,
orderly little town, so full
dawdling over a
women, its history written
rather
late
“Of course.” continued his lordship,
of
charm
breakfast,
met
and beauty, romantic Bastia
the eyes of
H. Seton Merriman.
0f ®<":
8ome 8UrPrise.
“Eh
always insisted that you
m8!1
he
ne “Alma has
o»'tJ- quite dark when we reached the by the Tuscan Sea!
said. “Who is she?”
would marry Letty Fairfax1’
beside
the
Tuscan
Grace
C.
D.
“She
Favre.
Bastia
refused her name, sir but1 I
“Has she?” muttered Charman.
m pf
1
think it is Miss Fairfax.
seem like
,bi«
Bastia, Corsica, April 27, 1912.
“Yes; and although it may
Charman
stared
at the other’s inex- telling tales out of school I happen to
£*■
,wes its name to the bastionB
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A TWELVE-YEAR-OLD GIRL WHO Is

founded in 1383 by Leon*
^wio. It occupies a superb

Marboeuf,
,-j

who ruled Corsica

According to the current issue of Farm
and Fireside the extension department
of the Iowa State College of Agriculture
has been sending out bulletins to the
thousands of girls in their State Girls’
Club, teaching them, among other
things, how to make bread and how to

years, and who was the
lirles and Letitia Bonaparte,
it tie Rue St. Charles, in
.•

ie

pressive

September 23, 178(5, and
church of St. John the

the

|

■

!
>

I

|

in

astonishment,

for al-

Then, as a close for the
judge bread.
work, girls of the State came to obvious excitement she made a
important in year’s
radiant
the college during the winter short
picture, and not for the first time it beas a population of nearly
course and baked bread there to see who came
for Charman to put a
necessary
It is thriving industrial- could make the best loaf of bread.
rein on his feelings.
The article goes on to say:
illy. It is more French in
“Now,” she exclaimed as soon as the
“A number of girls tried, and their man had closed
the door, “you needn’t
other part of Corsica.
bread was a credit to the instruction tell me I
ought not to be here because
J iiosition favors its de- which
had
received.
The winner,
they
I’m perfectly aware of that, and besides
in constant comrruni- Lois Edmonds, of Page County, Iowa, is I haven’t a second to
waste.”
but
twelve
old.
She
is
a
years
“Is there anything I can do?”
happy,
continent, either via
wholesome, sensible little country girl of
Why, of course,” she answered
that marked ability which is not unusual
swiftly. “If Lord Chessington or anyil throngs crowd the in the best country homes.
Her bread one else asks
you are to say you took me
.St. Nicholas, which scored ninety-three points out of a pos- to supper at Frascati’s a week ago last
sible hundred, which is considered a very night. You
quite understand?”
Here
stands
an
high record.
Not the least little bit,” averred
!
: Napoleon the
“Lois used the recipe which was sent Charman.
First,
out to the girls by the Extension DepartFlorence.
“You took me to supper at Frascati’s
ment. She used flour manufactured in a week
ago last night, and—and we had
a cross between a Roher home county.
The lecipe is as a private room,” she insisted.
a prize lighter!
The follows:
Charman was on the point of asking
“Two tablespoonfuls of butter, one for some kind of
is Roman, but the
explanation when the
of
two cupfuls of
tablespoonful
sugar,
door
i
on the body is simply
opened and his man again appeared.
scalded milk, one tablespoonful of salt :
“Lord
Chessington,” he began, when
u at all graceful or avveand half a cake of yeast (compressed.) the
girl raised a pair of alarmed eyes to
saw it first by moonDissolve the yeast-cake in four table- his master’s face.
jught that had Napoleon spoonfuls of water that is no warmer
“Oh, dear!” she exclaimed, “whatthan fresh milk.
Scald the milk. Place ever is to become of me?”
might have preferred
salt and butter in a bread-bowl. j

bastia.

|

face

most

t-

j

j
|

know she has been wanting you for

ever

though Letitia Fairfax had a reputation so long.”
for doing extraordinary
“Certain of that?” asked Charman,
things, it was
difficult to imagine what could
benefit of the
a laugh for the
forcing
her
bring
to his bachelor chambers
before 11 o’ listener in the other room.
clock in the morning. Not that he
“Positive. You see she has no secrets
felt
any disinclination to see her; on the con- from Alma and Alma has none from me.
trary it would have given him pleasure
“That’s just as it should be, Charto behold her at any hour of the
man managed to say, and having wrung
dav
■' or
night.
his friend’s hand again with the most
A few moments later she entered
with extreme cordiality, Chessington at last
her usual impetuous
vivacity. In her took his leave.

FAMOUS FOR MAKING BREAD.

said
“The coast is perfectly clear,
Charman aloud as his lordship’s footcan
come out
steps died away; “you

There

few
a
she issued

were

and then

seconds of silence,
forth, holding her

handkerchief before her face. Suddenly she removed it, and he thought there
could

have been

not

a

more

charming

vision.
“I was

never in such a dreadful situashe murmured.
“Mine wasn’t precisely enviable,” he
said, “and even now I don’t understand
whethe, you had supper at Frascati’s or

tion,”

not.”

of course not.”
“So then you told Chessington a-”
“What was I to tell him?” she de“He entered my place like a
manded.
lunatic this morning, but luckily he told
me what Alma had said before he asked
questions. When I saw that he evidently only half believed me I—I referred
It is all owing to that cad,
; him to you.
Borkman. He refu=“d to return the
letters Alma had written him during her
She
mad infatuation two years ago.
sugar,
Without a word the well trained serand implored him, and at last he
ft Elba, at which he is Add the milk when it is no warmer than
begged
the room and opened a
; vant crossed
promised to let her have them if she
-luring with such a stony fresh milk. Add the dissolved yeast. door which led into a kind of lobby.
She
would meet him at Frascati’s,
Begin to add flour gradually, and beat
“I shall leave the door ajar,” said
went, and she got them, and now—now
Beat Letitia, “so that I can hear how
thoroughly as the flour is added.
I
hated
doing
you do this happened. Of course
is good at Bastia, and out all the
lumps, and make the dough it,” and she raised a warning finger, it. At
the same time I couldn’t have
excellent
Add flour until dough can
hotels, the look smooth.
Alma’s
smiling as she passed out of the room.
that
told Chessington
explanaA few seconds later Lord
juite modern and up-to- be worked without sticking to hands or
Chessing- tion was false from beginning to end
board.
ton was ushered in. No. 2 was a tall and made two
for I
been
miserable,
persons
iy recently
opened
“Knead lightly and with a quick
young man, about twenty-six, slimly happen to know that she loves him.
md the comfortable old- motion of the hands until the
dough is built, with sloping shou’ders, and very Alma
and I have know n each other for
1 ranee, whose genial elastic and you hear a snapping, crack- fair hair
the mid- years and-”
parted exactly down1_1
a.1
Place the bread in a bowl,
ie us feel thoroughly at ing sound.
“And that is why you gave her your
and cover with a towel. Keep warm was little in the
way of good gray mat- confidence,” interposed Charman.
ate is perfect, having a
never hot and never cold.
Let it rise, ter, but the
in
the
blue
“Please tell your man to get me a
expression
pale
the surroundings most until it has doubled in size. Then knead
eyes argued a simple honesty of pur- taxi,” she exclaimed.
?
T
...r...
--*/II_
and
make
into
two
loaves.
Set
again,
pose and a composition into which vice
the loaves in a warm place, and allow had not entered in the smallest or
"ie fourth of the Genoese
any sington’s conversation that concerns mythem to double in size. The oven should form.
He was engaged, as Charman self?”
he hot enough to brow’n a piece of letter- knew, to Alma
!
‘‘I think he is hateful,” cried Letitia,
Carruthers, the one in>iand. There are the two paper in from eight to ten minutes.
A timate female friend of Letitia Fairfax.
“and I shall never forgive Alma, and
and the new. The old, loai hub size siiuuiu uaive auuui iiity
“Most awfully glad I’ve caught you I’ve a good mind not to go to her wedwith its citadel and the minutes, and the oven should be cooler in, Charman,’’ his lordship said as they ding.”
during the last fifteen minutes.”
shook hands.
“You’ll think it’s a fun“But you will come to mine, Letty?”
irered at its base.
“Lois is such a little girl that she had
ny sort of question I’m going to ask
“I will leave it to you, Jack,” she
tre built in the Genoese
to get on her knees on the stool in the you.
I just want to know whether you said, her eyes on her hands, which rereach
to
in
order
to
stories high, and the cooking laboratory
took Miss Fairfax to supper at Fras- posed flutteringly in his. —The Tattler.
knead her bread.
At the Page County cati’s a week
: multi-colored garments
ago last night?”
Industrial Exposition she had the best
“Well, it is a curious sort of quesled from window to cake baked
by a girl under fourteen.”
News and Notes.
answered
a
tion,”
Charman, with
the air carries one
glance at the slightly open door of the
ifui days in Genoa with
FLYING MEN FALL
lobby. “Why on earth do you ask it?”
The New England Resorter for August
Chessington hesitated, evidently em- is the Mountain Number and the illusm and mirth.
In the victims to stomach, liver and kidney troubles
then
he
to speak in an
like
other
with
like
results
in
barrassed;
loss
began
just
people,
trations include a striking two-page view
treets a heavily laden
of appetite, backache, nervousness, headache, agitated tone.
of Mount Adams and Mount Madison,
one’s
of
right
lispute
“It’s to do with Alma,” he said, “and two of the loftiest
and tired, listless, run-down feeling.
But
peaks in the famous
t rill cries of the llsherGerald Borkman. You know, of course,
range of the White Mounthere's no need to feel like that as T. D.
presidential
that
there
was
i us that Italy is indeed
something approaching a tains of Newr Hampshire. The front cover
Peebles, Henry, Tenn., proved. “Si?: bottles scandal about them some years
ago, but has an attractive picture in colors by
ns distant by sea.
The of Electric Bitters" he
writes, “did more to it died down, and the fellow went away. Chase Emerson of the
August summer
it-r the trees is always
give me new strength and good appetite than Now he’s back again, and—and last girl. While the number is distinctly a
ami alive with animation. all ether stomach remedies I used.”
Old CockSo tney night something happened.
mountain-number, there are many other
n
Its folly to suffer when this ran—you know him?—just back from interesting things in it.
“With New*
luscious pyramids, help everybody.
was introduced to Alma in my
India,
Resorters” tells what fashionthe
first dose.
England
egetable under the sun great remedy will help you from
He said he’d seen her be- able America and New
presence.
England’s best
if, myriads of strange Try it. Only 50 cents at all druggists.
I fore—saw her coming down from the
people are doing while on their vacation.
rooms
at
Frascati’s
a
a ul coloring, dried tigs in
private supper
“Fourteen Lessons in French” is an exA GREAT DEAL TO EVERYTHING. week
I was not with
ago last night.
and the snowy cream
ceptionally clever short-story typical of
Alma that night at all.
She denied it, resort life
by Norton Campbell; in
A letter received by the writer from of course, but Cockran was so confound'breccia,” that essentially
“Cap’n Bill and the Blue-Fish,” William
t.
Dogs wander around a friend in California recalled the fact edly positive; said he saw her quite close. F. Lehman pictures the delights of bluei. an ever ready eye and
that there is a great deal to everything. When I tackled Alma about it she said it fishing on Buzzards Bay, and Felix Koch
was Miss Fairfax
whom Cockran had
chance falling to the This friend is a progressive Republican,
>
gives a most interesting account of life
mistaken for her.
I know, of course, on Old Nantucket. And “Thd Woman
desired delicacy. Strong one of the kind who are supposed to that
sometimes
been
mistaken
they’ve
of It” has a lot of things in it of interest
iskets poised on head,
favor the State wide primary, and yet for each other at a distance; but —but to the
girl who goes mountain climbing.
that
had
in
his
been
he
was
denunciation
of
its
cad,
Borkman,
strong
barter unduly with the
hanging Out this week. Resorter Pub. Co., Manround
her
the
at
a
his
He
said
it
i
State.
was
a
night
previously
who come in with their working
chester, Mass. On newstands, 15 cents
device of the Governor by which a few dance, and 1 thought it sounded rather the
copy.
i.
rich lands of enter- thousand
j
longshoremen and I. W. Ws. thin. I couldn’t sleep a wink lost night,
could control the Presidential electors and the first thing this morning I went
The spirit of the Seven Modern Wont
Cathedral toll the ; and urged the Observer to fight against to see Miss Fairfax.”
ders of the World—every one of them
“What did Miss Fairfax say?”
it.
the result of the application of man’s
•nil under th-.- burning
“The
same
as
Alma.
She
told
me
she
have
And some people in Maine
found
thought to the service of mankind—domdies buzz and swarm. ; that the results of the
went
to
at
Frascati’s
that
nominasupper
night inates the
primary
number of Popular
with you, and that you had a private Mechanics August
s just outside, while i tions differ but little from those of the
Magazine. The publication
room.
That's
I've
come
to
members
caucus
and
that
of
why
you.
convention;
vond with its poigconducted an international poll to dethe so called old guard got nominated as You see,” fixing his blue eyes rather termine what the eminent scientists of
-t those few days in
easily as they would have done under the pitifully on Charman’s face, “I don’t the world regarded as the seven greatest
"■■if
reminds one of the old-system.
If there’s
Senator Sanborn was a want to make a big mistake.
modern achievements. The result was
familiar on the conti- i candidate for renomination in this coun- anything going on between Borkman and most
interesting in that, as H. H. WindAlma
rather
than
I’d do anything
before the people on his record
marry sor declares:
“The wonder
of our
'Tity of shops, and a ty, going
her.
And
if
I
don’t
her
I
wn
vniuiill
inc
kjciiaic,
marry
yet
(iai uduioi ijf
thing itself—not
l-arify, contentment, tion, but was defeated by his party as feel I would as soon pitch myself in the Modern Wonders is the the
the instrument. To
Ancients, a
The streets are paved thoroughly as if it had been done by Thames as not.
But if you give me wonder had to be fashioned
with the
Miss
Fairfax
word
took
to
in
a
convention.
your
r anil are kept clean
you
sup- strong arm; its virtues were chiefly those
county
delegates
The Californian also found there was per at Frascati's on that part:cu!ar of size and
strength. The Modern Wonthan he had night, why I can eat any amount of hum- ders find their insDiration in an imnrovemore to woman suffrage
: the great Nelson persupposed. He wrote; “Give the woman ble pie and enjoy it.”
ment of human life—every human life
:
In the fact that the woman who above
liey do Calvi not far the ballot because it is right, hut don’t
and their conception in minds, not in
We all people he most desired to please; was muscle.” Each of the Modern Wonders
m there that he wrote
expect too much from them.
the
door
behind
Jack
o'pen
they would hold this town dry. listening
is discussed in the August magazine, the
England, in 1794. “If I thought
but they were deceived by false lights Charman realized that his position was contributions
‘•The Teleincluding:
;
an BYfvpmplv
If
Alma hat!
500 troops, to a cer- and Colton went wet
since
which
by 150,
phone,” by Alexander Graham Bell;
to
with
been
reckless
Borkf ave stormed the
times
better
time
instead
of
sup
enough
growing
town,
“Wireless,” by F. Minturn Sammis:
man that night her lover had assuredly
have grown steadily worse.”
“The Aeroplane,” by Albert F. Zahrn;
might have been carried, they
The latter statement does not indicate room for serious complaint, and he 2ould “The
X-Ray,” by Robert Williams
slow that seamen think
that the sale of liquor improves business. not feel satisfied that it would serve any
Wood; “Antiseptics and Antitoxins,”
to go forward.”
useful purpose to assist in throwing his
We have also noticed that when Cali
E.
E.
Hyde; “Spectrum Analysis,”
But a mental by
of the Genoese, Bastia fornia towns advertise their advantages lordship off the scent.
bv David Todd; “Radium,” by Herbert
include that of “no sa- vision of Letitia listening for his answer N.
i-nce of the governor of they frequently
McCoy.
assisted him to arrive at a decision. Leloons.’’—Piscataquis Opinion.
Corsica. Its situation is
titia in the scale against all things
August—preeminently devoted to vacawill happen, but the best regulathie, built in an amphi- edAccidents
j earthly must bring down the balance in tions—is also the fiction month. Even
families keep Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil for her favor—at least, where he was con- the man or the woman whose year is
its tiny harbor in the such
Two sizes 25 and 60c. at
emergencies.
pretty well given up to digging after
I cerned.
acked by verdant hills, all stores.
“Well,” he said, “the sooner you be- truth casts a longing eye toward at least
which are picturesquely
a few idle days, with a diverting story in
gin your meal the better.”
A SEA TRAGEDY AVERTED.
“Then,” cried Chessington, “it really a cozy nook. It rests, while it stimuturban homes and villas,
lates. Lippincott’s August number has
! was Miss Fairfax.”
•ul midst of olive, citron,
With the Titanic disaster still fresh in
“Since you have found us out I won’t been regulated accordingly, for it opens
!
the
the
the minds of
escape of
public,
:ge trees.
with an unusually bright and entert into deny it.
the passengers of the City of Rockland attempt
The next moment Chessington began ing novelette—“Lady Makt-Believe.”
starting point for the seems
all the more lucky.
The terrible to
This is the first long story of a writer
wring the other's hands.
and entrancing Cap Corse, loss of life on the Titanic was due to lack |
“I say, old chap.” he ssid “there s no whose short stories are attracting wide
orsica, which no one ever of boat equipment, but could not be du- mistake about it, she’s an uncommonly attention —Florence Selden Peple. The
I without having visited, plicated on the Rockland because the boat pretty woman. When is it coming off?” scenes are laid on an ocean liner and in
capacity far exceeded the passenger list.
“What?” demanded Charman, flush- Paris. The author displays a delicious
round Bastia is exquisitely This was
something more than luck; it ing to the roots of his hairsense of humor, as well as strong dewhether
one
dewas foresight.
ding,
“Oh come,” said the other, “she scriptive powers, in her accounts of her
to
all
accounts, although wouldn’t have let you take her there young heroine’s experiences with “The
According
harming little town by
there was much confusion on board, unless there was some kind
of under- Old Gray Thing,” with the eccentric
ward de Cardo, with its
there was no panic and the passengers
between you.”
preacher, with the pugilist travelling in!lines outlined against ind crew rose to the occasion as best standing
cognito, with the ship’s captain, with the
The bulkheads saved the
road to St. Florent, or they could.
crazy sailor, and with all the other interradiant sea along the vessel from sinking, but the Rockland
people she meets on shipboard,
esting
had no wireless, and there is something
with “Monsieur the Duck,”
together
che way to Brando, and
which should be remedied.
She had,
Marie with the soul French, and the
■t to of
On the treatment of Horses, Cattle,
stalactites, discov- however, enough lifeboats and in general
others who helped render her stay in
wa3 well prepared to meet the crisis.
y a retired army officer,
Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry, Birds and Paris memorable. “Lady Make-Believe;’
The
lessons
to
be
learned
differ
hardly
herself is a young American writer who
and of which that tireTrained Animals, mailed free.
from those pressed home by the Titanic.
goes abroad partly for her health and
Gregorovins, poetically The accident was due to the fog, and For
Farm
on
the
Living
Every
partly to study French. A romance
Tiling
is
grotto
the oldest Gothic fogs cannot be controlled by human
started on shipboard soon develops as1
Humphreys’
Veterinary
Spcci'Scs.
rsiea; nature built it so in agency. That a vessel should crash into
tounding complications and a puzzling
another occasionally despite the greatest 4. A. For FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lung Fever.
I
mystery. There is a happy ending to the
anting whimsical humour.” of
care is one of the inevitable chances
story, although for a time it looks as if
‘.’ids above the town one gets
For SPRAINS, Lameness, Rheumatism.
of ocean travel and the only wonder is B. B.
such a result were out of the question.
fl,il|g glimpse of the lagoon of that so few of them occur.—Boston C. C. For SORE Throat, Epizootic, Distemper.
Among the short-stories is a remarkable
Globe.
about
called “Yellow Water,” by Will
one
viring
4,000 acres,
D D For WORMS, Buts, Grubs.
c annually an enormous outLevington Comfort, whose time is too
For
E.
COUGHS,
E
Influenza.
Colds,
Vacation.
fully taken up with writing “best sell'Gs, which are extensively
F F For COLIC. Bellyache. Diarrhea.
ers” to do much in this line. Other in1(1
a
to
Ministers
month’s
vacabe
used
at
ChristItaly,
usually get
teresting stories are “The Heritage of
G. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
is
because
their
but
this
tion,
congregathe Serpent,” by Stanley Olmsted, and
Maples. Bastia also enjoys
H. H For KIDNEY and Bladder disordera.
need
the
tions
rest.
“A Belated Rosebud,” by Emily Newell
'.‘in
delicacy on festal occaSchool teachers have three months’ I. I. For SKIN DISEASES, Mange, Eruptions. Blair.
A new serieB of “Short-Story
d
g it after it has been
When a laborgrilled vacation without pay.
Masterpieces” starts in this number,
K. For BAD CONDITION. Indigestion.
J.
e,:arcoal fire.
ing man gets this kind of a vacation he
Russian authors now being represented.
60 cts. each bottle.
fable are the beautiful excur- calls it a lock-out and wants to know
The August Masterpiece is “Silence,” a
Oil
for
what the government is going to do
Hoofs
&c.
$1.00.
Veterinary
weird tale by Leonid Andreyev.
As
fan be made from Bastia
about it.—George Pitch.
Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.
r
usual, there is an introduction by the
bJ' sea or land.
«
Editor.
#
At druggists or sent prepaid on receipt
travel over this scented
"Burbury Stoke,” a summer novel by
of price.
"for do we realize that Corsica
the author of "The Clammer,” of happy
"
Humphreys’ Homeo. Medicine Co., Cor. Willi am
This winter
‘'"'fl child of our
memory, is published complete in the
ind Ann Streets, New York.
mighty mother
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The flavor of Mr.
August Atlantic.
Hopkins's stories outlasts their entertaining plots, and the sunny atmosphere
of •‘Burbury Stoke” is full of the

Old
} Company’s Lehigh {
COAL!
1
{
First

whimsies which the author’s name
suggests. For summer discussion this issue
of the Atlantic presents two fruitful

topics,—Woman,
creator,

as an

the

impersonal being,

author maintains, of
nothing individual, but conserver of the
race and so the channel of race
progress
to which she contributes
nothing, and
that other question which will not down,
The Atlantic
Filling the Churches.
treats this in two spicily contrasted articles, one on “The Church and Smith”
aid the other on ‘Smith and the Church. ^
“Sunday: A Day for Man,” by George
Parkin Atwater, is another article which
touches on the domain of contemporary
debate. Among the lighter essays in
the number are Mr. Hamilton Wright
Mabie’s attractive “Theocritus on Cape
Cod” and “‘My Friend the Ruby-Throat,”
by Katherine E. Dolbear, which chronicles the tireless efforts of a naturalist
to rear a humming-bird in captivity.
“The
Economic
of
Independence
Women,” by Earl Barne •, interprets
the significance of the greatest industrial change of our epoch. Three entertaining Atlantic essays discuss Friends,
things Entomological, and “A Modern
Miracle Play.”
The number devotes
far more space than usual to fiction. Beside the complete novel, it presents “The
Ghoul,” by Mrs. Blashfield, “In the
as

2

“Sunset

of

and
the

General

Confederacy”

are

are

not

2
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Stove and Egg,
Chestnut Coal,
Peal Coal,

2
2
!I

t
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and makes them look j
a mask.
healthier, but
They are still
nervous, easily upset by trifles, and they do I
not eat nor sleep well.
What they need is
H
what tones the nerves, perfects digestion,
a
c eates
their

faces is

darker
it is only

j 2

appetite,and makes sleep refreshing,and
that is Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Pupils and teachers generally will And the chief purpose of the
vacation best subserved by this great medicine
which, as we know, “builds up the whole system.”

A BUCKSPORT BOV’S APPOINTMENT.
Gov. Foss of Massachusetts has apJohn C. Sherman of Brookline

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore;

The Letter C. and

remarks George
Sylvester Viereck in the August Interthe
letter
C. as parnational, regards
tic .larly lucky.
The third letter of the

alphabet

appc are in'the titles of all his

novels., To Champ Clark his own initials
seem to spell disater.
His three utterances on custom-houses, Canada
and
Grover Cleveland united to make him
ridiculous.
Mr. Bryan’s conspiracy at
the Baltimore Convention completes—
with two additional C’s—the woeful tale
of Champ Clark.

2

2

2
9

i
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All orders
your order for this splendid coal this year.
shall have our prompt and careful attention in preparation and delivery.

2

2
2

2
gk

NEW

Just say on a postal or in a letter. „Send me
free trial treat of MI O-NA" and you will
be sorry—address Booth’s Mi-o-na,
never
Buffalo, N. Y.

Sale

For

WEBSTER’S
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets surely do end
all indigestion and stomach misery and to
prove it we will Bend a trial treatment, an
interesting booklet, and tell you exactly how
to banish all stomach trouble and put your
Btomach in fine shape or not a cent to pay.

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged die- j
tionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of

an

authoritative

library.

Covers every field of
edge. An Encyclopedia in a

knowl-j

single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided l’age.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most!

remarkable single volume.
Write for sample
pages, full particulars, etc.

Very desirable house lots on North port Avecommanding a fine view of the bay. ApP. D. H. CARTER,
ly to
nue,

Name this
and

paper

Waldo Avenue, Belfast Me.,
Or GEORGE P. CARTER, Searsport, Me.
17tf
114

we

will

send f ree
Bet of
Pocket

H. C. Hoffses

Maps

CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

Champ Clark.

Churchill,

2
®

that we are still selling the genuine Old
Company’s Lehigh Coal exclusively that gave such complete satisfaction the past year, and we hope to receive

A Postal will bring Trial Treament
and a History of Famous People.

_

Winston

$

9
9

see

Pay Nothing
Unless_Cured.

cript.
*

You will

Stomach Sufferers

of Taunton,

at

“

——H———HtHi—

private secretary to fill the vacancy caused by the appointment of his
former secretary, Dudley M. Holman

later he became associate editor of Munsey’s Magazine, assistant editor of
Youth’s Companion and publishing agent
for commercial and manufacturing concerns. At present he has a private office
in Boston for compilation and publication of commercial booklets, mainly for
engineering and manufacturing concerns.
He is president of Sherman, French &
Co., publishers, Boston.—Boston Trans-

|

“

Good wood of all kinds sold at reasonable prices.

his

as a member of the Industrial Accident Board.
Mr. Sherman has
been associated with the governor for
several years in business affairs, and
during the governor’s term of office has
been looked upon as his confidential adviser. He was in charge of the Foss
“bureau of experts” during the investigation which the governor caused to be
made last year of the State departments
and institutions.
Mr. bherman was born at Bucksport,
Me., in 1871, and was educated in the
common schools in Bangor, Me., and
Washington, D. C. In 1889-1891 he was
a student in Victoria University, England. He was deputy United States consul at Liverpool under his father, Thomas
H. Sherman. In 1893-95 he studied at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, graduating with the class of 1895.
In 1895-96 he took a post-graduate course

ton
“

8.00
6.50
7.25

These prices are subject to 25 cents discount per
ton on all bills paid within 30 days from date of delivery.
Discount not allowed on anything less than ton lots. The
above prices aiefor coal put in cel'ars or on street level
within city limits. Coal taken at plant 50c. per ton less
than above prices. Upstairs 50c. more than above pi ices.
Two flights 75c. per ton additional.
Special attention
given to delivering coal outside city limits at satisfactorv

2

pointed
as

9

for Coal have

$7,75 per

Coke,

|f

Only a Mask.
being benefited by the summer
vacation as they should be. Now, notwith- !
standing much outdoor life, they are little if j
any stronger than they were. The tan on j
Many

i

2
2
2
2

Of poetry the number contains
“Mad Mary,” by Grace Fallow Norton,
“High Noon,” by Florence Converse,
and “Vision,” by Margaret Sherwood.

printed.

2 mmm fuel mmi
prices
:The
^
•
$

Schaff’s

%

We shall appreciate it very much if you buy
your Coal

Coal strike is settled and the
have been fixed as follows:

Gutter-Garten,
by Dorothea Slade,
and “Young Cramer’s Choice,” by Albert Kinross.
Interesting installments
of Mr. Fagan’s “Autobiography of an
Individualist”

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared 2

2

At

52High

Street.

Tel. 216-13

16tf

Telephone 64-3

William Lincoln West
Industry C. S. Department of Agriculture.

YETERINARIAN|
TREATS

DENTIST
Masonic

gW

Ex-Veterinary Inspector Korean of Animal

DR. E. S. WEBBER.

Room 5.

&C. MerriamCo.
Springfield, Mas*.

ALL

DISEASES OF

ANIMA18

Hospital. Pharmacy and Office.

Temple.
tf 12

SPRING

STREET,

BELFAST MAINE

Hospital Never Closed.

Phones—Hospital 69-18.

Residence 69-11

The

Republican Journal

BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 8, 1912.

New Haven feeders and spurs if operatby electricity, when it would be perfectly willing to have the New Haven

ed

operate them by steam, and all at
mil

The

1SHED EVERY THURSDAY

hY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

Hoods

time
when it is bending every energy toward
electrification?” Ask Gov. Foss.
a

Cures a'l humors, catarrh and
rheumatism, relieves that tired
feeling, restores the appetite,
cures paleness, nervofsness,
builds up the whole system.

A.PILSBURY.[Bu^°sr »^ager

It is announced from

Washington

that

Congress

ing Express

far

these

formerly.

as

Congress
trying
by law the
size of a barrel, but it is understood that
no attempt will be made to restrict the
is

size of

a

to fix

political

barrel.

The Boston Journal says that Theodore Roosevelt “is the greatest Demo
crat in this country today.” Now what

has Col. Bryan to say to that?
It is stated that $2,400,000 was paid
last year.' by alleged illegal resorts in
New York city for police protection;
and some say that is

a

very conservative

estimate.

Progressive Republicans

to the

num-

ber of 350 held a State convention in
Portland July 31st. Waldo county was
not

represented in

organization.

the

With practical unanimity the State Republican ticket was endorsed, but Roosevelt electors were chosen to be voted
for in November. Delegates were elected to the Chicago convention.

Bryan has contributed $1,000 to the
Wilson campaign fund. Now isn’t the
governor glad that the wish he expressed
some
time ago that Bryan might be
“knocked into a cocked hat” was not
realized? Col. Harvey has taken off his
coat for Wilson, but that old Demor'

......

continues

TT...

spectator

a

on

tt

7

the side lines.

The Roosevelt convention is in session

Chicago.

in

William Allen White says

that woman

suffrage

will be favored and

that south of Mason and Dixon's line it
will be a white man’s party, with the

Roosevelt’s “connegro eliminated.
cession of faith" would make amending
National and State constitutions easier,
and extend the recall to al! courts and
ail branches of the governHe asserts that the chief concern

perhaps
ment.

of the

to

“privileged interests”

is to defeat

the new party.

Uncle Sam

district, was going
embarrassing questions,

etc. This moved “A Democratic Voter”
in a communication to the Portland Even-

all issues of paper money will be made
smaller; but a dollar bill will go just as

that Mr;

ftiss

Hodges of Augusta spoke
Friends chapel last Sunday morning.

Washington Special.
In 1857
or

the government was in a like,
plight, due to a business dethat caused the revenues to fall

worse

pression
cff

that ihe treasury was absolutely
empty for _. months, and there was a
financial pane throughout the country.
so

elected, should never have been
qualified, should never have been renomi-

the

be

answer

sacrificed
Those

that

by hasty
of

our

or

many mere consumers than there are
producers. He claims that there are
about 10.000.000 consumers
who are
consumes
cause

*

rather

of the

than

producers

has

j

fine

a

well-trained voice.

by Mr.

solo

injudicious
having

We also had

etc., the millions supported by these
people, and the millions of court officers,
police, prison officials, hospital attendants, etc., made Necessary by the acts
or condition of those who drink
liquor,
and the 20,000 young men under 24 years
of age who are in prison because of

drinking.

Mr. Chafin said the

tost of the naval and

military

whole

establish-

ments of the world is not as much as
that of the iiquor traffic in the United
States.
In the west the

trolleys have done
much toward building up the country.
They carry freight as well as passengers,
have given remote farms easy access to
markets and the farmers and their

good

a

towns and the cities and

enjoy

they
roads,, but

cases

have
as

a

been benefited.

the ad-

In

some

paralleled

the steamwhole the latter have
The New Haven rail-

road went to the Massachusetts

legisla-

Florence Perry of Boston is
Mrs. John Crosby.

object

to

thj

New

Haven

ownership.

points

opposition to plans of
brings the State
extraordinary contradic-

out that the

the New Haven railroad

policy into

an

tion of aims.

It says: “Massachusetts

naturally eager for the development
of her transportation facilities. Were
the New Haven to propose to penetrate
is

Eastern Maine State Fair
BANGOR, MAINE,

AUGUST 2;, 28,29, 30,1912.
TWENTY-NINTH ANNIVERSARY

SEARSMONT.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Jackson, Jr., who were
married last week, are housekeeping in the
Mrs. Ordway house... Mr. B. S. Hunt has returned to his home in Worcester, Mass., after
spending a vacation with his parents_Miss
Emily F. Miller is in Belfast, the guest of her
aunt, Miss Frothing ham ...Mr. and Mrs. Frank
NORTH

Lynn, Mass.,

Donnell of

are

visiting

Better Attractions Than Any Other
Paint You
Fair in New England.
Unix
!

their sis-

ter, Mrs. Eva Moody-Mr. Joseph Mahoney
Mathuen, Mass., and Mrs. Abbie Howard
Belfast are visiting their niece, Mrs Flora
Rokes.Mr. E. S. Stoekwell, Vice President,
Chapin & Adams Co., Boston, has been in town
looking after shippers of fancy eggs. Mr.
Stoekwell is always the first to advance prices

1

to our
made.

people

and his returns

are

a

j

Sheep, Swine, Poultry
Fruits, Vegetables

Mrs. Fred N. Savery will leave Monday for Warwick, Mass., to attend the 150th
anniversary of that town. Mr. Savery’s grandfather was a native of W’arwick.
Brower Circle of

Mason’s Mills church will

give a poverty supp r next Fiiday night. A
prize will be given to the person looking the
worst and a fine imposed for all
finery worn.
of James Curtis fell from a scaffold
last Saturday and cut an ugly gash in his forehead. Dr. Small was called and dressed the
wound and the youngster is comfortable.

in the
of the

are

replaced by new ones and the house will
be thoroughly renovated and will be rented.
Mrs. Edith M. Graves of Los Angeles left
Tuesday morning for a short visit in Bridgeton, Me., and will return to Belfast for a few
days before leaving for the west. Mrs. Graves

Waldo County Pomona will meet with VicGrange, Searsmont, Sept. 3rd. The address
of welcome will be by Sister Abbie
Ordway,
response by Sister Foster of Freedom. The
question to be discussed is “What is the cause
and remedy for the present high cost of living;
to be opened by A. V. Martin of South Montville.

responsible position in Los Angeles, having charge of the Douglas building, and in the
office of the building, is a public stenographer
and notaiy public. She has been very successhas

tor

j

son

and

1HL GKAISUlio.

\

!

a

ful in

her work.

Ralph Emery, formerly of Belfast and now
residing in Kalamazoo,Mich ,Mrs.Emerv,Mr.and
Patrons of Knox Pomona Grange will hold Mrs. S. Parker Jacques and Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
their field day meeting with Medomac Valley Lombard, who are spending the summer at
Belfast, were among the automobile parties
Grange, Burkettville, August 15th, and all who spent a few
hours in Bangor Monday.—>
friends of the Grange are cordially invited to Bangor News.
be present. All are requested to carry lunch
baskets, as coffee only will be served. This
meeting takes place rain or shine, as the speakers are engaged for Waldo County the following day.

\

j

but what abcu': toir.or ow?
Better be prepared for it
when it comes. Ask your
doctor about keeping Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral in the house.
Then when the hard cold nr \
cough first appears you have \
a doctor’s medicine at hand.}
This cough medicine is I
especially good for .children. I
No anodynes. No alcohol, i

by

the J. C. AYEP 00

TUESDAY, AUGUST 27.
2.40 Class, Trot or Pace.$30"
No, 2.
2.20 Trot.$300
No. 3.
2.14 Trot, 2 16 Pace.$300

THURSDAY, AUGUST 29.
No. 7.
2.18 Trot or Pace
$250
No. 8.
Horses without records.$300
2 13 Class, Trot or Pace
No. 9.
$400

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 28.
No. 4.
2.25 Trot or 2.27 Pace. $300
No. 5. Free for all, Trot or Pace ...$500
No. 6. 2.30 Trot or Pace.$306

FRIDAY, AUGUST 30.
Green Horse, Trot and Pace,$200

No. 1.

No. 10.

$.!""
2.19 Trot.
Consolation for n.m-wir.nere,$126

No. 11.

No. 12.

THE

SIX

BALTONS,

a

of

Sextette

Fearless

and

i

■

|

Little Neck Clams, Soft
Frogs’ Legs. Everyth;

I

Jones, Fanuel flail,

affords sent direct b>
,'Ia

Lobsters

;

a

Spc

|

CHICKEN serve;
Older by Phone.
Location central but re

Personally conducted.!’

_

BANGOR BAND WILL

FURN|¥h"”mUs1c”’

Mrs. L.

evening” PERFORMANCE

DRINK
by the NEAL 3-DAY
Results
Call upon, address or phone
The Neal Jnstitute, 65
Pleasant Avenue.*
Portland, Me. Tel. 4316.
overcome

No hypodermics used.
TKEATTIENT,
certain.

absolutely

Acres of Exhibits’
Come

Drug Habits Specially Treated

STATE OF M
Office of Board of St v
Augusta,
Notice is hereby given tha
sessors will be in session at
in Belfast, on Tuesday, the 1
at 9 o’clock a. m., A. L). 1912.
Waldo, to secure information
to make a just equalization
property in said County, an
charges of concealment of pr
ation, of undervaluation a:
assess property liable to tax;
B. G. McINTIR i.
W. J. THOMPSo

Droves of Stock!

in the morning, pay 50 cents and stay until midnight.

Plenty

of restaurants.

TUESDAY will be Children’s Day, when all children under 12 years will be admitted free.
WEDNESDAY will be Governor’s Day.
and furnished with plenty of straw
Tenters will be allowed space free of charge
for beds.

with Great Success.

E. M. JOHNSTc.
Frank H. Sterling, Sect

Good for afternoon and evening, will be on sale at
Aj|an Trask’S Jewelry Store on Main Street, and at
Tickets for Grand
a week before the fair.
Street,
the Fair Office, 130 Hammond
Stand can also be procured at the above named places.
come.
Reduced rates on all railroads. Everybody
f’- °- BEAL, President.
A. S. FIELD, Manager.
o
'to tin
Season llCKeiS
„„

I

C

_

Will Consist of Vaudeville Acts on Stage and Grand Display ot FIR EW0RK.S
Commences at 7.30 o'clock and lasts until 10 o’clock. Change of display each
of the most wonderful effects ever proevening, beautiful set pieces and some
be announced later.
duced with fireworks. A detailed program to

Members of North Waldo Pomona Grange
requested to bear in mind that the annual
field day meeting will be held at W indermere
Park, Unity, Aug. 14th. C. O. Purington of
Bowdoinham has been secured to speak on

i^——mm——wmmm■■■■—

possibly another speaker.

reduced rates on the Belfast and
Burnham branch. Members of neighboring
pomonas are cordially invited. A committee

There will be

M. It. Knowlton for
city and farm propti

<

I ADVANCE IN

from the local pomona has engaged jthe hall,
dishes, etc., and will furnish coffee. Bring
your baskets for a picnic dinner. If stormy,
the next fair day.

XTOWADAYS as in the Days of Old
the well dressed man is the suecessful man.

their youngest son was united in marThe
riage to Miss Rosilla Ryan of Islesboro.
ceremony took place in the presence ot a few
Rev. 0. E. Clark perrelatives and friends.
formed the ceremony, using the single ring
service.
The bride wag becomingly attired in
a gown of blue serge and satin, the groom in
Both Mr. and Mrs. Black are
a suit of brown.
well known in this city, as both are employed
in the factory of Leonard & Barrows. The
Their
young couple will reside out of town.
friends wish them many years of success.
when

LINCOLN VILLEI. V. Miller of Belfast is in town for a few
these western counties with a series of weeks... .Miss Helen Sleeper has returned to
she has employment-Miss
branch lines and spur tracks its offer Boston, where
Adrienne Pendleton of Boston is a guest of
would be heartily welcomed as in the Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Russ for a few weeks....
of Somerville,
line of progress and prosperity.” Then Mr. and Mrs. George Baldwin
Mass., who have been guests at the “Hillside,"
the State is bringing pressure to bear on returned home Friday... .Rev. Mr. Baker,
inits steam railroad lines for their electri- pastor of the Unitarian church, held a very
teresting meeting at the town hall Sunday
would
Haven
electhe
New
and
of
Belfication,
evening, Aug. 4th-Miss Edna Curtis
A fair,
fast is a guest of Miss Alice Dickey
trify their branch lines while building sale
and entertainment will be given under
them, and thus hasten the day when the the auspices of the Woman's Alliance at
locomotive will be banished from the en- True's hall Tuesday evening, August 13th.
10 cents. Refreshments will be
tire commonwealth.
“Why then,” asks Admission,
served... .Mrs. Carrie Pendleton returned to
the Herald, “should the State object to Boston Thursday.

|

g

TROUPE. CAPT. DAVID
Gymnasts. THE ROYAL H1N0DE JAPANESE
feet high, and
LATLIP, who will dive from the top of a Ladder 9c
International
GEORGE MESTACH, an Experienced Aviator of
in the Newest
Reputation, who will make an Aeroplane Flight
“Moran” Monoplane.

\

|

|

Sensation'al

Quick lunches served al
auto parties.
Shore Dinners served

j

....

THE DAY ATTRACTIONS

are

with

bayside, M,

Entries Close Friday, August 23.

NOW GETS BIGGER PAY

be

and

Kitchen I

THE RACES

I

include

can

Stovts, Ranges

New, Novel and Highly Entertaining Features. A Good Cure for the Blues
Free from Gambling.
It’s Absolutely Unobjectionable.
The Wild Alan, Enormous Ferris Wheels, merry-Go-Rounds, iloving
Pictures, The Ocean Wave, Exhibition of War Scenes and
Numerous Other ilidway Attractions.

I Dwell. Moss

3Iy brother was an mcful subject but he came
out of your place a cured man in three
dui/s. In
less than a week ho was back at his
job which lie
had lost at §20 per week, and was
getting §30 a
week; in six months he was able to be asked to
sign a contract for ft2100 a year.”—From a genuine letter
among the scores we have, proving absolutely that the

Mitchell&Trus

THE GREATEST MIDWAY EVER

Many a child is called dull and stupid
when the whole trouble is due* to a lazy
liver. We firmly believe your own doctor Will tell you that an occasional dose
of Ayer’s Pills, sugar-coated, will do such
children a great deal of good.
Ask him.
Made

Stains, Brushes

IN AUDITORIUM

They may not cough today,

Mr. and

Fa

We carry Oils, Ya,

BEAUTIFUL DISPLAYS IS ART 111 NEEDLEWORK

Children

of

Mrs. Nellie Goodwin of Arlington Heights,
Mass., arrived Monday night for a visit at the
Burgess cottage.

Monarch

Cattle, Horses,

promptly

TheCoughs

guest of

INSIDE AND OUT.

Liberal Premiums Offered On

of
of

Mrs. E. S. Bowker returned Monday night
from a short visit in Bangor.

ture for permission to build and operate
electric cars through a section of the
WEDDING BELLS.
State—Western Massachusetts—which
Black-Ryan. A quiet but pretty home wedseems not likely to be supplied with ;
such facilities in any other way. The ding took place at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
communities that want the roads do not Martin Black, Northport, Saturday, August 3d,

The legislature passed the bill, but it
was vetoed by Gov. Foss—for political
reasons, no doubt. The Boston Herald

-AT THE-1

The many friends of Rev. Chester F.
Wood,
the student from Colby college who preached
at Halldale last spring, will be pleased to learn
that he is passing his summer vacation in the !
town
of Gouldsboro, where
he has two
j
churches, one in Corea, and the other in
Gouldsboro Center.
Each
he
has
Sunday
three services, and two Sunday schools; he has
two mid-week prayer meetings, and he is
meeting with success in his work.

BELFAST.

Miss

expended and the benefits accrue where
C. W. Frederick.
they should.
Belfast, Me., Aug. 5, 1912.

families opportunities to visit the larger
postal express,
vantages thus opened to them.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY

pulpit during August.

EAST

be-

In these 10,
000,000, he said, he included the millions
of saloon keepers, bartenders, brewers,

Sunday

each

five children will occupy a cottage at
Northport and supply the Belfast Baptist

Rand.

citizens

A

j

STORE, 81 Main Street

COLBURN’S SHOE

boy and girl.

Not least in this line would be a continuance of the generous patronage ac-

|I

No goods will be charged at these prices.
Call and see before the sizes are broken.

our

Lane)

hand.

liquor traffic.

m.

I

Praise and

m.

Queen Quality, Walkover and Ralston lines of latest styles 0f
high grade Summer Shoes will be sold at extremely low price? I
and all broken lots of older styles will be sold at about half price

H

meeting

praye

|
I

Our

I

The Baptist church have extended a call to |
Rev. John W. Moore of Bellows Falls, Vt., to
regular music at Union church
become their pastor; the pastorate to begin
Sunday afternoon,we were favored with a duet
September 8th. Mr. Moore recently resigned
Miss
Helen
Wells
of
Boston
and
her
by
sister, the
pastorate in Bellows Falls and with his
Mrs. Merton Fogg, whom she is visiting. She
wife and

|

there are few families who have not, at
least, a desire fpr improved school facilities for themselves or those near to
them, can in some way show the helping

Uf

it!

Sunday

at 12 m.; Epworth League
Sunday evening at 6.30 p.
Evangelistic service at 7.30 p

A good hay crop is reported. A few have
finished haying, but more have not, as the
rainy weather has greatly retarded the work.

manage
property
city’s benefit and net funds accruing
will be added’to that trust. Our people
generally who sympathize with the fulfillment of this long-cherished plan, and

rentals

m.;
not

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting: Sunday at 10.45 morning worship; Sunday school

Roland Rhodes of Pittsfield came to
Brooks in his new auto after his wife and
child, who have been visiting here.

great
its interests

H

school at any other church are
cordially invited. Evening service at 7.30 p. m.

1

tenants the

like an ount was necessary.

attend

Mr.

governed; the
A young son of Chas. Woods, met with an
a mount of rentals and class of tenants
accident on the shore last Saturday. While
W.
I
Chafin
of
the
Eugene
attracted are vital factors in establishArizona,
playing with jack knives he nearly severed
Prohibition c; t didate for President, be- ing a good selling
price. Each $1,000 one of his fingers. A physician was called and
gan a speaking campaign in Massachu- added to this is just so much saved to dressed the wound.
setts last week.
In an address on Bos- the tax payers. Let us
keep this in
H. C. Buzzell and C. M. Knowlton have
ton Common he discussed the high cost
mind so that we can all work together to
bought of Edith M. Graves and Annie L. Black,
of living. He believes this is caused realize all possible from this
source; and the Benj. Black homestead on Searsport
largely bv the fact that there are so finally to be sure the fund is judiciously avenue. The outbuildings will be torn down
a

ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a.
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do

Rev. Wesley Wiggin will speak at the Union
church next Sunday evening. He is visiting
his mother, Mrs. Sylvester.

Besides

Our Annual Cut Price Sale of Summer Footwear
Will Begin Thursday, August 8th.

g

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even-

a

1

not

S

S. Philbrook of Sanford, forpastor of the Belfast Baptist Church,
preached at this church last Sunday morning
and evening to large audiences, including many
of his friends amontr the other denominations.
mer

Mrs. E. L. Gowen (formerly known as Millie
of Los Angeles, Calif., is visiting
friends in this vicinity. She is accompanied
by her daughter Gertrude. Mrs. Gowen has
i had charge of the ladies suit department in a
State.
! large store in Los Angeles, but on her return
she is to go into a store at Long Beach. With
BELFAST'S LEGACY FOR A SCHOOL j
the proprietor, Mr. C. A. Buffune, she came
BUILDING.
to New York to select goods.
She brings
news of a number of Brooks’ people who are
To the Editor of The Journal. As
now living in Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs
trustee under the will of Lena Peirce
Frank S. Forbes (now Judge Forbes) gave £
late
of
Frederick,
Belfast, I have within ! cafeteria dinner on the evening previous tc
a
few days advised the city council of their departure to a company of Maine people,
the maturity of a legacy of advantage to ; Among the guests were Mr. and Mrs. E. L
the city of Belfast. The Hayford Block | Gowen and daughter, Mr. F. W. Gowen, Mr,
and Mrs. J. E. Chalmers, formerly of Waterproperty, so-called, will be sold as soon
as may be and the proceeds used for the I ville, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Woodbury and daughter, formerly of Brooks, and Mr/and Mrs. Albuilding of a schoolhouse for the city. It ! bert Hall, the latter known here as
Hattie
|
will be the pleasure of the trustee to aid
All were reported to be well and
I Cilley.
in this good work, but it will require the
| happy, and all in love with Californio. The
advice and assistance of all our business place cards each contained a small view of
j
people and citizens generally to bring j Maine. Mr. Forbes and his wife are delightabout the best results. The need of our ful entertainers, and do not forget their old
1
that friends. They have two adopted children, a
city, in this direction, is so

Congress finally authorized a loan of
$20,( 00, oil, but it was not available un- corded to all the tenants there
By the prosperity
til January, lc58, and later a second loan past years.
of

j

Misses Lena and Louisa York of New York
have been visiting their aunt, Mrs. Humphrey
Small.

again Aug. 1st. to do with local real estate or with the
Several of the largest appropriation bills
monied institutions here, I hope will give
are still unpassed by
Congress. For the
last month the government has been op- their counsel and assistance in making
erating under an emergency resolution an advantageous disposal of the propwhich extended the appropriations of the erty. Until this time arrives the truslast fiscal year through July.
There is tee will
the
for the
money available to run the army,
navy, or several other principal establishments of the government.
It is expected that Congress will pass an emergency resolution for another month.—

at

*»AT«€-

m

Rev.;Eugene

C. E. Lane has been on the sick list for
few days, but is now able to be out.

been

it will

Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday
school.

I

to

Samuel W. Gould shouldnever have been
nominated in 1910, should never have

broke

no

j

Mrs. E. D. Bessy and son John have gone
Thorndike to visit friends.

questions verbally to Mr. Goodwin
between now and September 9th, so anybody could notice the incident or hear
it;” and further:
“Conscientious Democrats realize, and
long ago came to the realization, that

sale.

was

j

The News of Brooks.

to say: “It is a 100 to 1 shot
Gould won’t undertake to put

nated and should not be re-elected.
They have learned in the past year and
a half that his candidacy this year is an
overwhelming calamity and handicap, and
day by day it is becoming more and more
certain that the collapse will involve not
only his candidacy in that district but will
make such inroads on the strength of his
associates that Governor Plaisted, Senator Gardner and all the other seekers for
victory will suffer to a fatal degree.
When it does become known, as it will
become known before Sept. 9th, that the
Democratic State machine drove Sheriff
John A. Mooers out of the Democratic
party in Somerset county and in the
same breath
endorsed Representative
Samuel W. Gould, the utter insincerity
of the entire outfit, the absolute disregard of principle's and ordinary fitness of
political affairs, will appeal with striking
force to the citizenship of the entire district and prove contagious all over the

|CDT PRICE SALE OF SUMMER SHOESj
COLBURN’S
SHOE STORE I
I

i o’clock, to which all are welcome.
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the

The Episcopal Mission will hold services at
the North church next Sunday morning at
10.45 a. m. Bishop Codman is expected to be
Get it today in usual liquid form or
j
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs» | here
August 19th and will hold communion
I service at 10 a. m. August 20th.

in the third

to ask him some

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30

Sarsaparilla

The Bangor Commercial recently pubFit ARLKS
lished an interview with Congressman
Gould in which it was stated that he was
ADVERTISING Terms.
For one. square, one
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week going after the sca)p of Hon. Forrest
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Goodwin, the Republican candidate for
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year: $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

The Churches.

,

...

m
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It

stands to reason that Clothes designed,
cut and fashioned for you alone by a merchant
tailor, will fit you better than ready made garments produced for men of your approximate

figure.
More than 500 new handsome patterns' not
shown in ready mades are now on display and
awaiting the selection of men who, like yourself,appreciate the true value of correct dressing.
We
away

can

please

glad

you

thoroughly

in your heart that you

.:
*

P
E
j

E

|

Anthracite Coal of 25 cents per ton

on

all sizes except Pea.

We are now selling Coal at the following prices, delivered and put in on a level within the city limits:
PER TON

f
z

•

Tailors,

P

The above prices are subject to the usual 30
23tf
days cash discount of 25 cents per ton.

Owing

J

8.00
Chestnut,
Stove,.7.75
Egg,.7.75
Franklin Chestnut,
8.50
8.25
Franklin Egg,

P

sk.

to the,fact th
double
the am
nearly
A per that we usually can
Z priced the papers ver
# I are selling many 12 1-2

|
P

Wall Paper
For 1912 in S

2

....

Is

I

s

Pea,.$6.50

|
E

High Street, Belfast, Maine, [taS'thea^

Hay

Co.

I 20,000

P

P

The

The Belfast Fuel &

P Wish to inform their friends and customers that after
P September 1st there will be an advance in the price of

and send you
for

came to us

your clothes.

GOLDBERGS,

»
>!

COAL

2
•

2

papers

FOR 10c.
And of 5c. Patterns \w
Other prices m
We would be pleased
YOU the line.

Or more.

•

Yourft" very truly

Z
Q

CARLE & JONES
2

Stales, Belfast, Ma,n(

5
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Wearing

of B. O. NorAmmons has bought
colored,
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way

four-act
t i. King, a beautiful
with heart interest, is
House
t -he Belfast Opera
Cowboy Band at

the

the usual Guaranteed stockings is about as agreeable

fJm

date with the dentist.

gp|f

as a

school made their annlay, going to Castine and

fit like

jular trips of t.he steamer
k g their picnic dinner in

How different is the

Sunday
\

j

j
Goi'te1’

j

future.
f the famous East Side
-Moment by local talent
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.nnounces another

held in the
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near

v

bag.
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/JMlf

original

excur-
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August 16th,
ifastbranch, with a visit

I

Augusta. These trips
.,■>,] there will be but one

\
l

added two large
he Ten-Oaks cottage at

in

6 prs. Men's’
6 prs. Women’s,
6 prs. Children’s,

has

|
\

have been

v

neatly

fur-

built about 25 years
-,nd Mr. J. L. Sleeper, and
and boathouse it makes

!

Plenty of stores sells merely Guaranteed stockings—
but there’s just one that
sells the original Holeproof
and that’s

entertained a fourattractive home on
h<
The
iday evening.
d with cut flowers.
Mr. John
w«;e served.
first prize and Mrs.
ue

|
i
!

and

for

o

Simpson
Harry

Mr.
!

Howes and

:

store, which
roved since the fire.
the store of Fred

ncaster

have it

’«

l

\

|

ready

of the

idle

ower

.be

Messrs. Fred Barker, Wm. B. Swan, A. A.
George A. Quimby enjoyed an auto
ride last Tuesday, visiting the towns of Montville, Liberty, Searsmont and Belmont, calling
at The Pines, Quantabacook, and
partaking of
a wayside lunch.

Herger

reopened his

inborn

.'

F.

honor.

/jests of

;

of Fair-

relatives, Mr. and

=

The following letters
Belfast post office
for the week ending August 6th.
Ladies—
Mildred Dougherty, Clara Littlefield, 3 letters
Mrs. J, H. O’Connor.
Gentlemen—Capt. Sidney A. Goodwin, Sec. Belfast Golf Club, Capt.
J. G. Scott, Capt. G. E. Wiggin, Wm. W.

occupied
repaired just

vaudeville which
;ght, and for the reThis act

.net.

\

has

engagement in Banrecommendation

f

By invitation of the Rockland Gun Club to
in a competitive shoot Messrs. Ralph H.
Howes, C. E. Read, H. E. Knowlton, Wm. F.
Weshee, Edgar Harding, W. H. Widdefield,
Benj. Smalley and E. R. Estabrook of the Belfast Gun Club autoed to Crescent Beach the
first of the week, and after a shore dinner at
the Cresent Beach house the shoot took place.
Ralph H. Howes of the Belfast Gun Club was
the winner of the cup, hitting 75 out'of 100
birds.

1 join

is o.l

he

o

a

special

or,lay at 2.30 p.

y

Journal office Tueslegged kind, but a

I
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everybody

-.Gout 11
to

;

lit

brilliant red

a

can

coat;
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The three reels comprising the wonderful
historical motion picture of “The Coming of
Columbus,” has been released after three

guess

McDonald gave a very
Wednesday evening,
on Church street,
i
The guests were
Msiee of Syra. use, N. Y.,
Watts of Buffalo, N. Y.,
Mr. and Mrs. George R.
S. Vickery. Bridge

1

|

armor

belligerently.

kbster.

•*.*.

r...

|

briny depths

tvttle green

h

\

mati-

m.

years of

dining

room,

Following is a partial
Republican speakers in
August 15th, Hon. Forrest
f

1

and 0. E. Frost of Belevening at the Grange
ist 16th, Mr. Goodwin and
evening at Union Hall,
*th, Hon. Wm. T. Haines
Goodwin will speak at
'.. at 2 p. ni., and in the
will speak in Monroe.

van
e

I

...

|
\
;

will speak in the
September 5th,
-win will speak in Bel-

waists

Ian i

and Sat-

tickets

9 and 10,

!<MS CASH.

were

records,

plOO
I
nd

50o

the

has

will

be sold

only

bonds of

the

society which

called and voted to be destroyed in Seplast.

A Handsome

Shoe Store.

Charles O’Conto attend
the opening of the Walkover Boot Shop, 42
Central street, Ward & O’Connell—Robert C,
Ward and Ralph O’Connell, both Belfast boys,
the latter the son of Mr. O’Connell—proprietors. No goods were sold on the opening day,
but souvenirs were distributed and music furnished. The Bangor News gave this description of the store:
The store is finished in mission green wall
burlap and Flemish benches, while palms are
artistically placed here and there, the effect
being most pleasing to the eye. To the left
as one enters is the reception corner, with
mantel, mirror and gas log, a sort of cosy
corner where women may rest during a
ahopl ing tour. Just off this apartment is the rest
room for ladies, where are installed lavatories,
etc., a feature new to Bangor. On the-walk
at the front of the store will be placed panels
and on one side will be a picture of George E,
Keith of the Walkover company.
The windows are adequate to a high degree
for display purposes, being panelled oak.
The
illumination here as'well as throughout the
store is sufficient. In the vestibule will be s
handsome bronze sign while at the top of the
building is an electric sign, 15 feet long and
five feet high, Walkover Boot Shop, which attracts favorable notice. In the rear of the
store is the stock room and below is a 6paciou£
basement. A feature of the store is The
Footograph, which by card system gives the
correct size of shoe worn by the customer and
enables one to order his correct size at a disnell went to

with

for

per ,^00^ a*

& JONES’,
Maine.

oniro

tember

Down

f ®e'%st,

departments

for all

destroying

Nison
I

l.ouis

the box offices. The gates will open at t
a. m., and Elijah Ritchie was instructed tc
visit all the stables and tents and ascertain if
the parties had a right to be on the grounds at
that hour, and if they had tickets. President
Hayford was given further time in regard tc

25 % will be
Shirt Waists.

s'*e and

tne iair.

from

[W.Ferguson&Go.

I *ny2

oi

aays

leased the exclusive right of' the exhibition
hall for the sale of confectionery and ice
cream.
William G. Preston was made a committee of one to secure ticket men and ticket
takers for the back of the track, and President
Hayford appointed Leslie Miller as the tickt t
taker on the front gate and William H. Bray
as the ticket seller.
No tickets will be sold
from the secretary’s office this season, and

Three Days

'n

cot-

Belfast

tne inree

iday

verdict of those

Fair. At a meeting of the
trustees of the Waldo County Agricultural Society last Friday evening; Capt. John W. Jones
was elected superintendent of the exhibition
hall, vice E. R. Connor resigned. Capt. Jones
reported the rental of the grand stand for
fruits, etc., to M. A. Sanborn of this city.
Edgar F. Hanson, Louis Shiro, Walter J. Upham, Edwin Jenkins, Herbert J. Kimball and
Charles Philbrook were elected to membership. Elijah Ritchie was made a committee of
one to hire the street sprinkler at Monroe for
The

t

unanimous

tage, 75-31; Mrs. Charles M. Craig, cottage,
146-4; Mrs. Caroline C. Crosby, 124; Mrs. Alice
Hayford, 213-4; International Harvester Co.,
272-3; Ralph C. Johnson, 7; G. Osborn Lord,
246-12; Mrs. H. A. Lloyd, 271; R. A. Pickard.
72-31; Asa Turner, 105-11; Mrs. Ansel White,
117-11; W. B. Woodbury, 103-14; Norman H.
White, 268-11; George Walker, 157-13; Elon B.
Gilchrest, 227-11. Changes have been made as
follows, United Laundry, 272-11; George E.
Johnson, cottage, 146-21; E. S. Pitcher, bungalow. 146-11.

m.

!

the

is

telephone directory: Charles R. Coombs,

Gw in

I

l
\

over

at

4 p.

m.

Friday

was

1

way, and

was

when
was

firemen arrived. There is very little
pressure in that neighborhood and the nearest
hydrant is on High street, some distance away,
and the chemical engine was used.
The fire
burned up through the roof of the barn and
about a ton of hay was thrown out by the firemen before much could be done.The house was
not damaged.
Mrs. Ralph C. Johnson was on
until the

High
getting

street in her auto when the firemen

I

tance.

Bangor last Saturday

is

for these

dependent girls.

the first time in seventeen years that a public
ha= been asked. In the meantime

!

\
I
|

|

city have received this care dur- ;
ing the past year. It is hoped and expected 1
that our citizens will respond generously to j
aid at this time in lifting the debt. Free J
transportation will be furnished for those who j
Automobiles will take passengers

New Advertisements.
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j
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win
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This is

most
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We will also

offer

some exceptional values this
which will pay you to examine while in town.
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Remember,

S

|

RALPH D.

1
f7~

large, pure white persian male cat. Reward
offered.... The semi-annual Red Tag Sales of
H. W. Clark, & Co., the Main street clothiers,
are looked forward to by buyers of men’s and
boys’ clothing and furnishing goods, as real
bargains are offered. The Bale will begin at
break of day Friday, August 9th, and some of
the bargains to be offered are enumerated in

a

the advertisement of this enterprising firm.
Read the advt. and call and examine the goods
for yourselves
.Goldbergs, the tailors, High
street, Belfast, are ready to take your measure for clothes and have more than 600 new,
handsome patterns not shown in ready mades
awaiting your selection. Their place of business was formerly the Star Theatre....The
Holeproof stockings are the real thing. Sold
only in Belfast at The Dinsmore Store....The
Spirella corsets are ihade to order and guaranteed for 12 months against break or rust.
Sold by Mrs. C S. Webber, 4 Bell street.

=

—■

—

A deed was recorded in the Waldo County
Registry of Deeds, August 3rd,transferring the

Hanson house on Northport avenue from the
Waldo Trust Company to Georgie G. Hanson.^

The

thirtieth

annual

session

ffl

Is! L

of Temple

Heights Spiritualist campmeeting opens Saturday, Aug. 10th, and will close Sunday, Aug.
18th. The program has been printed in full

f;

Mackerel, Bluefisii, Butterfisii, 1
| Halibut, Haddock, Clams. |§sjj
I City Fish Market, 1

|

in The Journal.
William Dobson of Thorndike, formerly of
Houlton, sent to the Commercial Saturday two
27th.
potatoes which he dug on his farm July
One is of the crop of Green Mountains, and
the other is from that known as the Cobbler.
Both potatoes are fine specimens of their ki .d,
and speak well for Mr. Dobson’s crop which
amounts to 14 acres. -Bangor Commercial.

(Ml

About two weeks ago H. E. McDonald
noticed a dove in front of his furniture store,
70 Main street, that was unable to fly. One

atSEassaKB

Tel-214.

ffi

E. F.

BRAMHALL

Ciias.R. Coombs1

I|

& CO.

Camp
Cottage

1

Caskets

——..■

vator at the

rear

of the

Opera

building

to the second

floor and taken on a truck to the
drying room
The large space in the rear of this room
will
be used for

of

the building for
putting in or taking out the
lumber. The old shed in the rear of the new
building, damaged by fire a few months ago,

there will be a driveway
all around the
building. The great fire on the
water front on
August 24, 1873, destroyed,
among other buildings, those in this yard, then
owned by M. R.
Cooper, and this shed was the
first building to go
up in the burned district.
It was built by I. W. Parker
and intended for a
temporary structure, but has remained standing, and in use, until now. J. G. Aborn is the
ebigner and builder of the new
Cooper build-

ancr’ed?tdtnnh|0nStrUCt,i,on
Wel1
28

bunt

and arrangement it is
33 to the
which

Friday, August 9th,

....

everything

Special Scenery.
Up

to Date

Specialties.

Cowboy Band.

to you at

once.

=»

Ship

us your

fancy

CHAPIN & ADAMS
4w32

Groceries.
Canned and Bottled Goods.
Fancy Crackers. Pickles,
and Sauces.

for collection

Vegetables.
;

from 9 to 12 o'clock a. m., and from 1 to
4 p. m. A discount of 3 per cent will be
allowed on all payments made on or before

>

A.A.Howes&Co.,

:

Groceries, Drugs

August 15, 1912.
FRED W. BROWN, Collector,

Medicines.

and

Belfast, July 23, 1912.—4w40

;

PRICES 25, 35 and 50 Cents.

paying higher prices again for“S TRIG TLY FRESH”
Eggs. We are always the first to advance prices and
come

me

!

Fruits and

I shall be at
the Aldermen's room, in the City
from July 29th tb August 15th, inclusive,

are

returns

-—

have been committed to
and are now due and

SEATS AT CITY BAKERY.

♦=.

otice 11

!

•

Staple and

m

Fancy

..

THE
|TheTax Lists
TEXAS
For 1912
payable.
CATTLE
Building,
KING.

Fancy Eggs Higher!
We

at the

—^irxir=^.

|

was

n

SOUTHWORTH.
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stock.

ed

..

goods

week

“Home of Good Values.”

at

for sale and may be seen at 27 Pearl street.
near Congress street-Paint your houses, inside and out, with Monarch paint, sold by
.The car for comfort is
Mitchell & Trussell
the light, strong, economical and perfectly
balanced Ford car. Carle & Jones are the
agents for Waldo county ...Two tenement
house and half an acre of land for sale. Apply to Fred T. Murch, 79 Main street... .Lost,

our

j

| will be torn down and

Colburn’s Shoe Store, 81 Main street. Queen
Quality, Walkover and Ralston lines of latest
styles of high grade summer shoes wiil be sold
at extremely low prices, and all broken lots of
older styles will be sold at about half price.... I
J. W. Ferguson & Co. will have a special sale
of shirt waists Aug. 8th, 9th and 10th, and on
these three days a discount of 25 per cent will
An old fashionbe gifen on all shirt waists
ed mahogany card table, 80 years old, is offer..

stand behind

we

|

it

|

phenomenal sale to close out our summer
goods to make room for our NEW AND UP-TO-DATE FALL
AND WINTER STOCK. Watch for our
big reduction prices.
our

it into the store, put it in a box with slats over
the top and fed and cared for it. It soon bein the back
came quite tame and when at work
of the
shop Mr. McDonald would take it out
box and let it run about the floor. The other
lumber, day,thinking it might be able to care for itself,
lime, cement, brick, roofing paper, beaver
he put the dove out of doors, but it was not
etc.
board, paints,
The building is 100 by 5C
able to fly any distance, or get far from the
feet on the ground, with basement. The front
and so he is still caring for it, but says
ground,
is of pressed brick with an ornamental iron
it is gaining.
LICENSED EMBUMER.
cornice, in the center of which, in raised
Buzz Wagons. The following automobiles
letters, is the name of the firm, Cooper & Co.
the
at
were
FOR WALDO COUNTY
registered
The finish of the front will be painted white. from Waldo County
office of the secretary of State during the past
The sides and rear of the
building are covered
week:
with corrugated iron, which will be
painted
EVERYTHING MODERN IN
Fo 7,248.
Fred Linn, Belfast; runabout;
red.
There is no cheaper or more durable
gasoline power; horse power, 22£; predominatpaint than red ochre, and The Journal hopes to ing color, black.
and Burial
see it used on ail the
No. 7,302. Adelbert L. Hall, Lincolnville;
buildings on the water
roadster; gasoline power; horse power, 22h;
front.
On the left
as
Suits.
you enter the
color, black.
building is the store for the display and sale of predominating
No. 7,326. John C Shaw, Winterport; tourHome Telephone 48-3
paints, etc., and on the right the offices. The ing car; gasoline power; horse power, 16; pre- i
main office is in the front and is
color, maroon.
Office
48-4
lighted by dominating
No. 7,393. John A. Roberts, East Northport;
three large plate glass windows.
Opening from touring car; gasoline power; horse power, 22;
it is a lavatory and a private office. The
72
WAIN STREET, BELFAST
offices predominating color, blue.
are wainscotted with
No. 7.423. L- R. Stevens, Jackson; runabout;
Cyprus, with finish of the
horse
20V,
i
predominatsame wood, the walls are of
power,
beaver board, gasoline power:
j-=====11
panelled, and there are steel ceilings. In the ing color, green.
second story front is a
50
drying room,
by 30
feet. Flooring will be brought
House
Belfast
up on an ele-

storing lumber, as will be the floor
The basement is used for
storing dimension stuff and is
arranged in compartments
I for
the different sizes, with doors at each
side
^
J

y

in

|

The 3d

^u^v.

was a

n

CONTINUING 10 DAYS.

bound to happen

j below.

semi-annual sale at the store of Ralph D. Southworth
will begin Thursday, August 15th, and continue for ten days. There will be a big reduction in prices to close out the summer goods to
make room for a new and up-to-date fall and
Some exceptional values are
winter stock.
offered this week....A cut price sale of summer

0

CORONER

I

our own

Custom House square and the junction of
High and Church streets. Orders for transportation may be given to Mrs. R. F. Dunton
or Miss Maude E. Mathews.
All articles for
the fancy table should be left with Miss
Maud E. Barker not later than Monday, Aug.
12th. Food may be taken direct to the Ho.me
or left at the residence of Mrs. A. A. Howe-s
during the forenoon of the day. Miss Amy
Stoddard has charge of the candy table. If
stormy, the* event will be postponed until the
first fair day. Any correspondence from outside parties should be addressed to the secretary, Mrs. E. L. B. Brackett. Admission tc
the grounds 15 cts.

1

g

.

UNDERTAKER,

!
girls have been cared for and }
placed in good homes outside, and many thou- !
sand dollars spent locally. Three little girls !

from

■%

& Co. The
the Cooper lumber yard on Front
street, to be completed this week, is a notable addition to Belfast's business
buildings
and will greatly facilitate the
handling of the
firm’s large business, which includes

juilding

several hundred

desire it.

1
P

miployment-Lawrence Roberts and a friend j
from Howard, R. I., arrived last
Friday to wing had been crippled in some way and it was
;nend a three weeks' var*nH«-»n
a
likely to fall a victim to a predatory cat or
vicious boy. He picked the dove up, carried
The New Building of Cooper

benefit

from

s

The officers and members of the so:iety wish to express their appreciation and
gratitude to all who in any way contributed to
nake this affair a success-Herbert
Mayhew
vent to Bangor last Saturday, where he has

were

It is

thu

lollars.

out No. 1

provided

cars

constant delight to the audience, and
highly
appreciated. The farce given by Misses Helen
Clara
Brown,
Furbish, Victor Merriam and Ned
Hurt was well acted and completed a
pleasing
evening’s entertainment. The sales table conlucted by Miss Millie Mitchell was well
pat•onized.
Nearly all the articles were'sold,
l'he stock of the candy table,
presided over by
Vliss Edith Walker, was
entirely disposed of
to
the
funds received
idding materially
during
he evening.
Nearly seven gallons of Shiro’s
ce cream were sold; these sales
together with
he receipts at the door amountingto over
fifty

making rapid progress
discovered, getting into the loft, which
filled with hay. Fire chief Shute was in
the vicinity when the alarm was sounded and
kept the fire in check with the garden hose
some

J

decided
unfavorin the vestry
at the usual hour to listen to the
excellent
program provided them. The exercises were
under the direction of Miss Helen
Brown, who
was especially fortunate to secure such
able
talent. The duett by Misses Katherine C.
i^uimby and Caroline Hatch; the reading by
Miss Alice Simmons; the violin solo
by Miss
Hazel Doak; the bass solo by Leon
Beckwith,
aii accompanied by Mrs. Beckwith,
pianist, was

fire at 28

in

are

Wednesday evening, Juh 31st,
Although the evening
able, a large company gathered

for

hose reel and at once volunteered to take it in tow. and with the firemen
conversant with the motion picture industry
in the car quick time was made to the scene of
that this is the greatest motion picture ever
the fire, and they were the fir^t on the spot.
produced. The management of Belfast Opera
It was a thoughtful act on the part of Mrs*
House, has secured this great picture at a big
Johnson and it is generally appreciated.
expense, and will announce the date soon.
A Benefit for Homeless Children.
The
Deputy Sheriffs Edgecomb and Dickey midsummer fete or lawn
party to be given
searched the tenement of Thomas Kennedy in
Tuesday,August 13th,from 2.30 to 5.30 p. m.,at
the McCrillis house. East Belfast, last Saturthe Girls’ Home, Northport avenue, for the
day night and found a large quantity of beer. benefit of the work for homeless girls,
promKennedy was tried before Judge Knowlton ises to be one of the most attractive of the
Monday, found guilty and fined $100 and costs season. Efficient committees have the differand 60 days in jail, and in default of payment ent
departments in charge and many useful
60 days additional. He, appealed to the Sep- and
fancy articles, home food, candy, ice cream
tember term of the Supreme Judicial Court, and cake will be offered for sale. A
pleasing
with Daniel Hill ami Herbert Patterson as
program will also be given. The party will
sureties.
the
friends
who
are
give
unacquainted with
Hello! The following ’phones were install- the institution an opportunity to inspect and
ed too late to get into the latest edition of the know what an excellent, well managed home
Jt

$ou,000.

o’clock, when adthe

preparation and the outlay of

The alarm

of those events tnat

success.

Waldo avenue in the buildings
owned by Mrs. Rosetta Sheldon, formerly the
home of John F. Smalley. The fire originated
from an oil stove in the barn which Miss Hazel
Sheldon had been using to heat irons. She
thought she had extinguished it, but it caught
a

Wedge.

Heidelburg Four,

.0

Fire.

|

Odd Fellows’ Block.

Our 3d Semi-Annual
Clearance Sale
BeginsThursday, Aug. 15,

|

j

North Belfast. The lair and entlrtainment given
by the Ladies’ Aid Society

During the eve ing Past Sachem
Clarence E. Hall, in behalf of Tarratine
Tribe,
presented to Past Sachem Edwin S. Perkins a
beautiful gold embroidered Past Sachem’s
sash as a tribute of esteem and reward for exceptional good attendance in the past.

remained unclaimed in the

and

one

tertained.

Advertised Letters.

for his
month.

S.,

OPTOMETRIST
EYE SPECIALIST,

are not fitted out with
wireless, but they will
be equipped by October
1st-Damage to the
Rockland, President Calvin Austin of the
Eastern Steamship corporation
states, approximates $10,000, and it will take about a
to
fortnight
repair her. Mr. Austin declares
that all of the crew have been accounted for
and that all effects of passengers have been
saved, unharmed, and that the freight is all
right also. Mr. Austin classes the accident as

before that
as given in

At the regular
meeting of Tarratine Tribe
of Red Men last Monday evening there wag. a
good attendance and plans were talked over
for the winter months. It is
expected that
later in the season a grand pow-wow will be
given here and a number of other tribes en-

a

Wm.

cents per ton
All orders received
date will be filled at the old prices
their advertisemen ts.

°

Steamer Notes. The collision between the
City of Rockland and the steam collier William Chisholm will result in
equippirg
the rest of the Eastern
Steamship corporation’s coastwise fleet with wireless. At
present the Rockland, the
City of Bangor, the Bay
State and the Ransom B. Fuller are the
only
boats run from Boston by the corporation that

Mrs. C. M. Patten of Bangor fell from the
veranda of her cottage on Merrithew
square,
Bayside, last Monday evening, fracturing her
left ankle. She was moved
Tuesday to the
summer home of her
daughter, Mrs. William
Kotman, on the North Shore.

SKeSkiumoreoftom^

Mrs. T. W.
party of 15 at
Mrs.
dnesday night.
Ml

\

!

Announcement!

steamer

The Consumers Fuel Co. and the
Belfast
Fuel & Hay Co. announce that on and
after
Sept. 1st the price of coal will be advanced 25

$3.00 Guaranteed for three months

;iV

|

3.00
2.00

Co.

Bernes 0. Norton has sold 17 Buick
far this season.

See the statement of the condition
of the
Belfast Savings Bank-one of the best
financial institutions in Maine—as it existed on
the
25th day of June,' 1912. It shows
resources
close up to the two million mark.

and Silk if you want them—3 pairs
Men’s Silk, $2.00; 3 pairs Women’s

was

lLl

All members of A. E. Clark
Camp, S. of V
requested to be present next Monday
evening to work the degree on one candidate.

Optical

F. L. ADAMS, D. O.

Up Stairs,

$1.50 and $2.00
2.00 and

Belfast

jlUll

are

jl

[pT

guarantee results.

'l

w

Silkysoft, fine spun, and
they fit “like the paper, on
the wall’’—yes, even alter
being washed.

t-gus for

I

M/i

ttoleproof

Trinity church

>f the

...t-

fff-

a paper

delicate operation. It requires
SKILLED workman to grind
lenses to fit your eye just right. The
smallest deviation from the proper
curvature makes a big difference in
the lens. I GRIND MY LENSES
T0 FIT Y0U- that is why [ can
s a

a

y/rh).

11

f
j.

!

yfflf

Coarse, scratchy—and they

noon.

The Grinding of
Q
n
Lenses for Spectacles

jw

CO.,

35 South Market Street, Boston, Mass.

Cottage “Sale
The
near

TO LET

undersigned offers for sale the cottage

Temple Heights, Nortbport, belonging

to

the estate of Edward O. Thorndike. This cottage is of the following dimensions: -u>r.in
house 24 feet long, 13 feet wide; ell 22 feet
long, 16 feel wide. It has three good rooms
on each floor. 'It also has a piazza on the front
and north side. Also a stable 15 feet long, 13
feet wide. All the buildings are in good repair. There is also a well of nice water on the
premises which has never been known to fail.
This cottage is located near other nice cottages and is in a very desirable location for a
summer and fall residence, and would answer
for all the year residence if desired. Anyone
wishing to examine the property can do so by
calling on Captain Collins McCarty at Temple
Heights. For price and terms of sale please
call or write Edward Sibley, No. 18 High street.
CLARA T. SIBLEY, Executrix.

|i

A small furnished tenement- at 23 Miller
street, in the Frye bior'-c. Apply to Mr? Charles
Hammons for key, and t > Mrs. Sarah F.
Fridges
of Stockton Springs for terms.
27tf

j

j
j

DR, E. H. B0YIN8T0N
EYE

SPECIALIST

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to lit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
U S9Ukh Main St.,

WINTERPORT, MAINE
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

Belfast, July 27, 1912.—31tf

SPIRELLA

CORSETS

COTTAGE EOR SALE
Quantabacook Lake. A finely furnished
:ottage of 8 large rooms, over 1,000 square
feet of veranda, storage, wood and ice house,
t>oat house and boat. Inquire,
MISS MARION WELLS,
30tf
27 Church street.
At

Fit perfectly, are made to order,
guaranteed for 12 months against
oreak or rust. Perfect comfort.
I have many satisfied customers.

..

Mrs. C. S.

Webber,

TO LET
A tenement of live rooms, with bath and
wood room.

4 BELL STREET. BELFAST.
32
Telephone 169-12

For Sale
An old-fashioned
80 years

mahogany card table;
old. Apply at
27Pearl Street, Near Congress.

Apply

on

the

premises

at

129 MAIN STREET;

tfos

LOST
A

large,

pure white

If anyone should

see or

Persian Male Cat.
hear of him

kindly

MRS. E. 0. SHAW,
18 Belmont Avenue and receive a reward.

notify

Phone.259-2

82

THE TRUTH ABOUT
THOSEDELEGATES
Roosevelt Contests Instigated
to Deceive the Public.
,

ALL BUT 74 WERE ABANDONED
An Examination of the Facta Shows
That

the Tribunals Which

Decided

These Contests In Favor of Mr. Taft
Were Right In Every Instance—The

Remaining 164 Contests Were Frivolous, and Their Prompt Abandonment
Reflects Upon the Genuineness and
Validity of the Remainder.
Washington, July 29.—Here are the
facts in relation to the contested seats
In the Republican national convention.
It is a summary of a detailed statement going carefully into all of tiie
cases, a statement so thorough that it
takes up 150 pages of printed matter.
This statement is signed by Mr. Victor
Rosewater, chairman of the former Republican national committee; by Mr. J.
H. Devine of Colorado, chairman of the
committee on credentials of the Republican national convention, and by Mr.
Charles D. Hilles, chairman of the
present Republican national committee.
The total number of delegates s’-mmoned to the convention under its call
was 1.07S, with 540
necessary to a
choice. Mr. Taft had 561 votes on the
fivcjf-

the

nvirl

hn 1 1 ~4-

,1

.3 ,1_3

nominee.
There were instituted
against 238 of the delegates regularly
elected for Taft contests on behalf of
Roosevelt. These contests were avowedly instigated not for the purpose of
really securing seats in the convention,
not for the purpose of adducing evidence which would lead any respectable court to entertain the contests, but
for the purpose of deceiving the public
Into the belief that Mr. Roosevelt had
more votes than he really had, as the
conventions and primaries were in
progress for the selection of delegates.
This is not only a necessary inference
from the character of the contests, but
It was boldly avowed by the chief editor of the newspapers owned by Mr.

Michigan.
In Michigan the state convention
had in it about 1,200 delegates. There
were only two counties in dispute or
contest.
One was Wayne county, in
which Detroit is situated, and the other
was Calhoun county.
The evidence
left no doubt that the Taft' men carried by a very large majority Wayne

county, but it was immaterial whether
this was true or uot, because, leaving
out both Wayne county and Calhoun
county, the only counties in contest,
the Taft delegates outnumbered by
several hundred the Roosevelt delegates, and they had a clear majority
out of the total number of votes that
should have been in the convention.
The contest ^as so weak as to hardly
merit recital.
Texas.
In Texas there were 249 counties, of
which four have no county government.
The 243 counties under the call
of the convention were allowed to have

and. third, on the identity of another
committeeman.
The written resolution under which the right of the
chairman to appoint to vacancies was
claimed showed on its face that the
specific authority was written in in
different writing and different colored
pencil between the lines. A number of
affidavits were filed by committeemen
who were present when the resolution
was passed to show that the resolution contained no such authority. This
gave rise to a question of fact upon
which a very large majority of both
the national committee and the committee on credentials held that the
lead pencil insertion was a forgery,
that the chairman did not have the authority therefore to appoint to the
vacancies, and therefore the action of
This
his committee was not valid.
made it necessary to reject the contestants. The committee decided the two
other issues of fact before them in

favor of the Taft contention, although
1,000 delegates, repre- j the first decision was conclusive.
ARKANSAS.
senting them, who were given authorFifth District.
ity to east 248 votes. Of the 245 counties there were ninety-nine counties in
In the Fifth Arkansas the question
which the total Republican vote was was one of the identity of one faction
but 2.000, in fourteen of which there or the other as the Republican party.
were no Republican voters, in twentyThis convention followed the example
seven of which there were less than
of the convention of 1008 In holding
ten each and in none of which was
that what was known as the Redding
there any Republican organization and faction was not the Republican party,
lu none of which had a primary or con- that it was a defunct organization and
vention been held. It was shown that had only acquired life at the end of
Colonel Cecil Lyon, to whom had beeu each four years for the purpose of
assigned as referee the disposition of using it in the national convention.
the patronage of the national Repub- The contestants were therefore reject-

something

over

lican administration for ten years in
the state, had been in the habit of controlling the Republican state convention by securing from two federal of
freeholders in each of these ninety-nine
counties a certificate granting a proxy
to Colonel Lyon or a friend of his to
represent the county as if regularly
conferred by a Republican county orThe national committee
ganization.
and the committee on credentials and
the convention after the fullest investi-

ed.
It was shown that the other or
Taft had been in active existence as
the Republican party, had nominated
a local ticket and had run a congressman.

CALIFORNIA.
Fourth District.
The Fourth California presented this
question: Under the state law the dele-

the
tion

delegates turned on the constituof the congressional committee,

which

a meeting at which It wai
claimed the Roosevelt delegates to the
national convention were elected. The
Republican vote for the district for
1908 was as follows: Dallas county
2,068; Ellis, 594; Hill, 414; Bosque, 266;
Rockwall, 38. Both the national com-

facts

Sardine Situation.

The
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The Witherle memorial

library
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r

tene is practically finished, and
open to the public soon. The derjj.
will not take place until fan, when o'0"
Amy Witherle, the daughter (Jf '**
donor, returns from a trip abroad r*
building is situated on Court .-ir,.,.,
the site of the old town hall.
j ,s '"l
gray Roman brick, with IndiaIK

trimmings. Uponenteii;,
delivery-room, with an ar
ceiling surrounded by eight pdhr<
is also the reading-room, .

stone

the

feet.

It contains,

besides tin
tables, a fireplace and window
ning around the bow window v. i,
on Court street.
Acetylene g,.
lights have been provided for
To the right of the deli..
the stack-room, where
s a
alcove given by Mrs. E. en I’
in memory of her great gin
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Fish continue scarce and as the market
is in a weak condition the packers are
not as anxious as usual at this season of Capt. John Perkins.
Opposi
the ypar.
Comparing this season with is the historical room, 17x11
past seasons, the spring catch was an
The National Home, I
average one and as the bulk of the sum- !
mer school usually does not arrive until J
for
is
of
time
there
yet plenty
The grand officers of the I.
August
its appearance, and with large schools G. A. R., were at the Brand
of big herring reported off shore the j and called at
headquarter-.
next springing tides will, no doubt, bring President, Mrs. Mary R.
in to the shores, when the weir
the
Fryeburg; junior vice pn-si
fishermen will get busy. —Eastport Sen- B. Perkins of Ilallowell;
tinel.
Florence M. Wallace of V
Wallace R. Tarbox of Fr
B. Perkins of Hallowed,
(T* JL For indigestion.
Relieves sour stomach
visited all points of interhew
rt.
or
tbe
wh&l vow eai
lalc.ta.': n
their brief visit.
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were

hand, the,action of the Roosevelt men
in bringing lfiO contests that they
promptly abandoned strongly tended
to show the lack of good faith in the
prosecution of all of them. Those who
support President Taft can well afford
to stand on the record in this ease and
to asseverate without fear of successful contradiction that the delegates
whose seats were contested were as
fairly seated in this convention as in
of the party.
any in the history

8svsnth District.
The Seventh congressional district of
Texas is composed of the following
counties:
Anderson, Chambers. Gal-

veston, Houston, Liberty, Polk, San Jacinto and Trinity. Polk, San Jacinto
and Trinity were without proper
party
organization. In Texas county chairmen must be elected by the voters in
each party. No such election was held

tribunals

the

that

show

right in every instance. There is not
the slightest evidence that they were
moved by other than a mere desire to
reach a right conclusion. On the other

mittee and the committee on credentials sustained the Taft delegates.

Properly accredited as a delegate was
excluded or debarred from participating in its proceedings. Cochran and
his followers bolted after his deposi- in any of these three counties. In two
tion. Assuming that all the committee of them Colonel Lyon assumed to apwho went out with him had the right point chairmen, which he had no right
to act on the committee, It left the to do. Lyon himself had classed these
committee standing twelve for Taft three counties as unorganized and withand seven for Roosevelt, so it was sim- out party organization.
The convention met in Galveston.
ply a question whether a majority of
the committee had the right to control The executive committee met
prior to
its action or a minority. The bolting the meeting of the convention to make
convention which Cochran held was up the temporary roil of delegates. The
not attended by a majority of the
duly executive committee had before it the
elected delegates to the convention. It question of having the three
unorgandid not have the credentials from the ! ized counties represented in the eonvarious counties, and its membership vention. The executive committee rewas largely made up of bystanders
fused to recognize them. When this
who had uot been duly accredited by action was taken
by the executive comIts action
any county in the district.
mittee a delegate from Houston
county
was entirely without authority.
and tlie alleged representatives from
the
three
TENNESSEE.
j
unorganized counties withdrew from (lie meeting and proceeded
Second District.
In the Second Tennessee district to organize another convention, and
there were fifty-nine delegates unconupon this is based the contest, which
tested out of a possible total of 108 in was rejected by both committees, the
national committee and the credentials
the convention. There were forty-nine
contested. The Roosevelt contestants 1 committee.
in the forty-nine refused to abide the
Eighth District.
In tlie Eighth congressional convendecision of the committee on credentials and withdrew, leaving fifty-nine tion a split occurred over the

nine delegates, part of whom were
tmtinn
twn from pmpIi ilisjtrirt
was
Roosevelt mea. remained in the con
elected on a general ticket, in a group
vention. appointed the proper commitof
Each
twenty-six.
delegate might
irafinn rlar-iiloH tVio*- tVinen nlnotr.
tees, settled contests and proceeded to
either express his presidential preferselect Taft delegates.
counties in which the Republican vote
There can be
ence or agree to vote for the presiden
was so small and in which there was
no question about the validity theretial candidate receiving the highest
uo Republican party, no convention, no
fore of their title.
In the Fourth
number in the state.
primary, no organization, was not the district the two candidates from that
TEXAS.
proper source for a proxy to give a
First Dist let.
district on the Taft ticket expressed
vote equal to that to be cast by the
The only remaining distriets are the
a
preference for Taft, but did not
other 146 counties in which there was
agree to vote for the candidates hav- nine districts from Texas. Of these the
a
Republican organization and in
the highest state vote. These Taft First district was composed of eleven
which primaries or conventions were ing
In the Fourth district re- counties, each county having one vote,
delegates
held.
The two committees therefore
ceived a majority of 200 more than except Cass county, which had two.
held such ninety-nine proxies to be
the Roosevelt delegates in that dis- The executive committee, composed of
illegal and not the basis of proper reptrict
The national call forbade any one representative from each county,
resentation.
The two tribunals who
made up the temporary roll, and in the
law or the acceptance of any law
heard the case decided that they should
contests tiled from two counties seatMnnsey. who has been Mr. Roosevelt’s
which prevented the election of delededuct the ninety-nine votes from the
chief financial and newspaper supdistricts. In other words, the ed both delegates with one-half vote
total of 245 and give the representation gates by
porter. The 238 contests were reduced to
call of the national convention.was at each. The convention elected the two
those who controlled the majority
Taft delegates, giving them ten and
by abandonment to seventy-four.
of the remainder. The remainder was variance with the state law. The state
The very fact of these 164 frivolous
Each county was
one-quarter votes.
152 votes, and out of that the Taft law sought to enforce the state unit
contests itself reflects upon the genuA minority
rule and required the whole twenty- represented in this vote.
men had carried eighty-nine counties,
ineness and validity of the remainder.
representing one and three-quarters
six delegates to be voted for all over
votes.
This
to
the
having ninety
gave
votes bolted the regular convention
The seventy-four delegates include six
Taft men a clear majority in the state the state, assigning two to each dis
at large from Arizona, four at
large convention and with it eight delegates trict on the ticket to abide the state and held a rump meeting. The national committee by unanimous vote
from Kentucky, four at large from Inwide election, while the Republican
at large.
diana, six at large from Michigan,
national convention has insisted upon decided the contest in favor of the
WASHINGTON.
eight at large from Texas and eight at
the unit of the district since 1880. That Taft delegate.
The contest in Washington turned on
has been the party law. This convenlarge from Washington, and also two
Second District.
the question whether the Taft deledistrict delegates each from the Ninth
tion recognized the party law and held
In the Second Texas district there
gates appointed by the county comAlabama, the Fifth Arkansas, the
It to be more binding than that of the were fourteen counties. Two counties
mittee in King county, in which Seattle 1
Thirteenth
state law and allowed the two deleIndiana,
the
Seventh, is situate, were
were found not tp have held eonven
elected to the
duly
who had received in the Fourth tions and one county to have no deleEighth and Eleventh Kentucky, the convention or
whether a
i gates
primary,
Third Oklahoma, the Second Tennesiistriet a vote larger than their two gate present.
The convention was
which was subsequently held and at
see and from each of nine districts, the
ipponents assigned to that district, to then constituted by the delegations
which Roosevelt delegates were electaeeome delegates in the convention
First, Second, Fourth. Fifth, Seventh, ed, was
that held regular credentials. The reproperly called, so that Us rel’his was clearly lawful, for a state has
Eighth, Ninth, Tenth and Fourteenth sult was
port of the committee on credentials
legal. Under the law the
of Texas.
ao power to limit or control the basis
was accepted 'upon roll call, and then
county committee had the power to deif representation of a voluntary na- the
CONTESTED DELEGATES AT
cide whether it would select the delerepresentatives of five counties
tional party in a national convention,
withdrew from the hall.
The repre
LARGE.
gates directly or should call a primary.
rile fact that President Taft by tele
sentatives of four of these counties
In some counties of the state one
Arizona,
all the twenty-six dele
gram
approved
held a rump convention. The regular
In (he Arizona convention there were course was pursued and iu other coungates as representing him is said to be convention remained in
ties the other.
session several
In King county the
ninety-three votes. All the delegates
in estoppel
his
against
claiming the hours, appointed the usual committees,
six in number—were to he selected at committee consisted of 250 men, tile
election of two at those delegates in
which retired and made their reports,
large. The counties were entitled to se- majority of whom were for Taft, and
heir Fourth district.
What is there which
were accepted, and elected two
lect their delegates through their coun- that majority, acting through its exec
nconsistent in his approving the ennTaft delegates to the national eonven
ty committee or hy primary. In one utive committee, selected the Taft dele- lidacy of all his
and the
delegates
tlon and certified their election in due
county, Maricopa, a majority of the gates to the state convention. Mean
ilection of two of them? Why should
time the city council of Seattle had re
form to the national committee, which
committee decided to select its delele be thus estopped to claim that part
gates and a minority to have a pri- districted the city. It before had 250 if the law was inoperative because In Without division ashed for, held them
precincts. Now substantially the same Hiullict with the call of the
In other counties there were
properly elected.
mary.
convention?
territory was divided up into 381 pre
some contests, and the sttae commitFourth District.
INDIANA.
ciiicts.
The chairman of the county
The Fourth Texas district consists
tee, following the usage of the national
Thirteenth District.
committee was a Roosevelt man.
He
of five counties, each having one vote
committee, gave a hearing to all conIn the Thirteenth Indiana there was
•cMiuns
111
uiuer iu
in the district convention under the
mane up me rein
10 question about the victory of the
resolution to fill vacancies occurring in
pill. One county, Rains, chose an uneonporary roll. There was a clear majorfaft
men. because the temporary chairtested delegation, and that one was for
ity of the Taft delegates among the the committee. A general meeting of nan
representing the Taft side was
the committee had been held after the
Taft.
The other four counties sent
uncontested delegates. The committee
conceded to have been elected by one
city council had directed the redistrict- ltilf a
made up the temporary roll and then
The contestcontesting delegations.
nuifn
tVuin
flxev T>
1
of
the city, in which it was rethere was a bolt, sixty-four remaining ing
•nndidate. This one-half vote extended ing delegations appeared before the
solved. the chairman not dissenting,
in the hull and twenty-five withdrawexecutive committee to
hrough the riotous proceedings, and congressional
ing therefrom. The case of the Taft that representatives could not be se- | ilthough it was not as wide as a barn present their claims, but the commitleeted to fill tile 331 new precincts unmajority was so clear that it is difficult
loor it was enough. The chairman put tee arbitrarily refused to hear anytil an election was held in September, 1
to understand why a contest was made.
Having exhausted every effort
he question as to electing the Taft body.
1912.
Thereafter and in spite of this
to secure a hearing, the four contestIndiana.
leiegates, and after continuous objecconclusion the chairman assumed the
infT flfxlocroti.inc
/-kwliT
In Indiana the four Taft delegates at
ion lasting three hours declared the
right by his appointment to add to the tote carried.
The Roosevelt men thus uncontented delegation of the convenlarge were eleeted In a state convenexisting committee 131 precinct com- trevented a roll
tion, withdrew to another place and
tion to which Marion county, in which
call and then bolted.
mitteemen, and with these voting in
held a convention and elected Taft
Indianapolis is situate, was entitled to the committee it is
KENTUCKY.
claimed that a pridelegates to the Chicago convention.
128 votes. A primary was held In InSeventh District.
mary was ordered. There was so much
The congressional convention which
dianapolis, at which Taft polled 6,000 confusion in the
In the Seventh Kentucky district the
that this is
meeting
elected the Taft delegates was comand Roosevelt 1.400 votes. This gave
otal vote of the convention was 115.
doubtful.
However, the fact is that
of more than a majority, and,
Taft 106 delegates in the state conven- j
[■here were contests from four coun- posed
the Taft men protested against any
Indeed, of practically all the regularly
tion from Marion county, and if they i
ies.
votes.
Aca
involving
action by
committee so constituted
ninety-five
elected delegates.
The national comwere properly seated the control of the
•ordtng to the rules of the party in
»n the ground that the chairman had
mittee held the title of the Taft deleconvention by a large majority was
where
two
seats
of
credenKentucky,
no authority to appoint the 131
new
conceded to Taft. Attempt was made
ials are presented those delegates gates to their seats valid by viva voce
committeemen.
They refused to take
to impeach the returns from Marion
whose
credentials are approved by the vote without calling for a division.
part in the primary, and so did the La
Fifth District.
county by charges of fraud and repeat- Follette men. The newspapers report•ounty chairman are entitled to parThe Fifth district of Texas is coming. These charges were of a general ed the number of votes In the
ticipate in the temiiorary organization.
primary
3n the temporary roll the Taft chair- posed of Dallas, Ellis, Hill, Bosque
character, without specification except to he something over 3.000. The Roose
and Rockwall counties. Dallas county
nan was elected by ninety-eight votes
as to one ward out of fifteen
wards, veit committee showed by affidavit the
and then the impeaching witness adnumber to be 0.000 out of a usual total 1 ind forty-seven votes were cast for the cast more Republican votes than all
toosevelt candidate.
mitted he could not claim fraud enough
The committee the other counties of the district put
Republican vote of 75,000. The action
>n credentials was then
to change the result in that ward. The of the chairman of the committee In
appointed, con- together. The call for the congresnational committee, upon which there attempting to aurt I3t precinct men to 1 listing of one member named by each sional convention allowed each county
to send not to exceed four delegates,
were fifteen unti-Taft men,
rejected the old committee was. of course, be- tounty delegation. The majority re
tort of the committee was adopted
but made no reference to the basis of
the Roosevelt contestants and gave the yond his power.
The resolution auTaft delegates their seats by a unanithorizing him to till vacancies, of tnanimously by the convention, no del- representation of the respective counmous vote.
course, applied only to those places i 1 ‘gation whose seats were contested ties composing the district.
There
Senator Borah and Mr.
which became vacant after they had
teing permitted to vote on its own was a contest from Dallas county, but
Frank B. Kellogg, both Roosevelt men.
:ase.
As soon as the majority report the Taft delegates were seated. Taft
been filled and clearly did not apply to
made speeches in explaining the votes
>f the credentials committee had been delegates were seated on the
In which they said that the case turned 131 new precincts. It could not in the
temporary
idopted, the Roosevelt adherents bolt- roll from two counties, and Roosevelt
wholly on the Marion county primary, nature of things apply to a change
id.
There
was not the slightest reason
delegates from the three counties, and
and as there was no evidence to im- from the old system to a complete new
'or sustaining the contest for Roosevelt the
representation in the convention
peach the result certified, the title of system of precincts created by the city
leiegates.
was fixed at one vote for each county
council, because if they were to be
the Taft delegates was clear. This is
filled the entire number of 331 new
Eighth District.
without regard to the number of delethe
convention
whose
proceedings
The Eighth Kentucky district was
gates in the convention or the numcalled forth such loud charges of theft precincts different from the old must
tomposed of ten counties having 163 ber of Republican votes cast in such
be filled.
One system could not lie
and fraud from Mr. Roosevelt.
votes, of which eighty-two were neces- county. A minority report of the dismade into the other by a mere addiKentucky.
tary to a choice. There was no con- ! trict committee was
tional appointment of 131 committeepresented, protestIn Kentucky a contest was filed
lest in five of the counties, and almen.
No lawyer will say that such
ing against the ratio of representaagainst only three of the four delegates
the
hough
Roosevelt men claimed that tion adopted. The chairman of the
action by the committee thus constl
at large. The fourth Taft delegate's
there was one in Spencer county no
luted was legal. Therefore the action
convention objected to the presentaseat was uncontested. The three concontest
was
presented against the tion of this minority
which the lawful committee of 250 took
report. Failing
testants admitted they were not electseating of the regularly elected Taft in this he
In electing Taft delegates who made a
abandoned the platform and
ed by the convention which sent the !
leiegates
from that county. This gave
In
the
state convention was j
left the hall.
Taft delegates or by any other. They majority
the only one which could be recognized i the Taft delegates eighty-four votes, or
The convention thereupon elected a
only contended that if the Roosevelt as
;wo more than were
for
a
necessary
valid.
new chairman and a new secretary, apforces had had a majority they would
-hoice. In other words, assuming that
DISTRICT
DELEpointed a committee on credentials,
have been elected. There were 2 :r,i> CONTE3TED
;he Roosevelt men were entitled to all
which recommenfled the seating of the
GATES.
delegates summoned to the conven : si
the delegates from the counties in
Taft delegates from Hill county and
ALABAMA.
which they filed contests in the disby its call. There were 443 of t:
the adoption of the minority report of
Ninth District.
whose seats were contested. If al
trict convention there remained a clear
it
the district committee as to the basis
The Ninth Alabama contest turned
these had been conceded to Roosemajority of uncontested delegates who
t
of the representation in the convention.
It would have made the Roosevelt v -re an the question whether the chairman
voted for the Taft delegates to Chiof a district committee had power to
Both
these recommendations were
297 votes less than a
:ago.
majority. Tie fill
adopted, and Taft delegates to the navacancies, whether a committeeappeal to the committee on credent s
OKLAHOMA.
man who had sent his resignation to
tional convention were thereupon electfrom the decision of the national comThird District.
take effect only In case he was not
ed by a vote of eight to three. The
mittee -'is al-fi*
In
the Third Oklahoma district the
1. «•-. it nurli*
Roosevelt men thereafter retired to the
present, being present, should be prehave Pee:.
juestion of the validity of the seats, of aouth end of
vented from acting as committeeman.
the ball* where they or
♦

ganized

made up of twelve Taft
men and seven Roosevelt men.
The
chairman, Cochran, was a Roosevelt
man and
attempted to prevent the majority of the committee from taking
action.
The chairman was removed
and another substituted, and thereupon
the convention was duly called to order
on the
temporary roll prepared by the
congressional committee, which was
made the permanent roll, and the two
Taft delegates to Chicago were duly
selected. Every county In the district
had its representation and vote In the
regular convention, and no person
was

cichuune

committee as to the temporary roll
The Roosevelt followers controlled the
executive committee, hut did not have
a
majority in the convention, which
adopted the minority report and gave
Taft five and one-half votes and Roosevelt two and one-half votes. This resulted in the election of the Taft delegates, who were seated by both the
national committee and the credentials
committee.
Ninth District.
In the Ninth district the district
committee was called by Mr Speaker,
a member of the committee, and not
by
the chairman. Tile chairman refused
to convene' the committee because he
claimed that all the delegates from
Texas to the national convention must
be elected in the state convention, that
Colonel Lyon, his superior, had thus
directed him. The district committee
was called
Seven members attended
the meetiug. The district convention
was called on May 15.
Eleven counties
out of the fifteen responded to the call
and took part in the convention Three 1
counties were not represented, and in ;
one of these there was no election.
After this convention had been called
the chairman of the district committee
.! a meet- 1
changed his mind
ing of the comiiH.:,-.
April 17.
This committee called a congressional
convention to be he'd on May 18. But
there was no publication of the call,
which had to he thirty d. ys before the
The Taft
convention, until April .1
convention seems therefore to have
been duly and regularly convened,
while the Roosevelt eoir cniion was
not. The Taft delegates were seated.
;
Tenth Dist-‘ct.
In the Tenth district the decision
turned largely upon the had faith with i
which two mem hers of the district
j
committee voted in the seating of deleand
with
tile
had
faith
gates
upon
which one of them used the proxy intrusted to him. Tile Taft delegates in
this case bolted and left the hall and
immediately in the same building organized another convention which consisted of delegates from six counties.
Proceedings were regularly held; a permanent organization effected, the report of the committee on resolutions
adopted and delegates pledged to Taft
were elected.
The undisputed evidence
indicated that a flagrant attempt had
been made to deprive Taft of this district, to which he was justly entitled.
The national committee sustained the
title of the Taft delegates and alternates by a practically unanimous vote.
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Fourteenth District.
In the Fourteenth district there were
fifteen counties in the district.
When
the executive committee met at San
Antonio to make up the temporary roll
lAicic

«cic

itrn

uicuiucia

ui

me

cvyiii-

mittee present whose right to act was
undisputed, of whom six were for Taft
and four for Roosevelt.
There were
four other Roosevelt
men
present
whose right to vote was disputed and
who were clearly not entitled to represent their county at that meeting. One
of them held the proxy of the committeeman from Kendall county, who was
dead, and the proxies from three other
counties were held, two by postmasters and one by an assistant postmaster, while under the election law of
Texas no one who holds an office of
profit or trust under the United States :
shall act us a member of an executive
committee either for the state or for
any district or county. The temporary
roll was made up by Taft members,
having a clear' majority without permitting these men to act under their
proxies. There was a contest over the
delegation from Bexar county, which
contains the city of San Antonio. Full
consideration was given to this contest,
but the testimony was overwhelming
that Taft carried the county by a vote
of four or five to one. On the proper
basis the total vote in the district convention was sixty-seven, of which the
number instructed or voting for Taft
was
thirty-seven and one-half, the
number voting or instructed for Roosevelt twenty-eight and one-half, not votThe Taft delegation was
ing one.
therefore seated at Chicago.
CONCLUSION.
The purpose of this resume of the
contests in which there was any shadow of substance has been to inform
those who have not time or inclination
to read the longer and more detailed
account of them contained in the larger
pamphlet. It is not essentiial to make
Mr. Taft’s title indisputable that all
men agree on every one of the issues
raised. They were decided by the tribunals which uniform party usage had
made the proper tribunals to decide
such contests. If those tribunals acted
In good faith mistaken judgment would
not invalidate their decisions.
As a
matter of fact, an examination of the
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LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE1
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will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manui
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JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.
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\ Cutter Sibley, Formerly
Of "l"‘' Manager, to Move From North
Belfa5t x H to Milford, N. H.
tW*‘,.Y. Miner, July 25, 1912.]
the committee of the
before a largely at„f that organization an
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When a New Perfection
Comes in at the Door
Heat and Dirt Fly Out
at the Window.
What would it mean to you to have
heat and dirt banished from your kitchen
this summer—to he free from the blazing
range, free from ashes and soot?
9
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With the New Perfection Oven, the New Perfection
Stove is the most complete cooking device on the market.
It is just as quick and handy, too, for washing and ironing.
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o it
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■
the fact that their
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first rights to the
tmt there are several
wns along tiie stream
w
privilege would be
:•
it is very probable
it Weare will be sub-let
the $1500 needed.
the raising or rather
s’.fiiK) that the board has
s and at the meeting
;j
ouch noney was pledged
mands for at least a
it tee composed of Messrs.
,1 T. Murphy, Clarence
II, and A. A. Murray,
m i their duty will b.
to
of sums to be paid in
vi duplicated if necessity
id and 1H14. They have
icti\ e campaign and are
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ster,
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constitute

the

been a successful shoe
years, and under his
"uber of customers has
"in a year.
metical manufacturer
> ative
business man.
ho is well known in
It :’| agent of the Coninsurance company,
" high character and
For the
ability.
npany he acts in the
\ director.
location of the busissary on account of its
which necessitates a
"
plant in order to
business economi■

.! :i ford and vicinity are
subsciibe to the loan
be secured by a first
tire plant of the comrage will be executed
•r more trustees to be
b.scribers to the loan,
'axableb percent, loan
mtgage and in its denit the same lines as
tv Heald company loan

essfully floated.
ve

years the

Quaker

ill commence to reduce
al payment and will at
insurance sufficient
imount of the loan.
It
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subscribed by the peoi he loan certificates will
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The
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''iwnal Bank on Saturday
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"hoe company, which will
erpction of a factory in
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is an industry of
may well be proud. It
'“■fore the Civil war and
which had made it well

known throughout New
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in ttle hands of three
fun L'S
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Mr.
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a
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MAKING A COMMON FARM PAY WELL.
In the current issue of Farm and Fireside appears an article entitled “Making
a Common Farm Pay Well.”
In the
course of the article, the story is told of
T. E. Martin of Monroe County, New
Y'ork, whose success has been great. A
part of Martin’s story follows:
“In 1892, Martin, who was then a very
young man. bought a fifty-seven-acre
farm for $5,000. He paid $2,000, all the
money he had, in cash, and gave a mortgage on the place for the balance.
Whereupon some of his neighbors
chuckled and observed waggishly among
themselves that
Martin could have
bought just as good and a much prettier
gold brick in town for the same money.
‘That’s all right,’ said Martin, when i
informed how his deal was looked upon
by the older and presumably wiser heads
of the community.
'Let them laugh.
It will do no harm.
But also tell them
to watch me.’
“They watched. They are still watching, in amazement, for this is what they
see today: A farm that is
debt-free,
whose value lias increased from $87 an
acre to $175 an acre, which has a drainage system that cost $2,500, and which
yields annual net profits amounting to
some
$1,100. In addition to this, the
owner lias a home and all the vegetables,
eggs, chickens and butter his family can

|

Horace,

and has

ILLUSTRATE.

as

well

nished to the

precept was fur- j
youthful autograph fiend
as

who wrote to one of the world’s richest
men, asking for an “autograph sentiment” and enclosing a two-cent stamp
for his reply. Over His Opulency’s signature came the prompt response—on a
saved is

a

WHY THEY

penny earned.”
WENT.

As the Sunday-School teacher entered
her class-room, she saw leaving in great
haste a little girl and her still smaller
brother.
“Why, Mary, you aren’t going away?
she exclaimed in surprise.
“Pleathe, Mith Anne, we’ve got
the distressed reply.
was
to go.”
thwailowed his collection.

“Jimmy’th

a

boltle of

During a discussion of the fitness of
things in general, some one asked, “If a
takes

young man

his best

girl

to

grand opera, spends eight dollars

the

on

a

and then
supper after the performance,
takes her home in a taxicab, should he
kiss her good-night?”
old bachelor who was present
An
growled, ”1 don’t think she ought to expect it. Seems to me he has done enough
for her.”
SOON OVER.

—

use.

“Certainly Martin might, with perfect propriety, emit a few cnuckles himself, incidentally making reference to
the party who laughs last. Bui he
/hw.r.vi’f
U.
ii

TO

his cellar, thought he had no
A certain man who had been invited to
more wine than was necessary to last speak at a political meeting was placed
him through the winter and decided to last on the lis: of the speakers. Moreseveral
carry a bottle of water, which would over. the chairman introduced
on the
not be noticed in a barrel of wine. When
speakers whose names w'ere not
the party met, the ruler was very much programme, and the audience was tired
gratified at the thoughtfulness of his out when he eventually introduced the
subjects and told them so. After the last speaker: “Mr. Bones will now give
usual exchange of courtesies he invited us his address.”
them to the barrel to drink his health,
“My address, said Mr. Bones, rising,
but on opening the spigot nothing but “is 551 Park Villa, and 1 wish you all
water came out, for every man had good-night.”
brought a bottle of water.
It is also said that he withdrew his
KEEriNG UP WITH TIME.
words of thanks and told his subjects
The city chap who had hired out as
over again what he thought of them.
extra farm-hand during the harvest was
This incident was brought to my mind
not quite able to respond to the four
Tie
town
held
in
Foxby
special
meeting
o’clock pounding on his bedroom door the
croft last week to see what would be
first morning as promptly as he had andone in relation to celebrating the town’s
He lingered with the pillows
centennial. There must have been at ticipated.
for a quarter of an hour past the apleast 50 people in the town who believed
time and then dragged himself
the event should be observed, especially pointed
and by half past four he was
out,
when the town stood but little chance of
across the field where the old
being at any expense because of it, yet stumbling
farmer was hard at work.
who
16
favored
it
attended
the
only
“Fine morning,” said the new-comer
meeting. The remainder, like the men
with the bottles of water, thought the briskly.
The old fellow looked up sourly.
others would he there, so stayed at home.
“Yes,” he grunted; “it was.”
This habit of expecting others to do
your duty in public matters, and in all
THOSE GAMES WE LOSE.
matters
where a number of persons
I like the crack of the mighty smack
should act, is far too common.
During
When ash and horsehide meet;
an election a few years asm the liquor
When fielders dive for the crashing drive
element carried the ward in Lewiston
That bounds on past their feet.
where the college professors live, not
because it was in the majority, but be- I like the fun when fleet players run
Around the sacks at will.
cause the better element did not vote.
And slide ’cross the plate where others waif
It has also been noticed that New York
To lean against the pill.
City can'defeat Tammany Hall when a
full vote is cast: hut that does not often I like it all, every strike and ball,
bitter plaint!
happen, for the better element does not It’sUntil—ah,
the other side that turns the tide
have interest enough to go to the polls
And hits ’em where they ain’t.”
while their opponents are out in force.
The lesson is, if you have a duty to do
EMPTY PLATES.
at the polls, at a special town meeting,
A well-esteemed preacher in a New
at your prayermeeting, at your
lodge
meeting, or wherever it may be, do it England community that wasits rather
inhabyourself; do not depend on some one else notorious for the stinginess of
to oo it tor you, especially wnen you are itants suddenly announced his resignation, and the deacons immediately sought
not sure they will do it. —L. P. E., in the
him out for his reasons.
Piscataquis Observer.
“My decision has been brought about
A healthy man is a king in his own right; an
by the negligence of my congregation,”
an
unhealthy man
unhappy slave. For impure announced the divine.
blood and sluggish liver, use Burdock Blood
“Why, sir,” protested one of his hearBitters. On the market do years. $1.00 a boters, “I can’t see how you can accuse us
tle.
of negligence. The church is crowded

react, weaken the bowels,
constipation. Doan’s
25c.

Example

through

chronic

Regulets operate easily.

each man should take

wine to be emptied into a barrel from
which the ruler’s health would be
drunk. One man, however, on looking

c__

that
than

those who were once doubters and scoffers are now his most enthusiastic admirers ai-d followers.
“Martin was born on a farm and reared on a farm. But during his earlier A LEGEND OF GRAND MANAN ISLAND
years agricultural pursuits held no charm
for him.
His ambition was to be a civil
There’s the old, old story, so infreengineer, and the chances are that he quently told that .it is remembered and
would have been a successful one had related only by the oldest men of the
not circumstances interfered with his island of Grand Manan.
Two sisters
plans for the future. As it was, he who were to be brides on the same day,
found, after having received only a com- as they had been chums together at
mon-school education, that he would school and inseparable from childhood,
have to be a farmer.
He determined to went across to the main on their uncle’s
be a good one. This point settled, he packet to buy their wedding finery.
On
bought his farm and set out to build it the return they held their new hats on
and
‘make
it
up
pay.’ A measure of their laps, so that no harm could come to
what he has accomplished may be found the delicate fabrics—for each was the
not only in the success of the farm itself,
finest hat a Manan bride had ever worn.
but also in the fact that the owner has One item of cargo was a hogshead of
been called to the management of the molasses, and this was trigged on deck.
demonstration farms of a large railroad
When the little packet neared harbor
the two young suitors of the girls gave
company.’’
over their task in the fish-house and
Indian killed on track.
walked to the end of the wharf to meet :
Near Rochelle, 111., an Indian went to sleep their brides-to-be.
Snap of the sail,
and she came about to make her reach j
on a railroad track and was killed
by the fast
for the last leg of the journey! That
He paid for his carelessness with
express.
wicked tide-rip which streams in tossing,
his life. Often its that way when people
swirling, yeasty current from every con- i
and
colds.
Don't
risk your torted headland on the island
neglect coughs
caught the |
life when prompt use of Dr. King’s New Dis- craft and buffeted her with such a
jar !
covery will cure them and so prevent a dan- that the hogshead broke from its fasten“It completely ings, was tripped from its trig, and
gerous throat or lung trouble.
The wave and
cured me, in a short time, of a terrible cough rushed across the deck.
of the weight against the
that followed a severe attack of Grip," writes the impact
rail overturned her instantly. The wind
J. R. Watts, Floydada, Tex., “and I regained
scaled those new hats in over the waves
lojpounds in weight that I had lost.” Quick to the spiles of the dock, and the
poor,
reliable
and
safe,
50 c. and $1.00
guaranteed.
bedraggled objects were rescued with
Trial bottle free at all druggists.
and borne by the
j tears and laments
I women to the home of anguish; the sisANOTHER BIG CUNARDER.
j ters were never seen again. Some of
; the ancient men cal) the place “Millinery
The new Cunarder Aquitania is the Rip.”—Holman Day, in Harper’s Magalargest vessel building on the Clyde and zine for August.
will exceed the Hamburg-American liner
Imperator by 24 feet in length and 12 PAPER MONEY TO BE SMALLER.
inches in breadth.
Her general dimensions will be 905 by 97 feet and she is
Washington, D. C., July 31.
The
scheduled to be launched early next year size of all United States currency and
for the Liverpool-New York route. national bank notes, probably will be reWhile the Aquitania’s dimensions are to duced by one-third and their designs revbe greater than the Imperator’s, she I olutionized by the Secretary of the
will be of somewhat less tonnage and Treasury, Franklin MacVeagh, for the
displacement, being designed for greater sake of economies to the government,
speed and therefore not so full in form. convenience to the public and safety
The construction of her hull will be on the against counterfeiting.
This decision
double-bottom cellular system and the practically has been reached by the
doors of the watertight bulkheads may Secretary.
It is proposed to make the dimensions
be opened or closed separately or collectively by hydraulic power. There will 6 by 2 1-2 inches. The paper money now
be a double skin around the hull to the in circulation measures 7.28 by 3.04
load ijjie at the part inclosing the ma- inches. The designs of all paper money—
chinery. Framm anti-rolling tanks will United States notes and certificates and
bank notes—wouldfbe systembe fitted and the vessel will be
equipped national
with every device for safety and com- atized and made uniform for every defort for the 4,000 passengers that she nomination.
This move is expected to Save the govwill be able to accommodate. Her crew
ernment about $900,000 annually, and
will number over 1,000.
the national banks, which pay for the
"Suffered day and night the torment of itch- plates for their notes and part of the
ing piles. Nothing helped me until I used cost of redemption, about $200,000. The
Doan’s Ointment. The result was lasting.”—
economies would be effected in steel for
Hon. John R. Garrett, Mayor, Girard, Ala.
the plates, in paper and in labor.
■

second opportunity of this
bir the investment of local
safe industrial proposition
is
cease the prosperity of Milbrlieve the people will glad-

y"1

1

Harsh physics
will

It is said that the subjects of an eastruler decided to show their esteem

ern

they can do likewise; he is more
willing to show them how, anil it is
produces a special interesting to note that the majority of
for which there is

Img market.
db

DEPENDING ON SOME ONE ELSE.

Sibley

j

mental condition and time to
thoroughly chew your food is more important
if anything than the kind or quality of food.
Sufferers from indigestion should use "L.
F„*
Atwood’s Medicine.
“My husband in years back always had a
very bad stomach, but in the four years that
he has taken “L F Atwood’s Medicine he is
able to eat anything that he wants without
I' give it to my children
any bad effects
also.”
Mrs. Fred McComb, Foxcroft, Me.

Sunday.”
“Oh, yes,” agreed

every

the preacher; “but
what I accuse them of is contributory

negligence.”
A

HAPPY OUTLOOK.

In Detroit

they

tell of

a

young man

who, although he made a great deal of
money, was always in debt because of
his extravagance. Not long ago, howhe wooed and won

ever,

a

young

Fall Term opens Tuesday. September 10. 1912. The
Commercial College of ACTUAL BUSINESS TRAINING which
placos you in a position upon graduation.
Positions of $1,000, $1,200, $1,500 and $2,000 are com-

;
!
1
I

mon among our

!

graduates.
our waiting list begins.

!

CURRICULUM:
COMMERCIAL
Bookkeeping.

SHORTHAND
Stenography,
Typewriting,
Business-Correspondence,
Spelling,
Grammar,
Punctuation,
Press Copying,
Dup icating Processes,
Filing Letters.

Arithmetic,
Rapid Calculation,

I

v

Spelling.
Business

WEDDING

Correspondence,
Penmanship,

BELLS!

University, Evanston, Ili.

Business

!
j

ENGLISH AND BUSINESS
Arithmetic,
Spelling,

j

Grammar,

PREPARATORY
Penmanship,
Letter Writing,
Business Forms.

If interested fill in this coupon and mail it to

i

j

Please send me your latest catalog
terested in a business education.

1

as

Name.•;....

j

Street.

I

in-

am

City

......

R. F. D.

COLLEGeT

I

(Special Notice!!

She

1

S

The Belfast Fuel &

p

take

i

4

I

jj

|

informing

their friends

DRAMATIC SNAP.

ately.

“Enter to them a

man

with

a

suit-

and an umbrella. He is, of course,
to all intents, husband unexpectedly returned.
“Husband no sooner takes in the situation than he yanks out a revolver and
shoots both man and woman.
“Then he takes out his glasses, puts
them on, looks about him, and suddenly
case

gives

a

start.

‘Merciful heavens!’ he exclaims.
‘I’m on the wrong floor!”—August Lip-

pincott’s.

THE TRIALS OF A TRAVELER.
a
traveling salesman,” writes E. E.
Youngs, E. Berkshire, Vt., "and was often
troubled with constipation and indigestion till
I began to use Dr. King’s New Life Pills,
which I have found an excellent remedy.”
For all stomach, liver or kidney troubles they
are unequaled. Only 25 cents at all
druggist*.
"I

am

and

$6.50

.....

Chestnut,

i

§

n

4

§
§

f

8.00

....

|I

£

I

Stove,.7.75
Egg.7.75

*

Franklin

|

§

Franklin Egg.

g

'Ihe above prices are subject to the usual 30
days cash discount of 25 cents per ton.
23tf

t

:

of

opportunity

Pea,

4

!

this

Hay Co.

patrons that they are now prepared to furnish coal at the
following reduced rates until further notice. The prices
apply to city delivery when coal goes in on a level:
PER TON

|

S'ii

Cunningham-HuNT. In Appleton Chapel Cambridge,
Mass., the marriage of
iheodore.Woodman Cunningham, Bucksport Me., Bowdoin, 1904, and of Harvard
law School, to; Miss Juliet
Eyre Hunt
daughter of Mrs. Edward Cassilly Hunt
of Bromley Court,
Cambridge, took
place Monday evening, July 29th
The
bridegroom is with a State street law
hrm.
The officiating clergyman was
Rev. Albert L. Slayton of St. Paul’s
Church, Newton Highlands. The bride’s

i

r

Their future home
will be 5fc>7 Pine street, Fall
River, Mass.,
where they will be at home to friends
after Oct. 1st.
Among the guests from
away were Mrs. Porter Hatch and Mr;.
Ambrose Hatch of Islesboro; Mrs. Oscar
Briggs and Miss Marion Briggs of Madi1 sohj Miss A. Louise Barker of Dover, N.
Methyl Decker of Mechanic
r ails; Miss Adelaide Hatch
of Islesboro'
Mrs. M. P. Wingate of East
Millinocket;
Mr. Donald Howe of Providence K I
Miss Mary Belt of Auburn.

\

Chestnut,

|

8.50

£

8.25

I

g

Jg

attendants included Miss Alice Reese of

Cambridge, as maid of honor, while
Miss dadys Eyre
Hunt, sister, Miss
Elizabeth Osborne, also of Cambridge

Miss Amabell Whitworth of San! dusky, 0., were bridesmaids. Dr Harold Everett of Portland,
Me., was the
best man, and the
group of ushers was
made up of Philip McLean
Clark and
Maurice Machado Osborne, both of Cambndge; Harry Peabody of Portland, Me.,
and Theodore Hale of
Haverhill.-Bos-

s

ton

e

con

d- Hand

Hebron Academy Dr. W. G. L1BBEY.
*

POIJNPED 1804

,5

(|j

|J|

RUBBERS

DENTIST,

MEBRON, MAINE.

This Winter

H«>r Girls ant! Boys. 5enti for
catalogue

3 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

+A Y£ !'S SUBSCRIPTION**

31

M

PUBLIC AUTO.

posta card and you will receive a prompt
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Mr -d>, Belfast,

Transcript.

WEAR

:

Koods of every deFurniscription.
ture. beddmi;, cai •
I wish to inform the public that 1 have a
pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture four-passenger touring car and will carry pasa specialty. If you
sengers anywhere at any time at reasonable
have anything t<
rates
For particulars write or call telephone
sell drop in** h
134-14.
21 tf
ROY E. YOUNG.

and

a

A number of players and playwrights
at the Lambs’ Club were discussing the
question of what constitutes the “snap”
so persistently demanded of the dramatist by the manager of today.
“I have talked to so many managers
on this subject,” said one writer, “but
none has been able to give me any very
definite notion as to just what ‘snap’
is.”
“I can help you out,” said Engene
Walter. “I have an idea for a one-act
play that just bursts with ‘snap.’ I’ll
give it to you. Here it is:
“Play opens with man and woman in
drawing-room, seated side by side on a
sofa and embracing each other passion-

j

i

-TO

New York Tribune Farmer

*

AND YOUR FAVORITE

f
M

THEs=-

great wealth,

took on

'■

us.

Address BLISS BUSINESS
164 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

wedding trip

is. Newfoundland.

General Office Work,
Teachers' Course,
Civil Service,

Civil Service.

well known in Turner, where she has
taught music with remarkable success.
Mr. Hatch is a graduate of Hebron Academy an.d of Burdett’s business college in
Boston, and has been a salesman for
Libby, McNeill & Libby of Chicago.
1 heir destination on their

is

Law,

™.?pel:0®5e WorlG
Bill-Checking.
Wholesale Accounting,
Teachers’ Course,

!

niece of the bride, who wore a sweet
little muslin gown.
The bride herself
wore white
crepe-de-chine and carried
white bride roses with sweet
peas. After
the ceremony ushers introduced the
newly wedded young folks to the rest of
the party, who stood in line for the reception: Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Ricker, Mrs
Porter Hatch, Mrs. Ambrose
Hatch,
Mrs. M. P. Wingate, Mr. and Mrs. William J. Ricker.
Lunch was served and
all enjoyed a look at the
gifts, w’hich
were numerous and included
valuable cut
glass, silver, old ivory and other china
and linen. The bride is Kv oraHnut'o of
Leavitt and the school of music of Northwestern

Business Forms,

j

Hatch-Ricker. Graduates of Leavitt
Institute and of Hebron Academy, and
residents of Turner and of
Islesboro, were
united in marriage at the home of the
bride’s parents, Mr. ar.d Mrs. Albion S.
Ricker, in Turner, Thursday night, August 1st, when their daughter, Miss
Anna Jewett Ricker, became the wife of
Emery B Hatch, son of Mrs. Porter
Hatch of Islesboro.
The officiating
rKyman was Rev. Frederick Newport
of Turner.
In the bridal
party were
Miss Arlie M. Beals of
Auburn, maid of
honor, who wore pale blue silk and carned pink roses; Clarence A. Brown of
Woodstock, best man; Miss Louise Ricker, daughter of William J. Ricker, a

»

Enroll before

for large bottle at the store.
A sample free by mail if you have never
used it.
“L. F.“ MEDICINE CO.,
i
Portland, Me.

woman

and immediately things
roseate hue.
the
honeymoon the bride venDuring
tured to ask hubby whether the fact that
she had money made any difference to
him.
“To be sure it does, my love,” was
the unexpected response.
Whereupon wifey was a bit alarmed.
“What differ* nee?” she asked.
“Why, darling,” continued the husband, “it is such a comfort to know that
if I should die you’d be provided for.”
“And if I should die?” added the
bride.
“Then, darling,” was the reply, “I’d
be provided for.”

oi

LEWISTON, MAINE.

!
I

35 cents

<

SHOULD HE?
ng-Msri

that

Central.”

BLISS COLLEGE

Meals—Dyspepsia Follows.

serene

said the pro“Six cows'and a bull,
duce-vender, “two yokes of oxen, a calf,
a horse,
and three shares of Vermont

scmely finished throughout.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Y,BOSTON. MASS.

Mr.
many friends in and about Milford.
is a young man who has grown up
in the shoe manufacturing business, and
knows all the ins and outs of the trade.
He has charge of the factory and sees
that the product is fully up to the demand. Mr. Tucker is a man of wide experience in selling, and his success has
so crowded the factory with orders that
they are obliged to seek larger quarters.
Like all progressive concerns they want
to locate in a factory which is in every
particular modern and suited for their
needs, and the building which they will
erect will be constructed principally of
steel and glass.

farm.

“A penny

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
NEW YORK CITY
ALBANY. N,

A writer of “best sellers,” who has a
once asked
cottage “down in Maine,
the man who served him with fresh vegetables how much stock he kept on his

post-card:

M.de wilh,. 2 „d 3 bur„.

II

JVcw Pier/cction.
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saves
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STOCK.

VARIED

corre-

■.liging of details,

HUBBY LIKES.

years.”

about three

1

At
A

Mrs. Shortly was discussing the latest
fashions with a young lady caller.
“Did you say your husband was fond
of those clinging gowns, Mae.
“Yes; he iikes one to cling to me for

company is a concern
Wcare, N. H., where it
sixty years ago, It
a r-hoes
of good qualito the retailer, elimiAbout two years ago
business retired and
by three young men,
1 ticker and Holbrook.
gement and forceful
ss has about doubled
its quarters at North
ether the factory, the
the village are large
needs. The company
selling and advertisline of high
new
a
-i
for young ladies,
mtiiig out under the
and it has become
e\ make a permanent
quarters in order to
this line. Another
.I
eh they plan to push
h r nurses and hospital with flexible sole,
insole and is entireI ’.is shoe, with their
‘comfort” shoes
he a change to a

?k-

DON’T HURRY OR WORRY

SUBDUED MENU.

A

lien for the establishI, Quaker Shoe company,
tor the past five years,
negotiating with our

«

Lippincott’s.

Lifted from

of

HOME PAPER

g

jl

Republican Journal^S
Ij^The FOR
ONLY
m

jjg
IKS

$2.25.

2

Ip

The Tribune Parmer
13

a

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date

w®e

WSw

America, writes regularly for The Tribune .Farmer,
thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals

Jig

/m§

J$t

S^acia! Pa^rss for Horses, Cattle, Sheep,

reliable market reports.

p-

Smead,

the best known

'veterinary

surgeon

in

jjpL

and his articles meet the needs of
every practical working farmand interests every man or woman in
city or town who owns a
horse or cow.

er

The

!'

W?

illustrated national
etc., and most

ill
r'J-i

gj&fet
yjjjjl

subscription price of

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.
8®“To new subscribers and all old ^subscribers
who will pay
up arrearages and one year in advance we make this
liberal offer

The Tribune Farmer,
The

JR

one

Republican Journal,

year,
one

year,

||jf

$1.00

/w

2.00

ff^
W

Both for $2.25.

Republican Journal Pub. Co.. Belfast,

Me.

j|

I

SEARSPORT.

Arthur B. Smith was in Brewer a few days
last week on business, returning Saturday.
town last
Harry Lordfcf Boston was in
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sweetser.
week the

Made in the way you would
expect a CLARION to be
best materials, best
made
workmanship, best design to

j

guest

best service.

Mass.,
Dr. Edward Calderwood of Roxbury,
on Main
arrived Friday and is v. ith his family
street.
with 1961
Barge Boylston arrived Friday
s
of fertilizer to the A. A. C. Co. at Mack

days.

Schooners Seth Wyman and Island Belle arrived Saturday with staves and heading to
Pike Bros.
Capt. and -Mrs. W. H. Goodell and son William went to Northport Sunday for a two
weeks’ stay.
Martha Ward of Boston arrived Saturis the guest of Miss Mildred E. Bowen

day and

s

at

for the

1.

Ti

T J;

*■

/.ElUroti

the F. A. Curtis house

on

onH

Park

summer.

Ralph J. French, eldest son of the late
Capt. Josiah French of Sandypoint, has returned to Boston, Mass., having visited during
Mr.

Allston,
Mrs. Fred Davis and family
the “BrookMass., are spending the summer at
side” on Steamboat avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Beniamin Franklin of Presque
Isle were in town Friday, gue6ts of Capt. and

Obadiah Gardner, U. S. Senator will
speak a'. Union Hall Monday evening, August
12th on the political issues of the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand H. Pendleton and
children of Malden, Mass., are the guests
of Capt. and Mrs. A. S. Pendleton at Park.
Hon.

day.
fin-

Sch. Charles E. Wyman, Capt. Morgan,
ished discharging coal at the Searsport Coal
dock Friday and was towed to Bangor Satur-

day.
Don't forget the annual sale of the KnySewing club at Griffin’s Tea Room at
Park this. Thursday, Aug. Sth. Sale opens at

j

vetta

summering, Sunday morning by their
motor boat, to remain over
night, the guests of
Dr. and Mrs. Herman G.
Hichborn, East Main
street. They left
Monday afternoon on the

North Searsport. A. Stinson, wife and
family, attended the meeting of the Waldo
County Veterans association and report a fine
time... E. W. Carter and wife of Boston are
at their cottage in the grove for a month’s
stay_George Webster of a wholesale grocery firm in Boston, and his family,are at Sunnyside cottage for a month.... Rev. Mr. Weed
Df the M. E. church gave a very fine discourse
last Sunday... .White & Bussey are running
their mill with a full crew, sawing stavesrhe grass fields cut early are starting up finely after the rains.

run

n charge of Mrs. M. S. Hichborn, Mrs. Cora
Dow and Miss Rowena Colcord; cooked food,
Mrs. W. R. Gilkey and Mrs. E. A. Sargent; ice
cream, Mrs. L. M. Allen and Miss Linda Colcord; candy, Miss Mabel Gordon and Miss
Florence Keene. Pleasing features of the sale

Saturday, one weighing 4 pounds and the
other 8 pounds and measuring 27 fnehes in

Lake

length.
W. Lowrey and daughter, Frances
Presque Isle, arrived Friday and
Mrs. A. T. Shute’s on Water street for

Mrs. F.

of

the

Warner T. Hamilton of Minneapolis
guest of J. A. Clement at his cottage at Swan
Lake for a few days, trying his luck with the
salmon and trout.

relatives and

Thursday calling

EiSUMit:

MtUlIJSUll,

y» I1V

'iu<-

STOCKTON

and
have

returned

visits in

Antonio Croce took up a contribution last
and had the band stand on Main street
painted white, giving it two coats, which very
much improved its appearance.
week

Mr. L. S. Titcomb returned from Pittsfield

\

from

j

ast

Saturday

after

a

three

days’ absence

business.
Mr. Crawford S. Treat, West Main street,
eturned last Saturday from a two weeks’ stay
n Boston.

Capt. A. T. Whittier, superintendent of the
Searsport Coal C'o., fell Friday from a beam
in the company's storehouse and received a
severe contusion over one of his eyes.
G. A. Carver, Miss Alice G. Chase and
Miss Sophia Sawyer of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived Thursday and are at Moose Point cottage on the Belfast road for the summer.

Calkin returned July 31st from
Portland and vicinity.

Miss Grace

to Brewer.

Mrs. Truman M. Griffin and daughter, Miss
Marian, left last Thursday for their home in

Mrs.

Pittsfield,

Maine.

the Boston Insurance

There will be no services in the Universalist
ffiurch for the remainder of this month, Rev.
A. Blair being on a vacation.

Co., who has been visiting his sister, Mrs.
Cora E. Dow, on Main street, the past week,
left Saturday for Pittsfield to visit friends.

Work at the sardine factory has been rather
mcertain for the past week owing to the
scarcity of fish, but a quantity had arrived

Cap-. 0. G. Eaton

of

Mrs, F. K. Sawyer and Miss Maud I. Smith
in Hampden at Merrivale cottage, Bay side,
the guests of Miss Geneva Brown, who was a
classmate of their’s at Gorham Normal school*

are

:

Monday.
t

Percie S. Merry of New *¥o^k is the
sister, Mrs. Albert C. Colcord,
?uest
Bast Main street. She came by Sunday’s Bos,on boat.
Mrs.

of her

Mrs. Charlotte Butman Ford and daughter,
Dr. Amelia C. Ford, of the Milwaukee Downer
college, arrived by train Monday evening for a
visit to their old home after an absence of

Mrs. Arthur Foote and two children of East
Boston arrived Saturday and are guests of her
father, Mr. Crawford S. Treat, Main street,
:or

three years.

Maurice S. Dolliver, house decorator for the
firm of E. W. Edwards & Son, Syracuse, N. Y., arrived by boat Monday to visit
his mother, Mrs. E. S. Dolliver, Main street,
for a three weeks’ vacation.

dry goods

Roy Ames of Buffalo, N. Y., wps before
Judge Sullivan, Wednesday, July 31st, on complaint of Frank A. Foster of Stockton Springs
for intoxication. He pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to ten days in jail.
Lester Eaton has been drawn to serve as a
the year and F. I. Mortland
and John Davis have been drawn to serve as
traverse jurors at the September term of the
supreme court to be held in Belfast.

two weeks.

Misses Phoebe and Grace Calkin, daughters
>f Mr. and Mrs. Charles Calkin, School street,
eft Wednesday to visit relatives in St. John,
tf. B., and vicinity.

The Ladies Guild of the Congregational society will hold their annual fair Thursday evening, August 15th at Union Hall. A concert will
be given under the direction of Prof, Frederick
R. Sweetser.

j

Miss Pauline Foster, the guest for a fortlight of Miss Lucretia Flanders, East Main
street, left by evening train Saturday for her
some in Malden, Mass.
The

Fort Point cottages are, with the

ex-

ception of the Owen house, all filled at present, although some are occupied by others
than the original owners.
Automobiles are exceedingly plentiful in
sheets! The whirring, dust and “smell”
are not agreeable features of this rapid transit—for the stay-at-homes.
our

grand juror for

Mr. Clifford Simpson and daughter, Miss
June, of Saxonville, Mass., arrived July 31st,
and are the guests of his father-in-law, Mr.
Samuel H, West, Gilmore street.

Hon. Forrest Goodwin of Skowhegan,Republican candidate for Congress in the third congressional district, will address the citizens of
Searsport at Union Hall, Friday evening, Aug*
16th, on the political issues of the day.

Dr. J. F. Ryder of Boston joined his wife
last Saturday at the home of her father, Capt.
J. French Hichborn, to spend Sunday. He
took Monday’s steamer for his return trip.
Mr. E. G. Willard, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer E. Thompson, Church street, left Saturday by his automobile for his home in Wakefield, Mass. He was in town for two weeks.
Miss Madge E. Clifford left last Saturday
for her home in Fitchburg, Mass., after a fortnight’s visit with her paternal aunt and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson, Church
street.

I

is, above all other things, the
remedy for sickly, wasted children. It nourishes and builds
them up when ordinary food
absolutely fails. Be sure to
get SCOTT’S, aii Drug«u<».
Scott a Bownc,

Bloomfield. N. J.

I»S

$1.5o

9

Boys 50

In

This

is

a

cash sale.

No

values

high

9C

AN OPPORTUNITY TO BUY A HIGH
GRADE $1.00 SHIRT FOR 69 CENTS.

at these

STIFF HATS VERY CHtAP

rubber collars.
Men’s white, red and blue handkerchiefs 3o
to dealers, 6 only to a customer.
All new 50c. Mens’ and
Boys' taps now
$1.00 Guyer aps now.

79c

cut

as

best suits of

All 25c.

best $1.00 shirts, 69 and 79c., $1.50
grade,
$1.19, $2.00 grade, $1.29.
Metropolita n working and negligee shirts now.39c
our

and

are

$4.95,
$12.00.

we

you

$3.00 Guyer Hats now.
Jubilee $2.50 hat now.
$2.00 stiff hat now.
All 15c. linen collars.

“'HERE’S

goods charged

we

have a good range
that you will be an>,
offering at $3.95. Also lo- k
$5.95 and $6.95, many of ir.t

MEN’S

Boys' belts .19 and 39c
Canvas glovea>..4 pairs for 25c

suits..39

assure

suits"

Widow Jones Suits must
this make our regular $5.u.•
$8.00 value, RED TAG price now’..
Also we have made a low price on an as;boys suits, ages 7 to 16, regular $3.00 to $3
RED TAG price now.
our

Mens’ and

wash

we

suits at

umbrellas now.39c
ties now
39c
All 25c. ties now.

Boys’

|

and

this lot of suits

and

All 50c.

————————————

jf

"

MEN’S AND YOUTH’S $5.00 TO $7.00
RED TAG PRICE, $3.95.

50c.

j
|

.’

...

best 50 and 75c. Balbriggan underwear, porous
and B. V. D. included. RED TAG price
39c
Police braces.. jgc
50c. President braces
39c

-■

CHuP"

75

knit

of

|

75c. knee pants, now
Knickerbocker pants, now.
50 Khake pants, now.
overalls now.
Best 50 men’s overalls now

RED TAG PRICE NOW 19c.

All

I

1.10

OUR

Boys’ braces.

I

**

Mens’

GREAT TRADES IN MEN’S SOFT HATS, $2.00
HATS NOW $1.29.
$3.00 Guyer now.$2.29
$1.50 hats now. 98

UNDERWEAR,

I

I

prices.

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
Main Street Clothiers,
_Belfast, Maine
MONROE.

Mrs. Marie West, widow
ofsthe latb Eli
died at her home in Monroe
August 3rd.
Mrs. Ellen Mansur Brown and two children i
from Massachusetts are visiting her mother. 1
Mrs. Emma Mansur_Mrs. Alice
Twombly
Grant and little son Harland from Somerville
Mass., are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Twombly.... Miss Linda Chase
spent a
few days in Belfast last week,
visiting Miss
Myrtle Jenkins-Mr. George King spent two
K
days at Franklin Chase’s recently.Mr.
Charlie Thompson from Massachusetts is visity..

j?--for-|

j

ing

»7« sT« i>7* «7< »7i i-T* *7« ►%,e ,<(
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West,

I Spring “Summer Wear!

his

!(s not too had, and

not too good,
do like t« see men dress as
they shot

But 1

I

They
they buy
Goods, Hats, Caps, Neckwear,
Hosiery
Everwerr), Lamson
Hubbard

cousin, Jasper Curtis... Miss Gladys
can do it if
their Furnis:
Dolloff of Gardiner is visiting at her uncle’s,
Albert Durham..Mrs. Ethel Chase Luce
Jim
from South Newburg is spending a few
days
woven or
&
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Chase.
i
days
were as follows:
and
Earl & Wilson Shirts
Sunday, overcast morning cepted. The following veterans were report- -Frank Nye from Searsport was in town
sky, sunshine in afternoon; Monday, foggy ed as having died since our last meeting: Com- one day last week-Miss Helen McLaughlin
Yale Union Suits—I am
morning, pleasant afternoon—no bright sun- rade A. E. Clark, Co. F, 26th Maine; Comrade from Massachusetts is making an extended
agent for ti.
shine; Tuesday, foggy day, half-sunshine late F. Cookson, Co. E, 19th Maine. Remarks were visit to Austin Ricker’s-Mr. Charles Durgin j
and
are not to be found
has come from Massachusetts to see his sister,
in afternoon;
Wednesday, dull day, thick fog; made by Comrades Cook, Trask and Stinson.
the
line of Hats and
Thursday, rain and fog, with easterly wind;
The dinner call sounded and the veterans Mrs. Walter Goodwin, who is very ill....Miss
Friday, lovely day, warm showrers late in af- and their ladies fell into line to the dining had, Maud Dutch from Searsport is visiting Mrs.
ternoon; Saturday, rain all day, much thunder where a tine dinner was served by the ladies of Nelson Curtis ...Mr. Leonard Parker from
Minnesota is spending a few weeks with his
in afternoon.
West Winterport.
art
Mr. John
Dr. and Mrs. Herman G.
After dinner Comrade Crockett passed the sister, Mrs. Walter Fairbanks
Hichborn, accomhas
to
Seal
he
The
Twombly
where
followed.
gone
Harbor,
talk
propanied by their daughter. Miss Ruth, and their cigars and the smoke
will drive a team during the month of August
as folgram of the afternoon ’meeting was
son, Dr. H. Everett Hichborn, and his
wife, ar-The W. C. T. U. met with the flower misrived in town last Friday afternoon in their lows: singing America by the choir; prayer by
sion superintendent, Mrs. Juiia White, August
Rev. A. J. Lockhart of Winterthe
chaplain,
automobile, having taker a week’s trip through
address of welcome by Mis. Susie Wh.te, 2nd. Flower Mission Day was observed and a
the White Mountains since
leaving their Cam- port;
This company wishes to announce that
it was voted that it be nice program was carried out. Several invited
the />.
bridge, Mass., home. They immediately opened ! daughter of a Veteran;
guests were present and a very profitable ;
their summer place—the residence of the Dr.’s spread on the records and published;response by
will advance twenty-five cents per ton after
was
held.
Refreshments
of
ice
cream
meeting
has
Septemb,
|
something
Comrade Trask who always
parents, the late Capt. and Mrs. Henry Albert by
and cake were served. The next, meeting will
j
All orders now booked by this
good to say; singing by the choir; rec Alva
Hichborn—East Main street.
to be
be
with
Evie
Mrs.
The
L. T. L. is
Twombly.
Clark; reading, Comrade Webber; singing,
From Cape Jellison piers, the
and
all orders given on or before
following “Marching Through Georgia,” by the audience; invited and a picnic supper will be served.
1st for a
September
shipping report was telephoned Monday evenMr. E. S. Stockwell, Vice President, Chapin
remarks by Rev. A. J. Lockhart and Comrade
convenience, will be subject to the minimum sun
ing: July 31st, steamer Millinocket sailed with ;
& Adams Co., Boston has been in town looking
rec., Daisy Clements; song; rec., Evelyn
Trask;
after
Mr. Stockwell
of fancy eggs.
paper for New York. August 3rd, schooner :
shipping
ltd2
Spaulding (encored); rec., Margaret White; is always the first to advance prices to our stated in previous adds.
Harry W. Haynes arrived, light, to load lumremarks, Mrs. Belle J. Palmer; rec., Laura people his returns are promptly made.
ber and schooner Helena sailed
lumber
,with
Bickford; remarks, Comrade A. E. Nickerson;
Searsport, July 30. Ski, stmr Penobscot,
for New York. August
5th, schooner Wil- story, Chas. Ritchie; remarks, Henry Clements
Norfolk; Aug 3, ar, stmr Mohawk, Belfast, etc,
Pr
liam Jones arrived, light, to load
and sailed 4th for Bass Harbor, etc.
SHIP
NEWS.
lumber; and Chas. Libby.
1. Ar, sch Mary Langdon,
Isiesboro,
Aug
steamer Millinocket arrived with
general carThe following were made Honorary memNew York, with coal to B N Pendleton.
AMERICAN PORTS.
go from New York, and schooner St. Croix
bers: Henry Clements, and wife, Mrs. Muogett,
FOREIGN.
New York, July 30. Sld, sch Izetta, Bangor;
sailed with lumber for Boston.
of
Mrs. Grant of Newburg and Mr. Billings
St John, N ,B. July 28.
31, ar, sch Mary Ann McCann, Bangor via Sag
Ar, stmr Romsdal,
Mr. Alfred Stinson of North Searsport and Monroe. A rising vote of thanks was extend- Harbor; sld, schs J U Rodwell, Port Reading (Nor) Stockton (to finish loading for Glasfor
Grace
for
anand
cleared
Bluehill;
1st
Davis, EJgewater
gow);
Mr. Enoch G. Sawyer, of Old Town were in ed to all who helped make this one of our very
Aug
gur; Metinic, Port Reading for St John, N B;
Halifax, July 28. Ar, sch Joseph W Hawtown July 30th, for the
day, calling on several ! best meetings. Closed in due form.
Susie P Oliver, Jersey City for Bangor; John thorn, New York.
acquaintances of the long ago. These gentleA. Stinson, Sec’y.
Puerto Mexico, Aug 2, about 10 a. m. SteamBossert, Georgetown, S C; Aug 2, sld, schs
Telumah, Port Reading for Bucksport; Abbie od, stmr Texan, Parse, Delaware Breakwater Orchestra all
men married in this
village—the Misses Carrie
s
S Walker, Port Johnson for Stonington; 3, sld,
for orders; 3, 10 a m. ar, stmr Hawaiian. Dow.
*
and Evelina Pattee, daughters of the late Mr.
To the Editor of The Journal. One word schs Elsie A
Season.
Bayles, Edgewater for Bangor; New York.
and Mrs. Joseph Pattee, Sylvan street.
Mrs. to those who do not attend these meetings. Caroline Gray, Elizabethport for Vinalhaven;
Turks Island, Aug 3.
Ar, sch Le viston, Hops every WednesSawyer and married daughter died last year of For twenty years we have been meeting to- L T Whitmore, Port Reading for Stonington; Mayaguez, P R, loads for Philadelphia.
day and Satuiday.
schs Andrew NeN S, July 29
Brigadier,
Rockland;
6,
ar,
Ar, sch Mary L
Windsor,
pneumonia, leaving Mr. Sawyer alone in his gether with no ties save the touch of the
Harriet C Whitehead, Stoning- Crosby, Calais, Me.
binger,
Bangor;
Admission
25c. each.
home and he is contemplating
selling his prop- elbows as in the years of ’61 and ’65. Nothing ton, Me.
erty in Old Town, and spending his last years unpleasant has been done or said during all
Boston, July 31. Ar, schs Theoline, JacksonElla F Crowell, Rockport, Me; John J
BORN
with Mr. and Mrs. Stinson.
BURN!
these long years, and we meet every month ville;
Perry, Rockport, Me; Mary F Lynch, Stoning- j
The Ladies’ Aid Society will be entertained when suitable and in nearly every town in the ton, Me; Aug 1, sld, sch Ella Clifton, Bangor;
Brown. In Swanville, July 30, to Mr. and
this, Thursday, afternoon, by Mrs. Annie K county. I think 1 can say without fear of con- 2, sld, stmr Bay State (from Bangor) Sewall’s
schs Alice Murphy, Stockton and New I Mrs. Fred Brown, a son
Harriman, East Main street. A full attend- tradiction that no other organization in the Point;
Fitch. In West Washington, July 26, to Mr.
4,
York;
ar, sch R P Pendleton, Gulfport, Miss;
ance is desired,
especially as this will be the State of Maine can say as much. Now, dear 5, ar, sch Mary A Hall, Promised Land, L I; and Mrs. James Fitch, twins, a son and daughTwo tenement house an-,
ter.
last meeting before the annual sale of fancy Comrades, fall into line with us. Only a few Annie & Reuben, Stonington.
Gray. In Deer Isle, July 22, to Captain and land, situated at 42 Mille
2.
sch
Crescent,
Philadelphia.
Sld,
Aug
we
be
mustered
shall
more
before
j
O..UWICO, opiuiiD, cu;., WHICH WJll De neiu AUgUtl
meetings
Mrs. W. P. Gray, a daughter.
Frankfort.
location.
15th in Hichborn hall. Ice-cream and home- out. The people are giving us a warm welApply to
Reynolds. In Belfast, August 2, to Mr. and
Baltimore, Aug 3.. Ar, sch Edward H Cole,
Mrs. Warren Reynolds, a son, Maurice W.
made candy will be on sale during the after- come wherever we meet. Rally on Ellingwood’s
Port Tampa.
FREE'
A Comrade.
Newport News, Aug 1 Sld, sch Paul Palmer, j Turner. In Castine, July 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
noon and evening.
There will also be a cake Corner Sept. 5th.
tI32
sch James W. Paul, Jr., Bangor. James Turner, a daughter.
sld,
Bangor;
5,
table awaiting the patronage of those present
Norfolk, July 30 Sld, sch Maude Palmer,
Mrs. John A. Mace of Roberts street has
Don’t fail to ee this display of handsome and
Bangor; 31, sld, sch Frontenac, Portland; ar. i
MARRIED
BELFAST PRICE
her guests for the past schs
J. Manchester Haynes, Richardson, New j
useful handiwork, Many articles suitable for been entertaining as
week Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Wyman of Chelsea, London; Jane Palmer, Gleason, Newport News;
Corrected Weekly f<
use at Christmas time
j
will be found upon
Huntley-Heckbert. In Rockland. July 30,
Mass., and Mrs. George Brown of Chelsea and Pendleton Satisfaction, Kneeland,do. Aug 2, sld,
J Clarence
B. Huntley and Ida Monetta HeckMiss Alice Coe of Atlantic, Mass.—Portland sch Jane Palmer, Portland.
PRODUCE MARKET.
these fancy-work tables.
v,-.
bath of Rockland.
bert,
Express.
Wiggins, SC, July 30 Cleared, sch William ;
Johnston-Elwell. In Rockland, July 27, Apples, per t>u, 75al.09. H
E Litchfield, Hutchinson, Boston.
7 II
dried, per lb.,
WILLIAMSON’S HISTORY.
Mayaguez, P R, July 30 Arrived, sch Lewis- Robert Johnston and Mrs. Lucy Elwell, both of
2.75a3.00 IBeans, pea,
ton, Ginn, San Juan (for Turks Island and Rockland.
Lowe-Spofford. In Deer Isle, July 21, Ray Beans, Y. E., 2.50a2.75 !.:<
Volume II.
Philadelphia.)
27 Mu’.
Saunderstown, R I, July 30 Sailed, schrs F 1 T. Lowe and Leah F. Spofford, both of Deer Butter,
Steps have been taken toward editing the
7a8 tv
Beef, sides,
Isle.
Worth Saving, and Some Belfast C Pendleton (from Perth Amboy), St John.
Health
is
second volume of Williamson's History of BelPerkins-Day. In Castine, July 21, Carl Vin- Beet,forequarters, 7aS 1
Port Reading, July 30
Sld, sch. Telumah,
People Know How to Save It.
60 K
cent Perkins and Miss Clara B. Day, both of Barley, bu,
fast, and it is hoped that the book will be pubBucksport.
19 StCheese,
in
take
their
lives
their
Castine.
Belfast
|
P
21
sch
Crossoon
as
San Juan,
lished as
the missing data can be colpeople
Many
R, July
Ar,
Henry
16 !
Chicken,
lected and arranged in proper form.
The hands by neglecting the kidneys when they ; by, Mobile.
Calf
Ta
18
Skins.
DIED
31
sch Gen E S |
Fernandina,
Sld,
July
Weak
!
need
kidneys
help.
entire XIV chapter, which was to contain the know these organs
20 V
Duck.
New York.
Greeley,
\N
25
are responsible for a vast amount of suffering
Eggs,
names of all residents of Belfast who graduBrunswick, Ga, Aug 1 Arrived, sch Mel- |
Adams. In Portland,*rMaine General Hospital,
14 U
ated from any college, technical or profes- and ill health—the slightest delay is danger- bourn P Smith, Erskine, New York for Owens William H. Adams of Vinalhaven, aged 53 Fowl,
18 W
Geese,
sional school between the yea£s 1875-1900, ap- ous. Use Doan’s Kidney Pills—a remedy that Ferry.
RETAIL PRICE.
Jacksonville. Aug 2 Sld, sch Celia F Car- years.
Anderson. In Portland, August 1, Hannah
of kidney sufferers. Here
thousands
has
helped
would
be
to
be
It
bonear.
pears
greatly apmissing.
17 1’
A. Anderson, aged 79 years.^ Funeral services Beef, Corned,
recommendatien.
Ponce, P R, Aug 1 Sailed, sch Governor Saturday at 11.30 a. m„ from her home, 206 Butter Salt, 141b., 18&22 ‘1
preciated by the committee having the publi- is a Belfast citizen’s
Moss Point (to load for New
I
Powers,
Carroll,
Connell,
S.
A.
Me.,
Belfast,
says:
Mrs.
91 Dr
Burial
at
Corn.
Belfast.
State street.
cation in hand if any such persons, or their
York.)
861*
Andrews. In Camden, July 30, Harriet An- Cracked Corn,
friends or relatives, would send their names use Doan’s Kidney Pills,"procured at the City
Wiggins, S C, Aug 3 Sailed, sch Elizabeth drews, widow of the late George Andrews, I Corn Meal,
86 r<>
I feel that I am in need
Gilbert, New York.
to the office of The Republican Journal, giving Drug Store, whenever
I’-22
!
93 years.
Cheese,
Bangor, July 31. Sld, sch Charles Daven- j aged
of a kidney medicine and they always dojme
1.80 1*1:;
names in full, year of their graduation, full
Butler. In Union, July 25, Maria, wife of j Cotton Seed,
New
Kit
York;
Newport
Carson,
News;
port,
10 Ky<.
| Codfish, dry,
good. I have nevf r taken another remedy as Aug 1, sld, sch W D Mangan, Hingham; 2, ar, j! Otis N. Butler, aged 64 years.
name of the institution and the nature of the
13 Sh
Cargill. In Washington, July 28, Rebecca Cranberries,
beneficial as Doan’s Kidney Pills. I confirm all sch Lizzie D. Small, Boston; sld, schs Mary |
degree received. The committee,
28 Sur
Clover Seed,
wife of Samuel Cargill.
Rackliff,
I have ever said in praise of this preparation, Brewer, Boston; Chase, do; Eagle, Gloucester;
George A. Quimby,
6.25a7.50 Sait.
Lowe. In Deer Isle, July 25, Capt. William
Flour,
/
A. W. Thompson,
8.75a9.i)0 Sw
and you may continue publication of my for- Rosa E., Belfast; 3, sld, sch R L Tay, New Parker Lowe, aged 77 years, 2 months, 5 days. H. G. Seed,
HarNorthern
York;
Light. Vineyard Haven;
James H. Howes,
14, Wheat
McIntyre. In Warren, July 29, Oscar E Lard,
mer endorsements.”
ry W Haynes, Stockton and New York; 5, ar,
James C. Durham,
McIntyre, aged 76 years, 6 months and 11 days
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos- sch Eva May, Boston.
Ben D. Field,
Piebce. In Reno, Nevada, August 5, KingsStockton, July 30. Sld, stmr Millinocket,
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
Alfred Johnson.
Mrs. Frank D. High! ami
Pierce, formerly of Belfast, aged
New York; Aug 3, ar, sch Harry W Haynes, bury Stephen
22 years.
for the United States.
Searsport on the steamer t an
Bangor; Bid, sch Helena, New York; 4, ar, sch
Mr. and Mrs. John Jaquith left this week
to
spend the remainder of th*
In Penobscot, July 27, Mrs*
Wardwell.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no Wm Jones-; Bid, sch St Croix, Boston; 5,
for a short outing at their cottage at Temple
Wardwell, aged 70 years and 16 days. gor Commercial.
Dorothy
New
York.
stmr
Millinocket,
other.
ar,
Heights.—Fairfield Journal.
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Caps, Hathaway,
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goods
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SPRINGS.

..fr>-

Arthur B. Smith at Pleasant Point.

25

1

now

••

Assortment of $2.50 and $3.00 pants...
$1.50 pants, RED TAG price now.
Khaki pants, $1.00 grade now.

...

MEN’S AND BOYS’ 25c.

•

4.00

This is the most remarkable hose value ever offered.
None sold to dealers. 6 pairs only to a customer.
Buster Brown 25c. hose for ladies, boys and men, the
best on earth, now J9c., box of 4 guaranteed 4 mos.
To introduce them
75c
Ladies' and men’s silk hose.....39 and 49c

...

ability

$5.00 Pants, RED TAG price

MEN’S, BOYS’ AND LADIES HOSE, 15c.
VALUES, NOW 9 CENTS.

1

recommended, both as to personal charm and
as an entertainer.

on

50c straws
now.
All old style straws.

$16.50 coats, RED TAG price now.$11.95
Men’s and youth’s $12.50 and $13.50 suits and fall overcoats, RED TAG price now.$8.75

The

back to Camden.

MEN’S AND YOUTH’S PANTS VERY

$2 00 straws now. 1.00
$1.00 straws now.
50

^

friends.

Mrs.

It is seldom that a customer, desirous of purchasing a
really nice Suit or Overcoat, has a chance to get the
newest, well-made merchandise, such as this firm only
makes, at the manufacturers’ cost.
Merchants usually keep back their best qulity of brand
new goods, and offer the odds and ends, and old goods
at a clearing sale of this kind.
But in that this sale is an exception. Everything will
be included, even our black suits, and our serges will
have the same cut in prices. These staples are seldom
offered for the reason that they would be just as good
another season. But necessity knows no law. Peruse
the proof below. Better still, come to the store and
look them over.
We have just 75 suits in all the latest colorings
browns, greys, blues and blacks—made as Kuppenheimer only knows how to make them, with all the
inside hand work that a merchant tailor would put in
to insure a front that will stay in shape until it is gone.
These suits we have retailed for $15.00 and $16.50. Our
RED TAG price now to clean them up..$11.95
45 suits and overcoats, such as we have been
retailing
for $1&00. $20.00 and $22.00 made the Kuppenheimer
way, and that’s good enough for any one, our RED
TAG price now.$13.95 and $16 95
25 fall overcoats and raincoats, our regular $15.00 to

•5

Whitman, consisting of monologues and
Miss Whitman comes highly
pianologues.

and Mrs. Alpheus Robmson and Miss

Mr.

/

town

KUPPENHEIMER SUITS, FALL OVERCOATS

£

lian

Eugene L. Cook of Belfast, Mrs. B. E.
Larrabee of Islesboro and Mrs. W. B. Getchell
Mrs.

MEN’S AND BOYS’ STRAW HATS, RED TAG
PRICE NOW JUST HALF.
A few
Panamas, $6.00 grade, now..$3.00

iJ?

will be the pitcher or china table in charge of
Mrs. E. C. Pike; also the “Cabbage patch,
presided over by Mrs. Wiggs” and her illustriIn the evening a very unique and
ous family.
novel entertainment will be given by Miss Lil-

few* weeks.

in

our

BARGAINS.

_

lold

were

I

Mrs. Lizzie J. Blanchard,
accompanied by
her nurse, arrived last
Saturday from Port MEETING OF WALDO CO. VETERANS.
Washington. Lone- Tslanri N v
through the hot weather with her sister, Mrs.
The Waldo County Veterans Association
Angie G. Mudgett, East Main street. Many
met at 0. Gardner Grange hall, West Winold friends in her native town
greet Mrs.
1912.
Thursday being
Blanchard most cordially, regretting the severe terport, August 2,
A
this meeting was held Friday.
rheumatic trouble which has rendered her an stormy
goodly number of veterans and their women
invalid for several years.
came from the eastern part of the county.
Misses Pauline and Louise Griffin of MattaThe following towns were represented: Bely'
poisett, Mass., are the present guests of their
fast, Brooks, Swanville, Searsport, Prospect,
relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples,
Frankfort, Winterport, Monroe and Newburg,
Church street.
are
They
spending their Penobscot county. President Crockett called
school vacations with their
grandparents, the forenoon meeting to order and appointed a
Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Patterson, East Main committee on the time and place of the next
street, and Mrs. Avalina C. Griffin, Sylvan
meeting. An invitation was received for the
street, and other maternal and paternal rela- veterans to meet at
Ellingwood’s Corner on
tives in the birthplace of their
parents.
the first Thursday in September. The comLast week was rather unpleasant. The
mittee so reported and their repart was ac-

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. Church will
their summer sale, as announced last
Miss Ruth Trundy arrived Saturday from J week, in Union Hall, Friday, August 9th, and
Boston and will spend her vacation with her will have a pretty variety of fancy articles
Main
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy,
lainty neckwear, etc., in charge of Mrs. E. M,
street.
Midden, Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, Miss Annie Gilkey
J. A. Clement caught two salmon at Swan j ind Miss Sally Dow. The apron table will be
m.

of Augusta

In this sale we shall shave all selling margins and a
goodly part of actual cost on many styles. Our high class clothing
has been priced at prices to compel even the most backward and reluctant customer to
purchase a suit, and to tempt
even the man who has already bought all of his
summer clothes to buy again—perhaps two or three more suits.
clothing has ever been priced at irresistable “like finding money” prices, it has been so priced now, and remember [,
fair way of doing business—if the goods are not
satisfactory on home inspection fire them back and get your money
BE ON HAND EARLY AND GET YOUR
SHARE OF THE WONDERFUL

are

The many friends of Fred M. Perkins, who
has been confined to the house the past three
months, were glad to see him down town Mon-

is

—

j

Nickerson of Sandy point was in
Mrs.
town Thursday, the guest of Mr. and
Loomis Eames on Reservoir street.

a

j

|

Mrs. Abbie

are at

I

—

|

J

H. G. Curtis, Water street.

Lowrey,

his

Miss Alice App entertained a birthday partj
twenty-one guests—last Saturday evening
at her Lowder Brook home. She was the rethe past week at the home of Mr. and Mrs. |
cipient of several presents, including silver,
Loomis Eames of this town, for the first time
glassware and confectionery, the latter in
Mr. French at present re- |
in nearly 35 years.
great abundance.
sides in Atlanta, Ga., where he is employed as
Mr. Leonard Clifford, of Fitchburg, Mass., arhouse detective at the Piedmont Hotel.
rived last Sunday by Boston steamer to visit
Robert Carr of Denver, Col., arrived Thurshis sisters, Mrs. Horace Staples, Mrs. Harday and is spending a few weeks at the Searsriet C. Hichborn, and Mrs. Elmer E.
Thompson.
porl House. Mr. Carr visited his sisters in Mr. Clifford
is a native of Stockton,
Milford. Mark for sov^rul xuocL-a rtrAviona to
having
lived at Fort Point for many years. Welcome
coming to his old home. He has been engaged
to old scenes!
in the mining business in Colorado for the past
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Blanchard of Mount
thirty years, but has made several short visits
to his sisters and to his old home during that Vernon, N. Y., accompanied by their daughter,
Miss Edna, came up from
Camden, where they
time.

Andrew B. McGown arrived Saturday from
at
Worcester, Mass., and is with his family
their bungalow on Pleasant Point.

3 p.

Wilbur Grant of Kingman, accompanied
daughter, Mrs. Della Claye, was the
guest of his niece and husband. Mr. and Mrs.
Albert M. Ames, Church street, on Monday
They had been in town for several days calling
on relatives.
Mr.

by

! town.

of

|

mates.

William W. Palmer and Richard H. Palmer
of Bangor and their father, Walter E. Palmer,
deputy collector and inspector of customs at
Vanceboro, spent the week-end with their
family at the Cleaves House on Leach street.

H.

friends in Augusta.
are

Everett S. Grant and daughter lef1
Saturday by early train for Newbury port, anc
Cambridge, Mass., enroute to their home ir
New Haven, Conn. “Come again, and staj
longer!” say numerous friends and schoolMrs.

Mr. E. S. Stockwell, Vice President of Chapin
& Adams Co., Boston,has been in town looking
after shipping of fancy eggs.
Mr. Stockwell
is always the first to advance prices to our
people and his returns are promptly made.

W. W. Newton of Cambridge, Mass., James
Wood of Dorchester, Mass., Miss T. B.
Dr. and Mrs. H. Everett Hichborn took Sun
Campbell and Miss Margaret Campbell of
day's boat for Boston, en route to their Cam
Dorchester, Mass., Mrs. Louise Curtis of
bridge, Mass., home. They are to spend th<
Brooklyn, N. Y., Mrs. O. L. George of New j month
at Oak Bluff, Mass. Tbeir stay in Stock
York and Miss Lucy Blanchard of Portland are |
j ton seemed brief to their many friends ir
at the ‘‘Brookside.'’

Main street.

Miss Harriet M. Erskine returned home
with
Friday after a visit of a few weeks

maids,

Day
August 9, we will institute
Tag Clean Out Sacrifice Sale.

Regular Semi.

AND RAINCOATS

SOLD BY W. A. HALL. BELFAST.

Frank W. Davis and son of New York arrived Sunday and are at the “Brookside” for a

Mrs.

I

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,
BANGOR, MAINE

Point.

street

You make

ESTABLISHED 1839

tons

Miss

at the Break of

Annual Red

give
a long time investment that
will yield liberal returns in
satisfactory operation when
you buy a CLARION.

trip.

on

Again, Beginning

—

his son.
James Pattee of Belfast is visiting
Dr. S. C. Pattee, on Main Btreet for a few days.
week
The heavy rains and showers the past
have greatly improved the vegetable gardens.
hand on the B. &
Bonaparte Elkins, section
on a fishing
A. railroad, has gone to Newport

few

SEIZE YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Friday,

FURNACES S CLARION

week from
Capt. C. F. Carver returned last
visit with friends in Camden.
The Texas Cattle King will be at Union Hall
Saturday evening, August 10th.

a

Mrs. Edric Coleman and little daughter of
Milford, Mass., arrived Tuesday at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Levi S. Griffin,
Maple street, for a visit of indefinite length.
Welcome home!

Company

V:

B*rr

%Qa

j

VV^RANKLIN

j

House fo Saie

1

KEEP mE KIDNEY5 WELL

1

Miss Helen S. Staples of Brooklyn, N. Y„ is
the guest of her paternal grandparents, Capt.
ind Mrs. Horace Staples, West Main street,
for a few weeks. She arrived last Friday by
Boston steamer.

/

